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PREFACE

In the early 21st century, perhaps the most important artistic genre
is science fiction. . . . [It shapes] how people understand the most
important technological, social, and economic developments of our
time.

—Yuval Noah Harari, 21 Lessons for the 21st Century

This fanciful and factual peek into the future of cities is as much
scientific possibility as it is fiction, but the flights of the imagination
herein are based on real science. Some of these castles in the sky admit-
tedly may not come to fruition, at least not in the next several decades,
but most will be at least in the planning stage by the time we’re securely
on the moon or Mars. They are based on the projections and percep-
tions of some very sage and sapient minds.

As far as colonizing other vistas is concerned, I think humankind has
proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that any challenge that lies over the
next horizon, whether it is on, under, over, or above the earth, will not
be left unmet. And heading for the stars may be the biggest hurdle
humans have faced since they dropped down out of the trees.

This book may read like a combination of sci-fi tech-talk. In a way I
guess that makes me a futurist. But this book is meant to provide a
glance into the next generations of food, building materials, structures,
modes of transport, and possible lifestyles. It is also a wake-up call to
stop and think before we get swept up in the seductive vortex of tech-
nology, and to reflect on the fact that the future does not just happen; it
is created by us, and we will be held responsible for the decisions today
we make for tomorrow. We are now taking steps not by mathematical
projection (one plus one) but in a logarithmic manner (ten times ten),
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PREFACEvii i

and these are the biggest techno-strides we will have taken in human-
kind’s history.

One thing is for certain: there is a groundswell of people thronging
back into our cities, and our metro spaces are not prepared for it. What
we find in cities today are exorbitantly expensive houses, buck-busting
rents, deteriorating inner-city transportation, embarrassing homeless
situations, inadequate treatment of waste and pollution, and the need
for improvements everywhere from roads to resources. Our cities are
dealing with the chasm of difference among the socioeconomic classes
in terms of distribution of the necessities of life; restrictive rules, codes,
and regulations in building; bureaucratic bungling; and poor planning.

There have got to be some changes made—and not old, passé Band-
Aid fixes but far-reaching, novel ways that not only combat our current
problems but also provide sustainable innovations that will work for the
ages, not just for a few years.

We are living in a cross between yesterday’s science fiction and
soon-to-be scientific fact; for what is fantasy today may well be reality
tomorrow. It will be run by technology, which, like a force of nature,
nothing can stop and which we have only just begun to understand and
respond to. In the future our smart houses and household robots loaded
with artificial intelligence may be running us instead of the other way
around. We are at the gateway to new and incredible products, materi-
als, and technology, but how are we going to go about managing or
manipulating them for our benefit?

The present mindset of our culture is often driven by incompetent
politicians, scarcity-oriented economics, and a system of passé values
that have to be reevaluated in the face of major disruptive changes. In
order for us to be able to make the transition to this new age, quantum
leaps in both thought and action are required. Experience tells us that
human behavior can be modified toward and through constructive or
destructive activities.

It looks like we take the best and worst of us wherever we go; despite
our raised consciousness about husbanding resources, protecting the
planet and its contents, we also are littering our nearest alien celestial
bodies, forming a nascent “space force” despite a treaty that promises
we will not do so, and creating an atmosphere of flag planting and raw
materials hunting. It has been the hallmark history of humankind to put
profit and possessions before people and our planet.

It seems that too often we forgo real personal contact with other
people, friends and family alike, in favor of time spent with our elec-
tronic gadgets. I have a friend who has a cabin in the woods that has no
connection to anything modern and electronic—no TV, cell reception,
Wi-Fi, or internet server. Consequently, people in the cabin actually
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engage in conversation, take walks, and do things together—while look-
ing straight ahead or at each other, not downward into devices.

One thing that we should not ignore, going forward, is inner-city
interaction with “green”—it may be the most important color in the
city. Many studies have concluded that plants, parks, and quiet natural
areas are absolutely essential for relaxation, critical thinking, and physi-
cal as well as mental well-being.

One of the ways technology has bloomed is with building materials
and methods. Their many forms and uses are nothing short of spectacu-
lar. Even old foes like carbon dioxide are going to be either cut back,
sequestered, removed, or made into building materials, and recycling
and landfill mining will be major megaindustries.

Boomers growing up thought the ultimate technology was the A-
bomb and that it was going to bring about our apocalypse. Now technol-
ogy will be one of our saviors. We now look at science as on the cusp of
being divine—some even ask the question of whether God is technolo-
gy or technology God.

Ironically, maybe we spend too much time isolating ourselves, dis-
connecting from the real world around us in order to maintain the
perception of being connected to the world of today and tomorrow with
apps, bots, programs, and computers in “the cloud.”

Even though we are heading toward disruptive and major changes, I
am confident that we will not only survive but thrive. Human beings
are, if nothing else, essentially problem solvers and progress makers.
And we all know that we have lots of problems to solve and much
progress to accomplish. But how, when, and in what ways all will be
consummated is, well, a crapshoot.
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DISCLAIMER

According to whoever said it first, “There are lies, damn lies, and statis-
tics.” Most of the stats here have been gathered by local, state, federal,
and international government agencies; scientists; writers; power and
utility companies; universities; other informed sources; and the Oz of
the internet. Consequently, I do not claim that all the statistics present-
ed represent accurate and true statements, percentages, and facts, and I
do not warrant or make any representations as to the content, accuracy,
or completeness of the information, text, graphics, charts, web links,
websites, and other items contained in their media presentations.

Aggregating and writing information for this kind of book has its
inherent problems and predicaments. When presented with the same
questions, different people use different ways to find diverse answers
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and conclusions. Consequently, answers may vary, sometimes quite a
bit. In addition, some of the facts presented may be affected by time,
changing world events, or new discoveries. As in many things, opinions
vary as to number, percentages, predictions, and the veracity, or diver-
gence from same, of the results obtained by individuals using the same
information. No one can completely and accurately predict the future.
And not all scientists would agree on matters such as global warming
and climate change due to greenhouse gases, space exploration and
colonization, or the availability of certain products and methods listed
herein.

What I have tried to do is present an informed opinion about how
homes and metropolises will be built, look, and function. I have also
stated that there have been doomsayers that made and continue to
make dire predictions about the fate of the earth—I hope I’m not
viewed as one of those people, but I figure it’s best to err on the side of
caution and not carelessness.

Although most of the facts presented herein are defensible, I use
them as literary, entertainment, and educational devices to give the
reader a general perspective on the subject of resources, energy, mate-
rials, the waste we create, and how we may live and/or cope with them
in the future. In an effort to communicate more easily and effectively I
have taken some averages, mean numbers, and common sense and have
modified statements in order to reflect more than one set of opinions
and/or updated them by logic and informed opinion.

The lawyers put it another way: Neither the author or publisher, nor
any of their employees, makes any warranty, or guarantee, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information, percentage, apparatus,
product, device, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would
not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific
commercial copyright, product, process, or service by trade name,
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement or recommendation. The author does not
receive any recompense or trade-offs for any product or persons men-
tioned in this book.

The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessar-
ily state or reflect those of Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group or
its agents. This book is for entertainment and educational purposes
only.
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SEEKING SUPERCITIES

Surroundings, Settings, and Situations

A city is not gauged by its length and width, but by the broadness of
its vision and the height of its dreams.

—Herb Caen, columnist and author

Where trade routes met or a body of water was used as a port or a
mother lode of something valuable was found, cities inevitably blos-
somed nearby. Throughout history, cities have been the heart of the
social, cultural, and economic development that has made up much of
the fabric of civilization. With cities came divisions of labor, which gave
people the time to create cultures and which freed them from the grim
drudgery of subsistence living.

And as cities prospered, they grew in size as people moved from
farms to factories. But just because they were big doesn’t mean they
were the best places in which to reside. In fact, a large population base
has been both a hindrance and a help when figuring out whether a city
is a super place to live.

As a fuel source coal provided a cheap and efficient source of energy
for steam engines, furnaces, forges, and homes across the country. It
spurred massive economic growth and was considered a boon for cities.
Not until recently have we seen the kickback for the overuse of fossil
fuels.

Buildings and urban infrastructure account for 40 percent of raw-
material use, one-third of energy consumption, and 70 percent of
greenhouse gas emissions, in addition to having ecological footprints
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several hundred times larger than their actual acreage, according to
UN-Habitat.1

Problems that are already visible today—land and food shortages,
heavy traffic loads, urban and global warming, congestion, and air pollu-
tion, to name a few—will worsen in the future. Consequently, scientists
and other practitioners have been looking into measures to address
these challenges, especially when reenvisioning old and making innova-
tive plans for new buildings. Creators of supercities will have to find
answers for how to supply the needs of megapopulations and manage
metros of twenty to one hundred million people and all their trap-
pings.2

A LOOK BACK

In 1800 about one out of every twenty Americans lived in cities.3 In
1860 no city in the United States had a million inhabitants.4 By 1890
New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia had passed the million mark, and
by 1900 New York had 3.5 million people (then the second-largest city
in the world).5

Around 1790, spurred by the onset of the Industrial Revolution,
country folks started to feel the pull of the city, because new and better-
paying jobs were far superior to farm labor and subsistence living. At
the dawn of the 1800s, on average only about one out of every twenty
Americans lived in cities, but one hundred years later many cities had
grown by about 35 percent.6 Cities were becoming fashionable in addi-
tion to offering preferable employment.

Between 1880 and 1890 almost 40 percent of the townships in the
country lost population because of migration to cities.7 The develop-
ment of multistory buildings and public transportation made it easier
for people to find places to live that were more accessible to their
employment.

Since then the population of cities has more than doubled. People
were drawn to cities because of employment opportunities that made
their labor more valuable due to division of labor. When on the farm,
people had to work for everything. They grew their own food, made
their own clothes with materials garnered from animals they raised,
built their own shelters, had only a modest choice of goods—nothing as
exotic as wine or spices—and had little time for recreation. It was a
hand-to-mouth existence.8

At the turn of the nineteenth century, about three out of ten people
populated US cities. The proportion changed dramatically by 1920 to
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SEEKING SUPERCITIES 3

about one out of two, then two out of three in the 1960s. By the end of
this century, about 80 to 90 percent of US residents will live in cities.9

After WWII the “American Dream” was life outside the city, com-
plete with a car, white picket fence, 2.4 children, 1.0 dog or cat, a little
green grass, a backyard barbeque, and maybe even a pool.10 Fleeing the
hordes in the city, “suburbanites” coveted their single-family dwellings,
improved schools and parks, shopping centers, commuting in their own
cars, drive-through living, and a sense of the peace, privacy, and com-
fort living in the “country.” They wanted upward mobility and clean,
safe places to live. The luxuries of suburbia beckoned—but not for
everyone.

Until the Fair Housing Act was enacted in 1968, government-spon-
sored home loans could be granted based on the color of one’s skin—
Caucasian was “get-ahead green” and red was everything else. Fully 98
percent of home loans were granted to white folks; the process of ex-
cluding all others was called redlining.11 Ever wonder why the majority
of people living in suburbia look the same even now? According to
Nikole Hannah-Jones, a reporter for the New York Times specializing in
civil property–related racism, even though redlining is illegal, every
year four million people of color face rejection of their loan and insu-
rance applications.12

BACK TO THE FUTURE

At the pace humankind is reproducing, we will reach a population of 9.7
billion within the next thirty years. Every day another 250,000 humans
are born.13 The population of the United States will pass a half billion
by 2050, and when the earliest baby boomers reach the age of eighty,
they will have witnessed the population of the world triple.

Within thirty-five years more than one hundred cities will have pop-
ulations larger than 5.5 million people,14 including twenty-seven super-
cities with ten million and close to twenty megacities with approximate-
ly thirty million inhabitants.

This puts an incredible strain on dwindling resources. The effects of
overpopulation are becoming more radical: increasing global surface
temperatures, depletion and pollution of the biosphere’s resources,
waste of water, species extinction, and deforestation. These conditions
have been around for many years, but their growth is becoming more
swift and alarming.

We have to think about and plan for not only where we are going to
put all these people but also how to do it economically, swiftly, sustain-
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ably, and humanely. At present the world’s cities occupy only about 2
percent of the earth’s surface but house almost 60 percent of its popula-
tion.15 And as cities grow, they also seem to become outrageously ex-
pensive; the two most expensive places to live in the United States are
San Francisco and New York.

According to the US Census Bureau, 80 percent of the population
were already living in urban areas in 2010.16 More than 95 percent of
the country’s most populous state, California, live in metro areas,17 and
that number is projected to grow. Many cities are building “up” because
they have no room in any other direction. San Francisco and New York
are good examples. The total area covered by the world’s cities is set to
triple in the next forty years. This will make inner-city property the next
to be gentrified.18 This rush to cities is exacerbating already monumen-
tal problems of traffic congestion, air pollution, lack of dependable
power, lack of public transportation, larger parking lots, and flawed
overbuilding.

Over the years a subtle shift had taken place. Younger people seek-
ing more affordable, more fashionable, or newer housing were moving
from older suburbs to exurbs—rural areas surrounding suburbs—re-
sulting in the decline of the suburban nation.

THE GREAT INVERSION OF THE MOVABLE MILLENNIALS

In the past couple of decades, there’s been a “great inversion.”19 For
the first time in nearly a hundred years, the rate of urban population
growth has outpaced suburban growth. This is going to cause problems
in that cities are already crowded, expensive, sometimes dangerous,
and, with ever-decreasing land to build on, lacking places to put people.
We are long overdue for beginning to plan for contemporary mega-
metro locations to ensure they’re healthy, self-contained, sustainable,
and economic to build, operate, and occupy.

The children of baby boomers have eschewed the lifestyle of back-
yards, burbs, and barbeques. Millennials haven’t experienced a baby
boom of their own and are also delaying the launching of one. At
present, the nation’s birthrate is going down, and there are more baby
boomers and seniors in many suburbs than there are families with
young children.20 The taxpayer base in suburbs is increasingly made up
of older folks, as millennials are choosing to settle in urban areas, lead-
ing to the decay of suburbia. Aging boomers don’t care about schools,
more parks, or recreation; they want the support services they’ll need as
they age.21
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Millennials and Gen Xers are not buying single-family dwellings;
instead, they’re renting, and some are still living with their parents or
grandparents, in part because of hefty student debt, tight mortgage-
lending standards, and the heavy buy-in price and extra cost of the
traditional suburban lifestyle. Homeownership levels among heads of
households thirty-five years or younger was at 36 percent in 2015, the
lowest figure since the Department of Commerce started tracking that
data quarterly in 1994.22

Millennials no longer desire—nor can they afford to buy—super-
sized suburban McMansions (homes built between 2001 and 2007 and
having between three thousand and five thousand square feet of
space).23 Even more modest homes are being priced out of reach. Con-
struction of single-family homes fell by about one-third between 2005
and 2015, and construction of apartments and condos is at the highest
level in forty years.24 Malls used to be a big draw in the suburbs, but
now anchor stores like Macy’s, Sears, and JCPenney are closing by the
hundreds, and other chains are moving from suburban areas back to
cities.

Millennials are getting older, and studies show they want to live
where they can walk for recreation, services, and shopping—whether
that’s in or outside of a city. More than 60 percent of millennials have
chosen to rent over buying a home.25 They are the country’s biggest
migrators, representing 43 percent of the United States’ most restive
population, despite making up only 23 percent of the total population.26

Millennials and even some baby boomers are ditching the suburbs
for major metros everywhere. And regardless of age, urban dwellers see
eye to eye on their vision for the future. They want city life punctuated
by parks and playgrounds, an increased ability to bike or walk around
their neighborhoods, but also a “bright lights, big city” atmosphere.

It behooves us to remind ourselves of the potential population
bomb—humans aren’t just prolific and the apex species on earth. Hu-
mans make up the only species capable of radically expanding its popu-
lation, changing the face of the earth; the singular species that can
increase its life span, and force other species into extinction through
pollution, tampering with the environment, greed and appetite; and the
only species capable of causing its own demise in more ways than one.

URBS VERSUS BURBS

The question is not really which is fading but how things are changing.
In gentrified areas the best and most expensive real estate—whether in
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SUPERCITIES ON, UNDER, AND BEYOND THE EARTH6

a city or a town—is occupied by the well-to-do, either from being there
first or by seeking out the best parts of a city to gentrify. But whether
their inhabitants are wealthy or not, cities of tomorrow have to be
elderly-friendly, color-blind, and age-neutral.

Cities and suburbs alike started to suffer when major manufacturing
markets pulled up stakes and moved because of economic conditions,
costing people their jobs. Property values plummeted in places where
manufacturing was key, and the cities fell into decay. Suburbs started to
languish because young people either couldn’t afford the price tag or
didn’t care for their parents’ lifestyle. Tax bases began to stagnate, and
“anchor stores” in towns and malls started to shut their doors.

In the suburbs cars became a necessity for getting anywhere—one
result of suburban sprawl and some pollution. Goods and services in
low-density neighborhoods are farther away, and walking to get any-
where can be difficult. Many places in the burbs are unsafe due to
traffic, especially for children. Autos create four times the carbon foot-
print of higher-density neighborhoods and require roads, parking, and
auto support systems. Chauffeuring is required to and from children’s
playdates and activities, as well as for doctor’s appointments, requiring
more time and miles logged by those who are already driving to work.
This is also increasingly a problem for boomers who are partially re-
sponsible for their parents’ financial, physical, and emotional care as
well.27

The compulsory commute junket is expensive, for both one’s wallet
and well-being. According to Ivica Marc, a personal trainer at Exceed
Physical Culture in New York City, “If you are sitting in a car, train, or
bus for long periods of time every workday, you are putting yourself at
risk for heart disease, diabetes, and premature death.”28 And commut-
ing to and from work harms our psychological health and social lives; it
can be even more exhausting than the work itself.29

Research has been mounting that establishes a link between the
sprawl of our living spaces and the rise of obesity, blood sugar, blood
pressure, body weight, and metabolic risks—even a rise in divorce.30 In
the burbs, even the fairly useless grass is imported, fertilized, doused
with herbicides, and protected by neighborhood landscaping codes in
many places.

When one’s kids are young, living outside the city might feel safer,
but when one’s parents get older, suburbia can become a prison, be-
cause older folks need to be driven everywhere and looked after. It may
turn out that staying in the burbs will be less healthy or safe and provide
less opportunity for independence.

A disturbing trend is the demise of the mainstay sport of suburbia:
golf. More than eight hundred courses have closed their clubhouse
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doors in the past decade. The Sports and Fitness Industry Association
claims that millennials between the ages of eighteen and thirty agree
with Mark Twain, who supposedly said that golf is a good walk ruined,
or they just can’t afford the previous generation’s country club life-
style.31

In high-density cities you can walk just about everywhere. City resi-
dents now prefer to drive a mile or two instead of ten or twenty, and
they own one car instead of two. The mantra “Location, location, loca-
tion” is being replaced by “Access, access, access.” Cities are starting to
go country as they value walking and biking, green surroundings, con-
tact with cultural interests, and living within their means. Urban plan-
ners are taking notice all over the country. It may seem counterintui-
tive, but in denser cities ten times more tax money per acre is generated
than by their country cousins.32

URBAN SPRAWL

Like middle-age spread, urban bottoming-out is due to poor planning,
overexploitation of resources, greed building over green building, poor
public transportation, and overreliance on cars.

City populations have suffered from a concentration of inequalities,
including poor housing, low-quality education, unemployment, and dif-
ficulty or inability to access certain public services, such as health care,
welfare, and green spaces, in addition to the decay of high-density
neighborhoods into ghettos.

Making cities green and healthy for everyone goes far beyond simply
reducing greenhouse gases and planting turf or a tree here and there. A
holistic and healthy approach to the environment and resources has to
be adopted. For example, suburban redevelopment and rapid transit in
Atlanta were planned around downtown areas, including twenty-two
miles of parks and developments, in a loop around—not through—city
neighborhoods.33

According to John Wilmoth, director of the United Nations Depart-
ment of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, “Managing
urban areas has become one of the most important development chal-
lenges of the 21st century. Our success or failure in building sustainable
cities will be a major factor in the success of a United Nations develop-
ment agenda.”34 Neighborhoods have to be inclusive and open, pro-
tected by proactive choices, making funding more equitable and ensur-
ing that no neighborhood is forgotten in urban planning.
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GOING UP/VERTICAL SPRAWL

In New York City the record-breaking 432 Park Avenue is taking hous-
ing to new heights—1,396 feet to be exact, standing as the tallest resi-
dential building in the world and the second-tallest building in New
York City.35 It’s also taking shots from detractors who are saying that it’s
too skinny and too rich. In fact, it has come to light that many of the
most luxurious residential projects are also conspicuous consumers of
energy and that they create a chasm of lost sunlight in the “street can-
yons” below.

Many people are suggesting that urban building and zoning codes
have to be changed or at least relaxed. Some urban planners want to
bring back a disappearing concept called “the missing middle,” com-
plexes of small condos or individual units with shared outdoor space.
It’s the happy medium between a single-family, detached home and a
ten-plus–unit apartment. Think of them as more practical urban models
of tiny homes, which are becoming chic for some folks but unrealistic
for a lot of lifestyles and city codes.

City planners, designers, and forward-looking thinkers are pushing
the limits of creative thinking to envision future cities of all types. From
super-skyscrapers soaring many thousands of feet upward, cities float-
ing on or under water, burrowing underground, in orbit, or creating
skylines on other planets—the only limit is imagination. Cities of the
future will include

• floating sea cities
• high-rise or rooftop farms
• 3D-printed homes
• buildings with their own microclimates
• huge bridges that span entire cities
• spaceports with easy access to the moon and Mars
• superhigh buildings
• underwater and underground cities
• collapsible and stackable living pods36

GETTING AROUND

Getting around in the United States is becoming a huge hassle. Our
roads, highways, and bridges are desperately in need of repair. The
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) gives the United States a
D for its roads and a C for its bridges—which is generous grading.37
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The US Department of Transportation estimates that almost $1 trillion
is needed to revamp the current interstate and highway system in the
country.38 Unfortunately, there won’t be many highways improved or
bridges repaired because we can’t afford to maintain what we already
have. And research shows that reducing highway congestion by adding
more lanes—a phenomenon called “induced demand”—is counterpro-
ductive as it ultimately just adds more wheels on the pavement.

“Traffic jams are getting worse, queues longer and transport net-
works more prone to delays, power outages more common.” The Unit-
ed States is a backward country when it comes to passenger trains. As
anyone who has visited Europe, Japan, or Shanghai knows, trains that
travel at 200+ mph have become everyday modes of transportation.39

It’s time we design a future where driverless cars, aerodrones, and
new-age subways zip around, under, or over skyscrapers, and vertical
gardens are in hyperconnected, energy-efficient “smart cities.” The al-
ternative is being trapped in endless traffic jams while infrastructure
crumbles and pollution overwhelms the remaining declining green
spaces.

CARMAGEDDON

Several cities are starting to ban one of our most cherished personal
possessions—the car. And it may be one of the safest and healthiest
things to do. In 1900 nobody was killed by cars in the United States
because they were few and far between. Just twenty years later, as Peter
Norton, a professor at the University of Virginia, wrote in his book
Fighting Traffic, more than two hundred thousand people were killed
by cars. In 1925 alone, cars killed about six thousand children.40 And
with small, self-driving electric vehicles (EVs), skyports, drone delivery
service, and mass transit, there will be less need for autos and trucks,
parking, driveways, and pavement and more room for playgrounds,
parks, and housing. Cities have become far too car-centric; autos and
trucks are far too much a part of people’s lifestyle; and vehicles make
city walking more like a bullfight than a stroll. The car, Norton points
out, is the lowest-density means of transportation—and most expensive
mode of transportation. In the United States more than 90 percent of
all trips were taken by car; too few people are moved in a single vehicle
and too much fossil fuel is used moving them.41

Walk Friendly Communities is a national recognition program de-
veloped to encourage towns and cities across the country to make safer
walking environments, and in 2011 the Pedestrian and Bicycle Informa-
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tion Center announced the selection of eleven Walk Friendly Commu-
nities across the country.42 Cities such as Los Angeles (no kidding) and
Seattle aim to reduce parking spaces and convert some roads and
bridges for use by pedestrians and bikes. A good model for them may
be Las Ramblas in Barcelona, Spain—a tree-lined thoroughfare.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A MEGACITY AND
A SUPERCITY

A megacity generally has a population of around ten million. In the
future, supercities might top out at one hundred million or more.43 It’s
been estimated that by 2100 we can anticipate cities of 140 million
people—picture Tokyo, Mexico City, New York, São Paulo, Mumbai,
New Delhi, and Shanghai all rolled into one.44

A supercity can be humankind’s dream place. It is a self-contained,
quality living organism where there is enough affordable housing that is
close to healthy outdoors experiences; the air is refreshing; the water is
pure; energy is clean, ample, and inexpensive; food is grown, raised, or
produced within one hundred miles of the consumer; building materi-
als are recycled sustainable, and green; transportation is easy and af-
fordable; and all the necessities and luxuries of life are nearby and do
not require an oil tycoon’s bank account.

The problems and challenges supercities will face include the issues
of carbon-neutral environments, how to control urban sprawl and traffic
congestion, how to solve the predicament of the homeless, and how to
organize, be administered, and be operated sustainably. Adoption of
widescale use of renewable energy will be embraced, waste manage-
ment will become a major industry, and biodiversity will enhance the
natural environment. Green transport systems, innovative materials,
and construction methods will be utilized; and a diverse population will
enjoy a healthy outdoor environment. Some of these enhancements are
already being applied or experimented with today, and some are in
various stages of planning for use tomorrow.

As more people flood cities, straining already bulging budgets,
stretching resources, and staggering city services, some suggestions and
solutions will sound reasonable and practical, while others will be the
stuff of both science and fiction.
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CHRYSALIS CITIES

San Francisco and Manhattan are good examples of city price-out and
bound-up boundaries—they have no room to build, save straight up.
Following the collapse of the housing market in 2007, the median price
of a home was around $700,000 in San Francisco, compared to today’s
whopping $1.25 million plus, and some rents increased in 88 percent of
the nation’s biggest cities.45 When a city begins to run out of horizontal
space, it only has a few choices—go vertical, go radical, or go to hell.

Middle-class employees such as teachers, office workers, city work-
ers, and retail workers have been priced out of cities. And don’t look to
the suburbs for relief—they are bursting their borders too. In places
where there were pasturelands a couple of years ago, there are now
hundreds of houses, condos, and apartment buildings. And the cost,
whether buying or renting, is an unbelievable and unrelenting upward
arrow, creating a population of “haves”—and saying to hell with the
“have-nots.”

THE “GREEN” FOOTPRINT

Creating or maintaining a city’s “greenprint” is a tough goal while con-
trolling a rapidly expanding city. And while managing sustainable ener-
gy, water, and waste, as well as fostering sensible growth, leaders must
keep a green city economically viable and sustainable for the long haul.

Cities of the future will strive to be carbon-neutral—that means they
will run entirely on renewable energy, with little or no carbon footprint.
Masdar, in Abu Dhabi, might be the first carbon-neutral city in the
world, which is ironic since it is being built through the sale of the
country’s rich oil reserves. At present no carbon-free cities are being
planned in the United States.46

As we move farther away from the natural world, contact with it
becomes more valuable: Urban designers now recognize that access to
green space is an important part of people’s quality of life. From New
York to Singapore, the world’s great cities are now placing heightened
importance on new and existing green spaces with sustainable urban
planning, with the hope of protecting their futures, for both physiologi-
cal and psychological well-being.47
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VERY SMART STUFF

The answer to the question of how smart building can be may lie with
big data and the so-called internet of things (IoT), where objects previ-
ously dumb are made smart by being connected to one other. One way
to accomplish this is to plant sensors throughout a city’s lands (or in its
buildings) to make up a city dashboard, which takes the pulse of the
city. This will allow multiple systems to be joined and ultimately work
more efficiently to monitor everything from energy use to water and
waste, city temperature, traffic patterns, and security. When systems do
not “talk” to one another, they operate in isolation, and facility staff are
unable to get a holistic view of building performance. This is one of the
reasons why building energy management systems (BEMS) emerged to
integrate a multitude of disparate systems and functions.48

There are those who will loudly howl or silently grumble that this is
nothing less than a precursor to Brave New World, or 1984, where “Big
Brother” is looking over, under, and around your shoulder. This is part-
ly true. But it is a compromise of privacy in exchange for safety. (See
chapter 8, “Getting Somewhere from Someplace.”)

ENERGY THAT KEEPS ON GIVING—WITHOUT LEAVING
A MESS

Fossil fuels still represent over 80 percent of total energy supplies in the
world today.49 But extensive use of alternative energy sources will allow
cities to eventually achieve carbon neutrality. And with the advent of
modular smaller grids, not only will power outages be eliminated but an
excess of energy will also be left, to be saved or shared on other small
electrical grids, which can be connected to larger county, state, or na-
tional grids to help create, save, and distribute energy where it might be
needed.

Net Zero

One of the first options that should be considered is establishing net
zero carbon dioxide–clean cities. Only a couple of these are being built
in the world today, and none is being planned in the United States.

California’s Energy Commission unanimously passed a law mandat-
ing that all new residential buildings up to three stories tall must be
equipped with solar panels by 2020, making California the first state in
the nation to mandate access to solar in virtually every new home. In
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addition, the new provisions include a push to increase battery storage
and reliance on electricity over natural gas. This is seen as a key meas-
ure to decarbonize the building sector—an area that, when electricity
use is factored in, represents the second-largest source of greenhouse
gases in the state. The rule will likely eclipse the state’s current energy-
efficiency goal, approved in 2007, requiring all new homes to be zero
net energy users by 2020, which regulators now say is not enough to
offset a building’s use of fossil fuel–derived electricity at night.50

Battery storage in homes and businesses (and electric cars) will
eventually serve as a giant electricity bank for renewable resources. In
this scenario, known as “partial grid defection,” homeowners would
generate and store 80 to 90 percent of their electricity on-site and use
the grid only as a backup—transforming buildings into small power
plants and minigrids.51 (See chapter 9, “Priorities for Power.”)

WATER, WATER FROM EVERYWHERE

Water, thankfully, will probably not be an issue in the future. We get
water from lakes, rivers, and underground sources such as aquifers.
These, along with water saved in cisterns, water desalinized from
oceans, and water treated from toilets to tap, are being used for drink-
ing water. This will be accomplished by using state-of-the-art treatment
technologies powered by solar energy. Potable water will be stored,
ready to use in buildings. Used water will be cleaned and filtered
underground via something much like mini–electrical grids, in cisterns
or aquifers, where the water will be stored and ready to be used again
and again.

COMESTIBLES FOR THE CITY

Concerns that are already being addressed in some cities are the food
deserts (where there are fewer places to get fresh and healthy groceries
but where there are plenty of fast food and liquor stores) and the rising
demand for fresh food from farm to fork. One of the solutions is “verti-
cal farming,” or “agri-tecture,” which is based on farming that grows
upward, around, in, or on buildings and can produce more than enough
for residents. Today’s largest vertical farm is located in Michigan and is
home to seventeen million plants.52 Other types of soilless farming in-
clude hydroponics, aeroponics, and aquaponics, which produce fruits
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and vegetables, fish, and ducks simultaneously. (See chapter 10, “Provi-
sioning the Populace.”)

ULTRAMODERN MATERIALS AND
CHANGING CONSTRUCTION

As governments look for ways to adopt green construction codes, they
will put more pressure on the construction industry to change the way
buildings are designed, constructed, operated, and dissembled. Bleed-
ing-edge materials, innovative uses of old materials, and various appli-
cations for recycled materials are nothing short of mind-stretching.

Thanks to recent advances in robotics, computing, and other tech-
nologies, a growing number of scientists and engineers think robot-
made housing might finally be possible soon. Robotic construction will
increase the speed of construction, improve its quality, and lower its
price. (See chapter 7, “Bleeding-Edge Building Supplies.”)

VACANT AND ABANDONED: A NEW
URBAN RENAISSANCE

Buildings that are abandoned and that have physically deteriorated are
another vexing problem that older cities face and a plague in all parts of
the country. As a quarter of Detroit’s population drained out of the city
from 2000 to 2010, tens of thousands of buildings became hazards in-
stead of homes.53 A survey examining vacant land and abandoned struc-
tures in seventy cities found that on average, 15 percent of a city’s land
was deemed vacant.54 For a city with a rapidly growing population but
fixed boundaries, vacant land and deserted buildings can represent a
key competitive asset for economic development. They can create vari-
ous kinds of jobs, increase tax revenue, improve infrastructure, and
attract new residents, merchants, and money for improvement.55 They
can be reclaimed as opportunities for productive reuse, as solar farms,
urban farms, community gardens, open land, general reclamation, and
distribution centers for the future dwellers of metro centers.

Plans for reclaiming, stabilizing, and revitalizing neighborhoods will
not only stimulate economic recovery and growth but will also help to
eliminate a growing problem—arson. The US Fire Administration esti-
mates that there are more than twenty-eight thousand fires annually in
vacant residences and that 37 percent of these fires were intentionally
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set, resulting in $900 million in property damage and numerous deaths
and injuries each year.56

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), De-
partment of Transportation (DOT), Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and several other agencies have made available hundreds of
millions of dollars in funding to support the planning and implementa-
tion of projects to promote sustainable communities.57 Federal and
state grants for historic buildings have also helped finance these efforts.
Investment funding is available for a variety of uses, including commu-
nity planning, affordable housing, technical assistance, and capital infra-
structure. To help navigate the complex maze of opportunities Recon-
necting America has compiled a list of all upcoming programs and
deadlines.58

WINNING THE WEATHER

In a smartly controlled building, comfort zones will be monitored by
computers that will offer middle-of-the-road temperatures, or some-
thing like a constant humidity-controlled 72 to 78°F, depending on
weather and, in living spaces, on one’s age and gender.

A recent report by Christian Aid indicates that more than a billion
people in coastal cities will be vulnerable to severe flooding and ex-
treme weather due to climate change by 2070.59

The architecture group Terreform One adopts a counterintuitive but
practical approach in its Governors Hook project in New York. Instead
of keeping water out, the design allows the water in, to be stored or
moved by many methods, from permeable pavement to redirection to
building up. Many architects suggest preventing a siege mentality that
would require people to fight a losing battle with the elements.60

A CHOICE OF HABITATS/A CHANGE OF HABITAT

The choices of where and how to live in the future will make the
science fiction of yesterday morph into the facts of tomorrow. Imagine
urban visions on the horizon of the future: living as a terrestrial on or
under the earth, as an aquarian on or under water, as a citizen of the sky
in massive skyscrapers, or as a space colonist in orbit or on other plan-
ets.

We can also do what ancients couldn’t do with their cities—pick
them up and move them. With developments in the assembling of
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buildings through drones, nanotechnology-enhanced materials, and in-
dustrial 3D printing, dissembling and deploying cities elsewhere could
be accomplished with good planning. In fact, houses are currently being
designed that can be moved by boat or dirigible.

Then again, one dystopian outcome is that cities will simply continue
as they are or become deserted. The costs of change may result in some
areas simply being sacrificed and abandoned. Unfortunately, the same
may be true for people.
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HABITATS FOR INHABITANTS

Home Is Where the Heart, Hearth, and Habitat Are

As cities grow and lifestyles change, the homes we decide to live in will
change as well. In fact, we are already starting to see unique housing
alternatives. Sometime in the very near future, we will see not only
“smart” single homes but also superstructures that may encompass a
dozen blocks or more. New forms and choices of housing, from the far-
out to the hands-on, from movable homes to exotic homes in strange
surroundings, will come in a plethora of shapes, sizes, and places.

Sixty years ago there were only two “megacities,” urban centers with
populations of more than ten million people: New York/Newark and
Tokyo. Today there are thirty-three, although this number is expected
to rise possibly to fifty-three by 2030, mostly in developing countries. In
1990 there were just ten megacities worldwide. At present there are
about four hundred million people in megacities worldwide. And the
future populations of megacities are projected to be

• 900 million in 2050
• about 1.1 billion in 2060
• about 2.1 billion in 21001

All over the world, new metropolises are being built, offering a snap-
shot of what our future will be like. At present the US megacities are
Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City, and the metropolitan area of
Washington-Baltimore. It is anticipated that by 2050 Asia will have
thirty megacities, and Atlanta, Miami, Phoenix, and Riverside-San Ber-
nardino could pass the threshold by 2060.2
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By 2050 some will be monster megacities of thirty to one hundred
million. Figuring out where and how to house their denizens will take a
humungous amount of work wrapped around heaps of options. A cen-
tral theme is to plan to make homes cost- and energy-efficient, sustain-
able, and very comfortable—some might even say perhaps too comfort-
able, as housing accessories, robots, and apps may put an end to the toil
of household chores.

Silicon Valley, the jewel in Santa Clara County, is a suburban en-
clave that has some of the most expensive real estate in the country as a
result of tech companies making the area their corporate home. Unfor-
tunately, the once sleepy community has become one of the toughest
places to find affordable housing due to the influx of techies and well-
to-do money.

Google and Facebook, two of the many companies that have inad-
vertently caused the housing shortage, are now—with the partnership
of local politicians—doing something about it, perhaps as a precursor of
the future, and they have led the way in a series of new proposals from
big business seeking answers to the problems of cramped housing.
More than one thousand potential additional units were approved by
the city in which Google is located.3 Hopefully this will be a hallmark of
big business and community needs.

Google will invest $1 billion toward efforts to develop at least fifteen
thousand new homes in the San Francisco Bay Area. “Across the region,
one issue stands out as particularly urgent and complex: housing,” CEO
Sundar Pichai wrote in a blog post. “As Google grows throughout the
Bay Area—whether it’s in our hometown of Mountain View, in San
Francisco, or in our future developments in San Jose and Sunnyvale—
we’ve invested in developing housing that meets the needs of these
communities. But there’s more to do.”4

THE FUTURE INSIDE

The new future home will be not only smart but also intuitive; all the
devices and appliances will be connected by software and the internet
of things (IoT), and interaction will come from a robot loaded with an
artificial intelligence (AI), a Siri-like device that will take care of and
anticipate most of people’s needs.

As soon as you say something like “I’m out of laundry detergent” or
“Do I have a clean shirt?” it will be picked up by a discretely placed
microphone and trigger software to transcribe your words into a to-do
list or into a command that will take appropriate action.
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New research has found that 68 percent of people think their bath-
room is old-fashioned and would like to see new innovations in this
room of the home in the next ten years.5 Some bathroom innovations
on the horizon are included below.

Auto Body

A body analysis scale in a bathmat will not only track weight but also
analyze your body fat percentage and body mass index while taking your
temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, and thermometer readings
from any number of trackers. These may be in the form of a wrist
monitor, glove, body wrap, underwear, electronic tongue depressor,
finger pinch monitor, among other utilities.6

All readings will be fed into a health app along with other data about
your level of activity, nutrition, and sleep patterns to give a basic picture
of your health, note any anomalies, and make basic health recommen-
dations. This information can be relayed to a doctor or other health
practitioner that can provide follow-up.7

Smart Mouth

Your smart toothbrush will connect sensors in the brush head to a
health app, to give you real-time feedback on your brushing technique
and tell you when to change your brush. Smart sensors will track every-
thing from areas missed to whether you’re brushing too hard; they will
assess your gums and suggest changes that need to take place. They will
also track tongue cleaning and oral health, and, since 80 percent of bad
breath comes from odor-producing bacteria on the tongue, they will
measure bacterial by-products in the mouth. The app then records the
information, offers advice, and can send the results to your dentist.8

Toilet Training

Everything that goes into your body will be analyzed when it comes out,
from its nutritional content to its caloric value. This will offer a com-
plete picture of how well the body is functioning and how well you are
living. An automatic urine or stool test will provide early warnings about
urinary tract infections, pregnancy, and markers for types of cancer and
other diseases.9

Vigilant for Viruses

Indoor air can be from ten to one hundred times worse than the air
outdoors. Air purifiers equipped with professional grade sensors can
monitor the levels of particles in the air. An air purifier can be set to
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check for allergens and filter out up to 99.9 percent of airborne viruses
and bacteria that are 2,500 times smaller than the diameter of a human
hair.10

Sampling Sleep Patterns

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a condition in which the walls of the
throat relax and narrow during sleep, interrupting normal breathing and
often resulting in snoring, broken sleep, and—at worst—asphyxia (a
condition arising when the body is deprived of oxygen, causing uncon-
sciousness or death; suffocation). Sensors will monitor sleep patterns
and sounds and note abnormalities.11

Baby Watch

The latest technologies for babies’ health will include connecting a
smart baby monitor and ear thermometer to a mobile phone app that
helps identify all manner of health matters, recording results for later
examination. Babies’ poop can be analyzed by automatic diaper or com-
mode swabs. Results can be fed to a doctor’s office. (This can also be
used for adults.)12

Sensing Falls

If you’ve fallen and you can’t get up, a help button pendant will sense it
and activate a GPS locator and two-way communication with a helpline
via a speakerphone that is automatically turned on and dialed by AI
anywhere in the home. Movement sensors around the home will track
all activity and behavior in general in the house. Smart analytics will
identify each individual in the house and notice and record any abnor-
mal behavior. Automatic phone or video calls can notify caregivers,
physicians, or relatives. Of course, for those who are anxious about their
personal privacy, the sensors and the personal information they store
can be deactivated.13

Remembering Meds

Half of all medication for chronic illness is not taken as prescribed,
especially by the elderly, often because of absentmindedness or demen-
tia. So a smart medicine dispenser can issue reminders, via a watch,
phone, TV, or in-house intercom device, to a patient and/or a caregiver
when it’s time to take meds. It can also calculate how many have been
taken and share this information with the in-house medical app and a
doctor, relative, or caregiver.14
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Mirror, Mirror—and Apps

A look into the bathroom mirror will trigger a mini–health check and
use facial recognition technology to pick up subtle cues about your
health and mental state. It may advise you on what skin care regimen to
use on a given day, based on your appearance.

Family Carebots

It is becoming increasingly important to devise ways of ensuring that
the elderly, ill, and disabled can live safely and independently for as
long as possible. One of their biggest issues is often lack of mobility—
being unable to get out of bed, move around, take care of errands as
well as themselves.

For such situations will be carebots, which are designed to provide
assistance. They can range from life-size humanoid bots that can take
blood samples and analyze them, lift patients, or help them walk; furni-
ture that transforms from a bed to a wheelchair; and mobile servants
that can fetch and carry things from one room to another and have the
ability to monitor and notice the abnormal and communicate to various
contact people.

There are hopes that robots will make aged-care jobs less demand-
ing and help senior citizens maintain a longer independent life in their
own home, assist caregivers at home or in a nursing home, or provide
company to the lonely.15

Resourceful Refrigerators

Your kitchen app will take orders for beverages and foods from the
pantry or refrigerator and can survey contents and make menus for days
or weeks in advance. Miniaturized technology will allow the scanning of
almost anything to find out its molecular composition and, in the case of
fruits and veggies, check for ripeness. The smart fridge will be pro-
grammed to sense what kinds of products are being stored, keep track
of what’s been used, make comments about whether you’re drinking
too much beer or consuming too many carbs, order anything that is
running low, and suggest nutritionally balanced meals; it will also sync
perfectly with your levels of activity and weight-loss goals.16

Screen Tests

How about a TV that blends into the wall? That’s the promise of a new
generation of TVs. Samsung’s Smart Things app, for example, allows
you to take a picture of the wall using your phone camera, sends it to
your TV, and reproduces your wall right on the screen. You can color-
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correct the image manually, but most of the process is automatic. Even
when it is turned off, the TV displays the image of the wall. Also when
off, the TV can still display news headlines, weather reports, and even
traffic, or just show the time and date. Custom art is also included and
can be matched to the background.17

Waving your arms at a gadget will turn electronic devices on and off,
which might be “too smart” in an overly melodramatic or energetic
household. Entertainment systems of the future will be able to plug
into your moods—based on the number of hours that you spend watch-
ing TV or listening to music, how your choices affect your emotional
vibe, and how you seem to want to feel when choosing a TV program,
movie, or music. All can be tracked, remembered, and analyzed. Sensi-
tive sensors will turn off a device if there is no one in the room for a
period of time.18

Smarter Smoke Detectors

Smoke detectors and carbon monoxide monitors can alert you about
dangerous levels of certain gases, but the newest technologies can let
you know exactly where and when a problem exists and notify you about
a fire, pollen levels, coming weather conditions, and indoor and outdoor
air pollution so you can be sure to take appropriate actions.19

Let There Be Natural Light

Modern paints and materials will enhance natural light and reduce the
energy needed for lighting in the home. Light for particular times of the
day will be programmed and automatically regulated. Less energy used
means lower greenhouse gas emissions, greater fossil fuel conservation,
less waste produced, and a lowered utility bill. Smart window coverings
and thermostats will complete the picture.20

A Biofuel Duo

Carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted at home will be used to feed microalgae,
producing biofuel that in turn will be used to generate heat and power.
The CO2 produced from the heat and power generation will be once
again used for biofuel production in a closed loop.21

Nanobot Waste Watchers and Underground Collection

Liquid and solid waste material will be treated to break the matter
down into its chemical properties for fuel or fertilizer. Consequently, it
will be possible to recycle endlessly and re-create any type of material.
Products for recycling will be sorted by microscopic nanobots that sep-
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arate mixtures of materials into categories based on their size, shape,
color and on their physical and chemical properties. This will be espe-
cially useful for colonies in outer space.22

Municipal waste will be collected via a pneumatic network separat-
ing and transferring the waste flow in underground tubes to treatment
facilities in a 24/7 service, reducing the presence and pollution of vehi-
cles that collect garbage in the city. Customer will be billed via an
RFID (radio frequency identification) sensor by weight or material.23
Multiple bins will be replaced by pods integrated underground. The
pods will then drive waste via tubes to a treatment facility.24

THE FUTURE OUTSIDE

One example of really going urban green is a project in Singapore
comprised of four towers, all connected by what’s called the “heart
center,” an area filled with thousands of plants, trees, and even a water-
fall. There are also sky bridges and terraces decked out in greenery, for
a total of 160,000 plants helping reduce heat (by transpiration, reflect-
ing sunlight, and creating shade) and improve air quality while reducing
the amount of CO2 on the island.25

The development is LEED-certified. (“LEED” stands for “leader-
ship in energy and environmental design.”) LEED certifies designs and
structures that reduce CO2 emissions and water and electricity con-
sumption, and reinforce resource sustainability for buildings. It has four
levels: certified, silver, gold, and platinum.26

Gardens

The garden will also experience a fusion of tradition and technology for
plant lovers—multisensor gadgets will keep tabs on everything from
water content and soil acidity to temperature, fertilizer, and ripeness, in
the case of fruits or veggies. Meanwhile, robot mowers and pruners will
keep the landscape neatly trimmed, and digital art will allow the styliza-
tion of the garden with beautiful and changeable holographic statues,
colors, and sound scopes.27

Microchips and remote controls are becoming as popular in the
garden as they are in the kitchen, den, or even the office. We knew it
was only a matter of time and that time is now. Smart-thinking land-
scape architects are reducing their environmental impact via water con-
servation, solar technology, kinetic energy, and drought-tolerant plant-
ing—at the same time creating charming designs.28
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Accommodating Accommodations

New technologies in building and materials will allow construction of
previously unheard-of geometric complexity. Design trends will be-
come more free-form and organic. New shapes and new combinations
of materials will allow for entirely new building aesthetics and larger
structures.

Finally, cost will be cut by robots handling heavy and dangerous
work, inexpensive prefab building components, and the use of existing
material (like dirt and clean refuse), all of which will afford architects
more creative leeway.

Prefab components are also environmentally friendly, as they reduce
material waste as well as the number of delivery trips needed to the
construction site. In other words, instead of transporting raw materials
and basic supplies to the construction site to build a structure from
scratch, most of the structure is prebuilt in a centralized factory and
then shipped to the construction site to simply be assembled.29

Along with techno-changes, adjustments will have to be made in
long-standing and out-of-date zoning and building ordinances that have
often impeded development and innovation. If urban areas are going to
attract developers, then city planners must recognize the need to over-
haul outdated policies concerning land use and built environments.
Cities need to consider a range of innovative and aggressive polices to
lure new money and make room for more people.

The dream of universal affordable housing has been an idea tried
and tested by architects throughout history, from Bucky Fuller’s wacky
Dymaxion House,30 to mail-order homes assembled like do-it-yourself
furniture. This isn’t to say that poverty, ghettos, and disadvantages
won’t be part of the landscape, but we will have the technology and,
hopefully, the will to begin removing those roadblocks.

Some of the promises of 3D printing—one example is “Contour
Crafting Technology”—is the capacity for building multiple homes
quickly, creating less waste than conventional construction methods,
and the use of robotics for labor. Of course, that’s bad news for the
people in the construction industry who will suffer the loss of thousands
of jobs.31

With any luck, owning a home will no longer command the sizable
investments of generations past when younger buyers were priced out
of the housing market. On the other hand, a glut of new housing will
begin lowering housing prices, negatively impacting current homeown-
ers who are depending on the stable or rising equity of their homes for
retirement or the ability to move on up.32
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Chic Choices

When it comes to the price of homes, it shouldn’t come as a surprise
that the majority of the sticker shock comes from the value of the land
more than that of the actual structure. An even bigger factor driving the
value of land is the demand for housing within a chosen location, which
could cause the housing market to boil over.

In the future, a lot of folks will be buying movable micro homes and
even small apartments that can be parked, like cars, on small lots. Some
even imagine that people will be able to move their houses from city to
city with the aid of autonomous and remote-controlled aerodrones. (A
remote-controlled vehicle is always controlled by a human. Autono-
mous devices are aware of their environment and incoming data and
have the ability to learn and make decisions on their own. By 2020, an
estimated fifty billion of these devices will be connected to the inter-
net.)

Some homes in the future will downsize in terms of square feet, but
there will be many more choices available. One example is Ecocapsule,
a smart, self-sustainable micro egg-shaped structure that utilizes solar
and wind energy for power and a battery for storing energy. Rainwater
is collected on the surface and filtered into a water tank. It enables the
inhabitant to stay in remote places in comfort and can serve as a cot-
tage, pop-up motel, mobile office, or research station. It’s been engi-
neered to be self-sufficient, practical, and functional. It measures 15.32
feet by 22 feet, is 8.20 high, and weighs about 35,000 pounds with a full
tank of water (and filtration system) and incineration toilet. It is made
of fiberglass over a steel frame.33

Homepod specializes in building energy-efficient homes that the
company expects will be popular among new homeowners looking for
more efficient, smarter homes with controls for electricity, security,
HVAC, and more. The houses range in size from two-bedroom apart-
ments to four-bedroom townhouses.34

Tiny houses are becoming a popular alternative as well as a new
social movement. People are choosing to downsize, live with less, sim-
plify the space they occupy, and still be comfortable. Tiny houses can be
configured for a shared, two-person household or for an extended fami-
ly. Most range from one hundred to four hundred square feet; among
their features are movable partitions, recessed-in-the-wall amenities,
and pull-down furniture, which enable transformation of the unit with-
out reconstruction. Countertop and cabinet height may be adjusted
manually or mechanically for all customer sizes and physical abilities.
There are many no-cost blueprints available online. More and more
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cities are rethinking lot size regulations to accommodate tiny homes
and communities.35

One of the most creative models is an experimental, low-cost, micro
housing unit made from concrete water pipes approximately eight to
twelve feet in diameter, and eight feet wide. The repurposed pipes are
designed to accommodate one or two people and come with approxi-
mately one hundred square feet of petite living space. The interiors are
made up of micro living room furniture with a built-in bed, a mini-
fridge, bathroom, shower, and plenty of storage space for clothes and
personal items.36

Although these structures are not lightweight, at twenty-two tons
they require little in terms of installation costs and are easily stacked.
Entire tube communities could be installed in small, unused spaces.
Cost varies around $15,000 (not including the cost or use of land).37

In its approach, SPACE10 shares goals and methods similar to Wiki
House (a generic name for an open-source project for designing and
building houses that endeavor to democratize and simplify the con-
struction of sustainable, resource-light dwellings). SPACE10 focuses on
something that, while not terribly new, has rarely been explored.
Known for simple, well-designed, flat-pack furniture, IKEA is propos-
ing expanding their DIY model to a much larger scale: entire city cen-
ters with square boxes shaped and stacked on one another.38 The result
is low-cost, adaptable, and sustainable housing that could be manufac-
tured locally. It’s a 527-square-foot micro house built using only a mill-
ing machine and plywood certified by the FSC (Forest Stewardship
Council), with a total cost of around $206 per foot.39

The ALPOD is a sleek, rectangular 42.6-by-10.8-foot mobile home
(about 480 square feet of living space) made of insulating blocks and
wooden panels with an aluminum sheath, with thermal insulation, solar
power, and a built-in kitchen and bathroom.40

The Pop-Up House is low-cost, recyclable, passively heated, and has
all of the qualities of tomorrow’s homes. The prefab structure snaps
together like LEGO bricks in a few days. Robotic labor may increase
the speed of this construction, improve its quality, and lower its price.41

A “digital construction platform” is another mode of 3D autonomous
printing that boosts efficiency and building strength; it only puts materi-
al down where it’s needed, and it’s safer, faster, and more precise than
manual construction methods.42

We will also see more and more apartments in cities that have con-
verted parking garages and repurposed other buildings to living spaces
comparable to tiny houses. Some of these retrofitted garages have a
community feel with amenities that urban folks find attractive and ven-
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ues for theater, dining, and other cultural activities desired by those
who want to live, work, and play in the heart of the city.

Hands-On DIY

Do-it-yourself (DIY) projects (like the Wiki House) are being devel-
oped by architects, designers, engineers, inventors, manufacturers, and
builders, collaborating to develop the best, simplest, most sustainable,
highest-performance building technologies that anyone can use and
even improve upon.43

The developer’s aim is to offer designs to every citizen and business
and to make it easier for industries to deal in, invest in, manufacture,
and assemble better, more affordable homes in order to grow a new
housing industry while reducing dependence on the top-down, debt-
heavy mass housing systems of the past.

Fab Prefab

It took only three weeks for a Chinese company to build a fifty-seven-
story skyscraper. The construction company reportedly wants to try to
build a 2,749-foot skyscraper. The “Mini Sky City” tower is the work of
Broad Sustainable Building (BSB), a Chinese firm that specializes in
prefabricated construction.

By preparing more than 2,700 modules in a factory for four months
before site work began, BSB says it was able to assemble the structure
at the rate of three stories per day—like a giant vertical jigsaw pieced
together from a minutely detailed set of instructions.44

The company already boasts a fifteen-story hotel assembled in six
days and a thirty-story hotel in fifteen days, among other achievements.
What the Chinese are trying to do is sell buildings worldwide—making
them in China and shipping them across the globe.45

One of the obvious pros of using modular construction to build
affordable prefab housing is that units can be assembled off-site and
then quickly stacked into place. It’s another alternative that significantly
reduces development time and cost, making it easier to build affordable
housing faster and cheaper along with smaller microapartments and
multifamily buildings.

There are many prefab houses on the market that are made of vari-
ous materials from fiberglass to metal and foam over a frame. Even
HUD is looking into financing prefab homes for the growing market.46
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Biomimicry in Buildings

It’s one of the targets of futurist buildings—the use of geometry to
assemble and repair structures that will grow and evolve all on their
own, like trees, assembling their matter through something like genom-
ic instructions encoded in the material itself. It’s a contemporary philos-
ophy of architecture that seeks solutions for sustainability in nature, not
by replicating the natural forms but by understanding the rules govern-
ing those forms.47

A major problem worldwide is power shortage paired with buildings’
high consumption of energy. As they attempt to resolve this issue, archi-
tects are turning to biomimicry, which simulates or co-opts processes
that occur in nature, producing, for example, ultrastrong synthetic spi-
der silks, adhesives modeled after gecko feet, and wind-turbine blades
that mimic whale fins.

Biomimicry figures in the belief that architecture should reflect the
geography and culture of its setting and that architects must discover
the most efficient solutions that resemble available natural objects.
They might build screen systems on windows that use elasticity, geome-
try, and thermobimetal properties to open and close in response to
sunlight—as flowers do. Inspired by coral reefs, researchers are using
bacteria that alter the pH balance of surrounding material in order to
allow calcium carbonate to grow and bind the material together with
little outside energy and no carbon emissions.48

Unused Land and Vacant Buildings

On average, 15 percent of a city’s land is considered vacant; it ranges
from undisturbed open space to abandoned, contaminated structures to
brownfields.49 The roots of today’s hypervacancy problem lie in the
Great Recession of 2007 and subsequent foreclosure crisis, especially in
inner cities.50

One of the worst examples of hypervacancy is the 84,641 blighted
structures and vacant lots in Detroit, almost half of which should be
demolished, which would cost almost $2 billion.51 These Detroit prop-
erties collectively form a space the size of Manhattan, and they’re not
alone. Gary, Indiana, has 25,000 vacant homes or lots, covering 40 per-
cent of the city’s parcels, and Philadelphia found 40,000 vacant lots with
no known use. Vacant structures in the country number more than
twelve million.52

Many cities contend that when a structure is abandoned, it presents
an “imminent danger” to the community and threatens the city’s
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“health and safety,” attracting arson, squatting, drug use, and other
illegal activities.53

Abandonment or vacancy is a sore spot for many communities re-
gardless of size and geographic location. But it also represents a lot of
possibilities for use, from inner-city farming to storage to repurposing
structures for public housing or community activities—or for soup
kitchens for the homeless and hungry, as famed Italian chef Massimo
Bottura has done.54

Some cities are tearing down and/or transforming homes to create
affordable single-family neighborhoods. Other cities with local nonprof-
its have turned to greening these buildings and lots, creating urban
farms, pocket parks, playgrounds, and community gardens.

Design advocates are encouraging redesigning and retrofitting exist-
ing buildings rather than building new. Major renovations and retrofits
reduce operation costs and environmental impacts and can increase
resilience in a neighborhood. An existing building should be looked at
in terms of the human labor and material costs that might be saved by
renovating it rather than demolishing it and constructing a new build-
ing. Retrofitting an existing building can often be more cost-effective
than building a new facility.55

People want buildings that inspire and delight. Inside buildings and
out, designs should try to realize stunning effects and playful forms in
order that buildings work in harmony with their surroundings and their
residents appreciate their living spaces.

URB PRICE OUT

A good example of urban price-out is going bicoastal. In San Francisco
following the collapse of the housing market in 2007, the median price
of a home was around $700,000 compared to a whopping $1.65 mil-
lion.56 Manhattan has witnessed a 20 percent raise in rent just since
2016.57

Many cities (like New York and San Francisco) have no more space
to build. Middle-class employees like teachers and office and city work-
ers have been priced out of the city. And they can’t look to the suburbs
for relief—the burbs are bursting at their borders with boarders looking
for a break, and the cost of either buying or renting is unbelievable and
unrelenting.58
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OLDER HOMEBODIES IN THE FUTURE

As a generation the millennials are hesitant about making babies and
buying homes. They are not in a financial position to dive into the
current housing market with average listings costing a millionaire’s ran-
som. The nation’s birthrate is going down and at present, there are
more baby boomers and seniors in the suburbs than there are millenni-
als with children, leading in some places to the decay of tax bases.59 The
aging boomers care less about schools and parks than they do about
supporting services that they’ll need as they age. The traditional sub-
urbs are in danger of becoming senior burgs.60

In response cities are starting to go “country,” providing a lifestyle
for people who value walkability, sustainability, green surroundings,
and the ability to live within their means. Urban city planners are start-
ing to redesign the landscape so that people can ride their bikes and
enjoy nature and space. The property lines of city and country areas are
becoming blurred as modern population’s values and bank accounts
become modified or completely transformed. Everywhere in these new
communities, residents prefer driving a mile or two instead of ten or
twenty, and they own one car instead of two.

“Access, access, access” to all the things that make cities great places
to live has become at least as important as “location, location, loca-
tion.”61

Metro markets have to deal with changing demands not only for
living and working spaces but also for resources—water, energy, air,
food, transportation, city services, sustainable building methods and
materials, green spaces.

GREEN CERTIFICATION SYSTEMS

In the future LEED may see heightened competition in new construc-
tion ratings from the Green Globes (GG) rating system and possibly
from new entrants in specialized niches, such as retail or office interi-
ors. In 2013 and 2014, the federal government put LEED and GG on
an equal footing for government projects, lending further legitimacy to
GG.62

While both LEED (the most widely used green building rating sys-
tem), and GG (which promotes a sustainable future and a healthy plan-
et by designing homes with green energy solutions) seek basically the
same goals and ideals, there are differences. LEED calls for a minimum
indoor air-quality performance while GG does not. LEED makes it
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mandatory that builders have “some documentation of the initial build-
ing energy and operational performance through fundamental commis-
sioning.” In the United States LEED is run by the Green Building
Initiative (GBI), a nonprofit organization. The LEED rating system
frequently requires prerequisites to many of their credits, whereas GG
does not require any prerequisites. It should also be noted that GG uses
life-cycle assessment and multiple attribute evaluations, whereas
LEED does not use them.

The LEED process is also far more stringent than GG in a few
areas, but GG is a lot more user-friendly. LEED has minimum stan-
dards that must be met in order to begin the certification process and
requires detailed documentation for every point pursued.63

GG is used to certify a wide variety of building types, including many
that cannot be certified through LEED. Examples include recreational
centers, transit centers, and parking garages, to name a few. It is in-
creasingly becoming the system of choice for building owners, manag-
ers, architects, and engineers who want an alternative that offers the
quickest and most understandable way to achieve superior building
performance.64

The Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment
Method (BREEAM) is the world’s leading sustainability-assessment
method for master planning projects. Its marketing system is used in
sixty countries and seems poised to enter the United States.65

Other North American systems include the Living Building Chal-
lenge and LEED Canada, which competes in existing buildings with
the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA), which ad-
dresses an industry need for realistic standards for energy and the envi-
ronmental performance of existing buildings based on accurate, inde-
pendently verified information.66

GREEN DESIGN: TOO MUCH GREEN?

In a survey of more than seven hundred construction professionals, 80
percent cited “higher first costs” as the biggest obstacle to green build-
ing; it’s the most common criticism of sustainable building,67 despite
claims that “LEED buildings cost 25 percent less to operate and enjoy
nearly 30 percent higher occupant satisfaction and lower interest
rates.”68 And overall, “the more green building and materials are used,
the more the cost will lower.”69 A 2003 study by the California Sustain-
able Building Task Force shows that an initial green design investment
of just 2 percent will produce savings greater than ten times the initial
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investment, based on a very conservative twenty-year building life-
span.70

A study of twenty-two green federal buildings was conducted by the
General Services Administration and the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory. It compared one year of operating data and surveys of
green building occupants to those of the national average for conven-
tional commercial buildings. It found that green government buildings

• cost 19 percent less to maintain
• used 25 percent less energy and water
• emitted 36 percent less CO2

• had a 27 percent higher rate of occupant satisfaction71

Others maintain that the initial costs simply outweigh benefits. The
costs associated with these structures are believed to be quite expen-
sive. In fact, homeowners might have to invest lots of money; however,
in the long run, the invested money could be returned through energy-
saving possibilities.72

Even if green construction does cost more as an additional invest-
ment, it typically yields operational savings worth several times that
much. Other studies show that many LEED-designed buildings do not
cost more and can actually cost less than conventional construction as
they save money in the long run via their sustainable practices.73 Nu-
merous sources of funding for green building are available at the na-
tional, state, and local levels for industry, government organizations,
and nonprofits. To begin, check out https://archive.epa.gov/green
building/web/html/funding.html.

A CHANGE OF HABITAT

We will be able to do something the founders of the first cities could
not—pick up and move them. With developments in the assembling of
buildings through drones, nanotechnology-enhanced materials, and in-
dustrial 3D printing, dissembling structures en masse and deploying
them elsewhere could be accomplished with good planning. At present,
houses are being designed that can be moved by boat, dirigible, or
drone.74

Then again, one dystopian outcome is that cities will simply continue
as they are or be deserted. The costs of change may result in some areas
simply being sacrificed and abandoned.
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In a smartly controlled building, comfort zones will be monitored by
computers that will offer middle-of-the-road temperatures, or some-
thing like a constant, humidity-controlled seventy-two to seventy-eight
degrees depending on weather and, in living spaces, also depending on
your age and gender.75

ZERO NET ENERGY: A PLUS

Zero net energy (ZNE) consumption means that the total amount of
energy used by the buildings on an annual basis is roughly equal to the
amount of renewable energy used that produces no greenhouse gas.
ZNE buildings should be the goal of all cities, present as well as future.
Developers of speculative commercial buildings have begun to show-
case ZNE designs.76

As we venture out into the solar system, many new modes of living
space will be experimented with and improved upon, incorporating
sustainability, comfort, and planned growth. Space is the limit.
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BURROWING BENEATH THE EARTH

Tomorrow’s Troglodytes

There are cities beneath the streets.
—Robert E. Sullivan Jr.

The prospect of living underground for long periods was the quirky
plot of a 1999 movie comedy called Blast from the Past, about a family
that hid out in their bomb shelter in the 1960s, naively mistaking a
plane crash on the surface for a nuclear attack.1

Another was the nightmarish The Time Machine, by H. G. Wells,
where the earth’s people divided themselves into surface people and
those staying underground, with horrific consequences.2 Going under-
ground—literally—has been the topic of much fact and fancy and has
gained a lot of traction of late.

In a few short decades the world will face epic challenges that might
not be as quirky as dystopian fiction, but the population bomb, rapid
urbanization, potential for nuclear conflict, and the demise of our bio-
sphere are just some of the challenges impacting our metro areas.
When looking at the cities of the future, we have to look for more than
just quick fixes; we need bold new ways based on radical ideas, and
planning methods in which to pursue them.

With close to 90 percent of the world’s population projected to live
in cities by the end of the century, maybe the only way for future cities
to go is . . . down.3 The idea that roads and support services must be on
the ground level of a building is antiquated and ridiculous. A 2013
report by the US National Research Council suggested that “under-
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ground facilities may be the most successful way to encourage or sup-
port the redirection of urban development into sustainable patterns.”4

GROUNDBREAKING UNDERGROUND

What goes up can also go down. Some predictions are that two-thirds of
the world’s population will be beneath the ground—and alive—by
2050. From subterranean parks and malls to inverted skyscrapers and
tunnel-farms, these hidden underground cities and urban projects are
going to have us spelunking in some form in the future.5

The urban underground is full of deserted shelters and bunkers—
remnants of past cold, warm, or hot wars—air raid shelters, bomb silos,
subways, storage depots, catacombs, caves, and natural caverns. Most of
these single systems and complexes are now empty, but they still exist
and they can be utilized, especially in emergencies. Maintenance in
their present state costs a lot of money, but there’s a lot of potential to
turn a problem into an opportunity. There is plenty of room down there
for living spaces, as the deepest mines are much deeper than the tallest
buildings are tall.6

The success of “building down” might depend on helping people
overcome fears associated with small, dark, claustrophobic environ-
ments, with being buried alive and not having a clear way out, or with
flooding and fires.7 But there are ways to counter such fears, like con-
necting all areas of an “earthscraper” to a large, central, seemingly open
space that receives light and air from above as if it were a canyon, with
clear oases, palm trees, and perhaps illusions of the sky (see below).8

Let there be no mistake: living underground is a huge environmental
and economic issue. But underground spaces are less susceptible to
external influences like natural disasters, and their impact on the inter-
nal environment is less than on aboveground facilities.

Lack of Light

Dr. Lawrence Palinkas, chair of the Department of Children, Youth
and Families and professor in the departments of social policy and
health, anthropology, and preventive medicine at the University of
Southern California, says a lack of sunlight can cause difficulty with
sleep, mood, and hormone function, which can produce chronic dis-
eases of several varieties. But, he says, “timing and routine exposure to
bright light that can mimic the properties of sunlight might enable
people to live underground for long periods of time.”9
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Nonviable indoor artificial lighting, like casino lighting, is inappro-
priate because it causes people to lose their sense of time; and no
difference between day and night is evident. When the sun goes down,
the brain sends signals to our body to secrete melatonin, which is the
sleeping hormone, and when the sun rises, cortisol is released to make
us get out of bed.10 On the brighter side, artificial lighting allows busi-
nesses to operate twenty-four hours a day, because workers can come
and go at any time without worrying about being confused by sunlight
or moonlight.

The Light Green Scene Sham

The “fake nature” of underground ecology in underground plazas fea-
turing bogus palm trees, phony tropical flowers and ferns, and suspi-
cious moss are nothing more than cheap exoticisms that eventually
gather dust, decline, and wither, looking rather sad. The scene doesn’t
fool anyone, and—what’s worse—it is so artificial that it reinforces the
fact that you are underground and away from real nature.

Consequently, sustainable underground cities must have environ-
ments designed to look real—or genuine facsimiles—of subterranean
life. Daylight will be provided by electrical light sources and in some
places by natural skylights; these can focus light and reflect or mirror
light to certain areas for growing things and furnishing natural sun-
light.11

Subsurface Streams

Instead of holding onto the idea that water threatens to flood, causing
mold, undermining foundations, and attracting vermin, make water a
friend instead. Freshwater may very well become a threat when natural
systems are mistakenly tapped.12

Clean freshwater, while circulating, can enhance the landscape,
creating waterways that become small rivers and creeks. These in turn
can be oriented to flow in ponds and pools, aiding plant and animal life
and creating a more natural setting and atmosphere. Some of the larg-
est freshwater accumulations are in underground aquifers.
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“EARTH-SHELTERED” LIVING

While under-the-earth housing is not common today, it has been
around for a long while. Ancient caves were our first natural shelters.

From the 1964 World’s Fair

“Greater security, peace of mind, and the ultimate in privacy” were the
words used to describe a revolutionary home fifteen feet below the
surface that was showcased at the 1964 expo in Flushing, New York. It
was devised as a prototype for future residential design where the
homeowner could create “his own private world,” shut out the dangers
of aboveground living—intruders and storms, for example—and control
the home’s environment by dialing in any climate electrically.13 Jerry
Henderson, the founder of Avon Cosmetics, originally funded the mod-
el; later, builder brothers Jay and Kenneth Swayze provided funds as
well.14

The builders had become interested in subterranean living when
they were contracted to build a bomb shelter in Plainview, Texas. After-
ward, Underground World Homes were featured at the 1964 World’s
Fair, and they garnered a lot of interest. However, the brothers came to
realize that the cost of building a home underground was prohibitive for
the masses and there wasn’t enough market for the proposal. In 1978
entrepreneur Jerry Henderson and his wife, Mary, continued Under-
ground World Homes. The Las Vegas model home measured nearly
fifteen thousand square feet, and the house sat twenty-six feet below
the surface. The couple also started an underground-building company
called Geobuilding Systems Inc., but they shut it down in 1980.15

* * *

During the energy crisis of the 1970s, people became increasingly inter-
ested in finding ways to reduce their consumption of energy and fuel
with energy-efficient forms of architectural design. Others thought to
go underground to escape hostile weather conditions. Subterranean
living seemed to offer great promise, and experiments were undertaken
to explore potentially practical options for homes below ground that
would be affordable and energy efficient.16

Although the efforts met with mixed success and the underground
movement lost momentum, it never completely died out. As we have
seen, a lot was learned about what works and what doesn’t when going
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down to live in the ground. As a result, there are a lot more workable
options from which to choose today.

PROS AND CONS OF BEING BELOW

As in many instances, choosing where and how to live offers a myriad of
alternatives and answers. One person’s pros may be another’s cons.
What this book desires to do is offer reasonable and workable choices—
which ultimately are yours.

Pros

• Less company: people will be less inclined to invade your front yard
or sit on your front porch without an invitation.

• Protection from natural disasters except earthquakes and flooding.
• Doubly effective insulation: underground homes heat up nicely dur-

ing the day with average sunlight, and hold heat extremely well over-
night. And they can be cool in summer. Because the surrounding
temperatures are so mild, heating and cooling costs can be reduced
from 50 to 70 percent in an earth-sheltered residence. However, this
will require the use of a lot of insulation; unprotected walls will
eventually reach thermal equilibrium with the surrounding earth un-
less steps are taken to ensure that the heat produced or collected
inside the home is not leached away through the walls.17

• Minimal cost to heat and almost nothing to cool: starting from an
average base temperature of a cool 55°F, underground homes easily
reach and hold a warm temperature of 75°. Those that are heated
solely with a renewable resource will cost only about $500 a year to
heat.

• Consistent temperatures, due to the properties of the ground’s ther-
mal mass: the planet’s natural warmth can be exploited as a source of
geothermal energy. The ground beneath our feet has a higher ther-
mal mass than just about any other substance. The earth’s capacity to
store heat for a long period of time is quite impressive.18

• Lighting choices: many people are surprised that an underground
house can be lit as extensively as conventional houses with lots of
natural light.

• Blocking of aboveground street noise.
• Few chores: cleaning gutters and mowing lawns are not required.
• Generally cheaper insurance due to the level of shelter.19
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Cons

• Buildings can leak and flood easily causing mold, water damage, and,
at the extreme, evacuation.

• Limited landscaping: it’s tough to grow plants underground.
• Possible cracking and crumbling during earthquakes.
• Difficult and expensive repairs: many ordinary materials don’t hold

up underground.
• Pest problems as bad as or worse than in an aboveground home, as a

lot of potential pests burrow or live underground.
• High heating and cooling bills during extreme temperatures: these

can run as much as 30 percent more than a conventional, well-insu-
lated house of comparable size.

• Some differences in depreciation compared to aboveground conven-
tional homes.

• Extra lighting needs: some lower floors would need lighting supplied
by fiber optics or some other sort of energy source.20

SPECIAL UNDERGROUND ASSEMBLY ISSUES

Thin sheets of waterproof material specially designed for home protec-
tion will need to be applied to the walls and the roof to make an earth-
sheltered residence watertight, since the earth can easily pass on mois-
ture to anything with which it comes in contact. A special type of drain-
age or filtration mat or system will need to be placed over the insulation
on the roof to ensure that any moisture that comes from above can be
easily channeled away.21

Underneath the poured concrete foundation of an earth-sheltered
home, a layer of sand at least four inches deep (for the purposes of
drainage) should be put in place so that water cannot work its way into
the home from below.22 A living roof made of soil and vegetation can
provide even more protection from the elements that will be absorbed
by the roots of the green roof’s plant covering before it can seep in
deeper and cause trouble.23 And it can make for an additional garden.

To keep the insulation from touching the earth, a protective layer of
waterproof wood, hardy board, or plastic will have to be added, and the
layer used must be thick, strong, and well coated with preservatives to
withstand moisture and the earth’s pressure without warping or break-
ing.24
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Water Watch

The correct choice of location for earth-sheltered structures will go a
long way toward eliminating any potential water-related problems.
Most importantly, it is essential to always build above the water table;
otherwise even the best waterproofing schemes will be tasked to the
breaking point, and it may prove all but impossible to keep moisture
from leaking into and through buildings.

The weight and pressure of the earth will obviously put an enormous
strain on the walls and roof of a below-the-earth edifice, which is why
concrete makes an excellent choice for a building material. While 3D
concrete printing can work just fine for the foundation and the floor,
concrete blocks stacked and coated with a thin layer of fiber-reinforced
surface-bonding cement may be the proper selection for its walls.25
Heavy timbers should be used to construct the roof, which must be able
to handle the combined load of the earth and any other built structure
above or on it.

Even though underground living can be highly efficient, it is uncon-
ventional and has some special requirements. The costs of a home con-
structed in this style may generally run from 10 to 30 percent higher
than the average aboveground structure.26 Ultimately, the return on
investment provided by lower fuel costs will help to negate any extra
up-front costs. Studies have shown that over the long haul, earth-shel-
tered buildings are the most economical for those living in climates that
have extreme temperature changes and low humidity. Homes tend to
pay for themselves quickly in those locations where relatively long, cold
winters and scorching summers are the norm.27

Radon Raid

One hidden problem that potential underground homeowners must be
aware of is the possible presence of radon, a colorless and odorless gas,
produced in the ground by uranium decay that can be life-threatening if
it collects in sufficient concentrations. When you have a home that is
located underground you are much more likely to get deadly seepage in
through the walls and floors of your home. Your home can act like a
catalyst for the radon to collect and build up over time becoming a
deadly component of your indoor air.28 While it is not impossible to
build a safe earth-sheltered structure in areas with elevated radon lev-
els, steps will have to be taken to guarantee that all radon can be col-
lected and vented from the home, which adds another layer of expense
onto a project. Inexpensive radon warning meters are available in
home-improvement stores.29
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Earth Berming

While some earth-sheltered homes are built completely beneath
ground level, many are constructed using a technique known as berm-
ing, where piles of soil are pushed up against the walls to form a protec-
tive cocoon of earth and vegetation that will separate the outer shell of
the home from the elements. Roof covering of soil and vegetation offer
more protection against atmospheric heat and cold.30

There are three primary design styles for earth-sheltered homes:
atrium, penetrational, and elevational. For those who would like to
maximize their protection from the sun, wind, heat, and cold, the cov-
ered atrium style (a large enclosed central skylight surrounded by a
building) is definitely the way to go. In this type of arrangement, each of
the rooms of the home will face the atrium from the north, south, east,
or west, with spacious windows and possibly glass doors to allow the
natural light to filter in from above.

Elevational houses are built by burrowing directly into hillsides or
mountainsides and look almost as if they have been inserted into the
earth; their side and back walls are completely covered. The front of
such a house is left open to the air, usually facing the south in order to
harvest the natural heat and light provided daily by the sun. Elevational
homes are the least expensive type of structure to construct, and with
their hillside locations, they frequently offer grand panoramic views.

Penetrational houses are built aboveground but are designed to fully
exploit the protective abilities of the earth. Each wall of such a house is
completely bermed with only the spaces over doors and windows left
open, to facilitate good cross-ventilation and the effective harvesting of
natural light. Variations on the penetrational approach are certainly
possible; for example, the southern side could be left open as in an
elevational home, while the rest of the house (save for the windows and
the back door, of course) would be fully bermed.31

STOCKPILING SUPPLIES

Water

There should be plenty of water underground, but drilling for artesian
wells must be carefully done as it could cause flooding. Groundwater in
aquifers between layers of poorly permeable rock, such as clay or shale,
may be confined under pressure. If such a confined aquifer is tapped by
a well, water will rise above the top of the aquifer and may even flow
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from the well onto the land surface. It’s like water in a plastic baggie.
When you push a straw through the opening and then squeeze the
baggie, water will gush out through the straw.

Food

Lots of things can be grown underground (think “underground” mari-
juana merchants), especially with current methods of deflecting sun-
light or using solar-powered grow lights. Through hydroponics, growing
food would not be a problem; aquaponics could yield fish and fowl; and
eggs could be easily available. (See chapter 10.)

Energy

Solar energy could easily be gathered on the surface to generate and
relay power below, or it could be directed through mirrors on the sur-
face to do the same via photovoltaics or via a steam-operated turbine.

Wind farms could also generate energy from above and either direct
it for use below or store it under the surface. Geothermal energy would
be a no-brainer once a city is established beneath the earth with the
capacity to generate power from the earth’s heat. (See chapter 9.)

ARCHETYPES OF UNDERGROUND LIFE

Actually, the United States has a rather deep and checkered history of
being underground. In New York and Chicago, there was a sub-rosa,
subterranean society of bootlegging and speakeasies run by the mob
and crooked or loose politicians who wanted their dalliances to remain
private.32 Also underground in Chicago was the place that Enrico Fer-
mi and associates first brought about a nuclear reaction, which led to
the invention of the first thermonuclear weapon.33

The Low Lowline

Located in one of the least green areas of New York City, this project is
aimed at transforming a vacant trolley terminal into an underground
park well below street level. The project is currently in the works and is
expected to open in 2020. People will stroll at their leisure and appre-
ciate the splendor of underground nature while a periscope-like system
channels the sun’s rays downward through the roof. Thanks to this
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“remote skylight technology,” the park won’t feel like a troglodyte re-
treat.34

South of the Border Underground

In Mexico City designers have created a plan for the “Earthscraper,” a
seventy-five-story subterranean city intended to bypass Mexico’s strin-
gent building regulations and the city’s growing space problems. The
inverted pyramid will descend nearly 1,000 feet (304 meters) below the
surface and potentially house up to one hundred thousand people, with
terraced floors receiving natural light from a huge glass ceiling above.
The lower floors will need extra lighting furnished by fiber optics.

The enormous complex will house a museum and ten floors of af-
fordable housing. The rest will be made up of commercial office and
retail space, at an estimated cost of $800 million. But because the idea
is so new, there are no laws or guidelines for building downward in a
city area where such activity could jeopardize the surrounding historic
buildings.35

The RESO, Canada

The largest subterranean complex in the world, the RESO has been in
use since the 1960s and is visited by more than five hundred thousand
people per day, especially to escape Montreal’s harsh winters. Visitors
marvel at its twenty miles of tunnels spread over an area of seven and a
half miles of downtown Montreal. It contains hotels, restaurants, galler-
ies, stores, rail stations, cinemas, nightclubs, sixty residential complexes,
a library, and a hockey stadium.36

Underneath Helsinki

The Finnish capital’s “Underground Helsinki” includes more than 125
miles of tunnels as well as plans to continue to expand subterranean
public spaces. Thanks to the many buildings’ rough, rock-carved walls,
the complex is also a pretty awesome architectural landmark. The city
has plans for two hundred more under-the-earth structures.37

SubTropolis City

An eccentric underground project in Kansas City occupies 1,100 acres
of abandoned limestone mines. More than 1,600 people work in this
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naturally climate-controlled, rock-carved space. SubTropolis houses
everything from retailers, manufacturing firms, consumer products
companies, auto storage, and an array of small businesses. “Six million
square feet of it is ready, and we have room to build out another eight
million square feet based on demand,” said Dick Ringer, SubTropolis’s
general manager.38

Subterranean Singapore

With a population of nearly 5.5 million people squeezed into a small
city-state, the main thrust for going underground is to help solve the
land shortage issue while preparing for a growing population. Below the
surface of the city is a 3,229,173-square-foot research and development
facility that will support biomedical and biochemistry industries, among
others, along with restaurants and shopping malls and below-ground
residential living areas.39

Cool Down Under

In Coober Pedy, Australia, temperatures can reach 127°F aboveground,
but below the surface the temperature is around a mellow 72°. Coober
Pedy bills itself as the “opal mining capital of the world,” but the town
holds another more peculiar distinction: it may have more cave dwellers
per capita than any other place on earth.40

Moose Jaw, Canada

Beneath the streets of Saskatchewan lurks an extensive network of tun-
nels that had been adopted by the Chinese as living quarters and work-
places because they were cheap to run and the weather there was not
hostile (unlike the 1920’s Canadian Ku Klux Klan). Rumor has it that Al
Capone also used the tunnels for smuggling. Now there are theaters,
shops, restaurants, and museums in the space.41

Cheyenne Mountain

Once home to the North American Aerospace Defense Command
(NORAD), this underground city was built beneath Colorado’s Chey-
enne Mountain to hold thousands of people in the event of a nuclear
attack. Terra Vivos, builders of survival communities, is working to
create a series of underground complexes made to withstand anything
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from a 20-megaton nuclear blast or 1,250°F fire to 450-mph winds or a
magnitude-10 earthquake. The shelters are outfitted with enough food,
water, clothing, fuel, and medicine—and a wine vault—for all inhabi-
tants to survive a year.42

Below Beijing

Dìxià Chéng, the underground city, covered an area of more than twen-
ty thousand acres and was created as a city-sized refuge from nuclear
attack. Approximately three hundred thousand people worked by hand
and carried out everything they dug in bamboo baskets. When work
began in 1969, the government boasted that the city could contain
around six million people. The various tunnel systems linked up around
ten thousand atomic bunkers that eventually housed restaurants, thea-
ters, warehouses, factories, a mushroom farm, and sports facilities.
Most of Beijing’s underground world was privately owned.

In 2010, Beijing municipal authorities announced that the residen-
tial use of underground spaces would be illegal by the end of 2012,
citing safety hazards, such as the risk of fire or flooding. In 2015, thou-
sands of residents were evicted from their underground housing.43

Under Iran

The city of Kariz-e Kish is more than 2,500 years old and was initially
referred to as the system of aqueducts of Kish Island. Today, it is trans-
formed into an amazing underground city, with an area of ten thousand
square meters. The underground city has been renovated, and there are
plans to turn it into a modern tourist destination with restaurants, resi-
dential areas, shopping, and leisure centers throughout.44

The London Lowdown

London seeks to transform its abandoned tube stations into a power-
house of urban development and address the problem of expansion in
one of the most expensive cities in the world. The Old London Under-
ground Company has plans to develop twenty-six sites with an estimat-
ed value of £3.6 billion. It hopes to convert them into retail parks,
entertainment centers, offices, and cultural venues.45

Unfortunately, it seems that the project has been gripped and stalled
by legal rows that may take years to adjudicate.
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Bakersfield Below

In the early 1900s a Sicilian immigrant, Baldassare Forestiere, began
turning what was useless farmland into a vast network of rooms, tun-
nels, and courtyards as a subterranean escape from the sweltering Cali-
fornia Central Valley summer heat. Using only shovels, picks, and other
hand tools, he was inspired to excavate for forty years, going as deep as
twenty-five feet underground and spanning over ten acres, now known
as Forestiere Gardens. He grew fruit trees and grapevines underground
with natural light from skylights. Now guests from around the world
tour through his grottoes and passageways.46

An Underground Stroll in Seoul

In 2017 Dominique Perrault’s Architecture was selected as the winner
of an international competition to design a multimodal hub and shop-
ping center, the Gangnam International Transit Center, to be located in
the heart of Seoul, South Korea. Included will be a multimodal hub,
train station, urban park, and commercial complex, requiring large-
scale underground construction in the city. In the design, there is a
green network that weaves all streets and plots together and a continu-
ous tree canopy in a new major landmark park offered to all habitants.47
The ($1.15 billion) project to build a mammoth underground public
transit terminal in Gangnam is planned to open by 2023.48

* * *

Living beneath the surface: whether on land, in the sea, or on other
planets, it is a slam dunk. It’s an alternative that is happening and will
continue to happen in the future. So keep looking down.
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4

GOING BACK TO THE SEA

Back to Our Beginnings

There’s nothing wrong with enjoying looking at the surface of the
ocean itself. . . . Staying on the surface all the time is like going to the
circus and staring at the outside of the tent.

—Dave Barry

YOUR CUP OF SEA?

We know more about space and setting up shop there than we know
about setting up shop under the ocean. We know more about the topog-
raphy of our moon and Mars and have better maps of those two celestial
bodies than we do about the floors of our own bodies of water.

More humans have spent more continuous time in space than
underwater. Up to now only a handful of humans have lived “down and
under” for a short while. In fact, the record for living underwater in a
structure (not a submarine) is held by two biologists who spent nearly
seventy days in an undersea environment. Astronaut Peggy Whitson set
the NASA record for most logged time in space—more than 650 days.
Her main problem was lack of gravity, an aquanaut’s would be lack of
sunlight.1
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THE THREE ZONES

The ocean is divided into three zones based on depth and light level.
The upper 656 feet of the ocean is called the euphotic or “sunlight”
zone. This zone contains the vast majority of commercial fisheries and is
home to many protected marine mammals and sea turtles. Humans
can’t see much below 100 feet, but underwater lighting enhances their
view while also attracting marine life.

The next zone is the dysphotic or “twilight zone.” Some sunlight
reaches this zone but not enough for photosynthesis to occur. This zone
goes down to about 3,300 feet. The last zone is the aphotic or “midnight
zone.” No sunlight penetrates this zone, and it can reach depths of close
to 20,000 feet. Sometimes people divide the midnight zone into two
zones: the aphotic zone and the spooky sounding “abyss.” At depths of
3,000–6,000 meters (9,800–19,700 ft), this zone remains in perpetual
darkness. It alone makes up over 83 percent of the ocean.

Geographers divide the ocean into five major basins: Pacific, Atlan-
tic, Indian, Arctic, and Southern. Smaller ocean regions such as the
Mediterranean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, and Bay of Bengal are called seas,
gulfs, and bays. Inland bodies of saltwater such as the Caspian Sea and
the Great Salt Lake are distinct from the world’s oceans.2

SCUBA MAN

Jacques-Yves Cousteau, coinventor of the self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus (SCUBA), captured the imagination of the world
by sharing his deep dives, exploration of shipwrecks, and discovery of
previously unknown marine flora and fauna, especially through The
Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau, his TV program from 1966 to
1976. At the time, Cousteau created a tidal wave of interest in undersea
exploration. However, since then, interest in sending humans to live
underwater for extended periods of time has ebbed. Once there were as
many as sixty underwater habitats around the globe.3 But excitement
for such research habitats dwindled and the money dried up. The US
Navy tried to staff SEALAB, an undersea experiment for itself and
NASA in 1964. Unfortunately, SEALAB was discontinued after the
death of an aquanaut who was trying to repair leaks in the structure.4

As of 2012 just three underwater laboratories remained,5 as opposed
to underwater hotels. At one of these, the Jules’ Undersea Lodge,
guests must actually scuba dive twenty-one feet beneath the surface of
the sea. The lodge offers everything from education and training facil-
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ities to undersea weddings and luxury romantic getaways.6 Jules’ is in
the Florida Keys, as are the Marine Lab, which is used as a research and
training base by the US Navy, among others, and NASA’s Aquarius,
which NOAA plans to kill even though its budget is called “decimal
dust,” a little over $1 million.7

But the tide may be turning as private investors are starting to view
the oceans as alternative places to build cities. Proponents and private
investors maintain it could help alleviate overpopulation problems or
offer a way to preserve our species—a kind of reverse Noah’s Ark—in
the event of a catastrophic cataclysm.8

LIVING DOWN BELOW THE WAVES

Making habitats with multiple modules made of steel, glass, and special
cement for underwater use would be simpler than trying to create one
giant bubble. Smaller structures could be added or taken away to create
living space for as many people as desired. Most likely, we wouldn’t
want to build any deeper than one thousand feet, because the pressures
at such depths would require very thick walls on-site and excessive
periods of decompression for those returning to the surface.9

Some scientists believe living underwater is a logical solution to the
population bomb or environmental collapse since it would be cheaper
and easier to pull off than founding space colonies. And oceanographers
believe that the only way to really understand what’s happening in the
ocean is to go down there for extended periods of hands-on time in-
stead of just for an hour or so with SCUBA gear.10

The air needed to sustain aquanauts depends upon the depth of the
habitat. Air could be either pumped from the surface or refiltered from
down below via a chemical product called Sodasorb added to react with,
and remove, carbon dioxide. Future aquanauts could also use artificially
created life-forms or artificial “gills” to filter and/or harvest oxygen.11
Currently, artificial gills are still science fiction, but companies are
working on making them a reality and are in the very early stages of
research and development.12

HOMESTEADING THE SEAS

Creating permanent dwellings at sea is called seasteading and has long
been the stuff of science fiction, like the postapocalyptic movie Water-
world.13 Academics and architects from the Seasteading Institute, co-
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founded by PayPal founder Peter Thiel and political economic theorist
Patri Friedman, have created designs for permanent, innovative com-
munities floating at sea and are working on prototypes for construction
in the next decade. Also a think tank, the Seasteading Institute has been
sponsoring studies on additional possibilities for ocean-based struc-
tures.14

Seasteaders are a diverse global team of marine biologists, nautical
engineers, aquaculture farmers, medical researchers, investors, envi-
ronmentalists, and artists. They plan to build floating islands, or sea-
steads, to host aquaculture farms, floating health-care facilities, medical
research islands, and sustainable energy powerhouses.

Freedom from taxes, as fantasized about, would be a tricky question.
The United States already demands that its citizens pay income tax even
when they are living abroad—and seasteads would be considered
“abroad.” Until seasteaders are able to bank their money with indepen-
dent, oceangoing financial institutions, they may not be able to escape
the tax collector’s clutches.

Some seasteaders think the way forward is to build less ambitious
offshore communities to demonstrate the potential of the idea. By bas-
ing themselves just outside countries’ territorial waters to avoid some of
their laws, floating habitats could show land-based governments how
such things as low taxes, light business regulation, and free access for
foreign workers can produce wealth without ill effects.15 But such exo-
communities would have a hard time protecting their space—the US
armed services might not come to their aid against modern-day pirates
or internal disorder. And if giant corporations develop seasteads, they
might take on the attitude and priorities of oligarchs with a “company-
run town” attitude.

SEASTEADERS

Seasteaders who are thinking small for potential offshore communities
are leaning toward prefab structures towed in segments—with floata-
tion chambers so they won’t sink—and then joined together at selected
locations.

A myriad of new and old, reliable materials would be used to con-
struct seastead structures: corrosion-resistant steel, lightweight, low-
permeability foam cement, recycled plastic, and carbon fiber will be
used to make modules. These structures could be added or deleted to
create living spaces for as many people as desired while, again, going no
deeper than one thousand feet.
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Barge-like floating pontoon structures and platforms like offshore oil
rigs built on floating columns are the most rugged possibilities for foun-
dations but are also very expensive. Various shipbuilders have proposed
an assortment of designs for floating cities based on massive “mega-
float” pontoons, with skyscrapers towering above the waterline. Unfor-
tunately, these would only work in calm, shallow waters—and would
tend to be within land-based governments’ territorial limits.16

Basic pontoon barge-type structures are the cheapest of options, but
they are even more vulnerable than ships in choppy seas. In waters less
than eight thousand feet deep, an option would be to moor a platform
to the seabed, for example, to a number of barely submerged islands off
the coast of California.17 That said, in volcano and earthquake country,
such islands might be available for only a short and scary stay.

British designer Phil Pauley has developed a concept for a sea habi-
tat comprising interconnected spherical modules that could submerge
to hide during storms and rest at the surface in good weather. To reach
much deeper waters, communities could float freely or at anchor.18

Others are investigating this technique on a smaller scale. Do-it-
yourself “ball stead” homes, for example, achieve buoyancy and stable
surface using a heavy weight anchored well below the surface that
keeps the ball-shaped structure from moving amid the waves.19

Simple cement structures reinforced with steel can displace massive
amounts of water and last for decades or even centuries. For example,
even after two thousand years of harsh beatings by the sea, a Roman
harbor built with a mixture of standard concrete and volcanic ash is still
intact in Pozzuoli Bay near Naples, Italy.20

The first floating city is expected to take to the water around 2020.
Future cities built from scratch will be more dynamic, energy-efficient,
and flexible. There is already research being done on ways to farm and
harvest food and energy in deeper, more remote parts of the ocean.
These cities of the sea could use algae for the production and storage of
energy from wind and solar sources.21

THE LONG ARM OF THE LAW

The technical challenges are daunting enough, but the legal questions
that seasteads would face, touched upon earlier, are no less tricky and
call into question whether it would really be possible to create any kind
of self-governing “mini-states” or “exo-states.”

Many seasteaders who want to cut ties with the mainland will have to
build their settlements anywhere from twelve up to twenty-four nauti-
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cal miles offshore and regulate some economic activities in a two-hun-
dred-mile “exclusive economic zone.”22 And a seastead tethered to a
seabed (continental “land”) would not qualify. So those gambling on
“gaming,” marijuana farms, prostitution, money laundering, and other
dubious dealings prohibited on the mainland better give a second
thought to disreputable and other piratical dealings at sea.

The United States, among other countries, asserts the right to ex-
tend its jurisdiction in matters affecting its citizens across the entire
planet. And like any other seagoing structure, a seastead would be
obliged to register with a “flag state” to whose maritime laws it would be
subject.23 If the United States disapproved of any hanky-panky aboard a
seastead, it could lean on the community by getting physical but prob-
ably by first cutting off their banking, commerce, and supplies.

POLYNESIA BLUE FRONTIERS

The Seasteading Institute signed a Memorandum of Understanding
with French Polynesia, creating a pathway for the first pilot project of
floating islands governed under a “special governing framework.”24 The
vision of the Blue Frontiers is to facilitate the development of conscien-
tious and balanced settlements at sea where humans can peacefully
coexist with the environment and with each other. The deal with
French Polynesia specifies two points the project must prove before it
gets the green light from the government: whether it will benefit the
local economy and whether it will be environmentally sound. The pro-
ject plan is to use sheltered waters not out in the open ocean, because
while it’s technologically possible, it is economically outrageous to go
out to sea.25

AN ELECTRIFIED IDEA

If you need to build a structure—a hull, a breakwater, or even an entire
island of your own—and you happen to live near salt water, you may
soon be able to grow your own. The “homegrown” structure will be
strong, durable, and should it ever fracture, it will be able to heal itself.
The concept behind this is innovative and simple, and its plans are free.

Wolf Hilbertz, the originator of the concept, didn’t want it to be
commercially exploited, so he didn’t file a patent. His tools were a pair
of commercial garage battery chargers, some cable, and enough wire
mesh fencing to make a pattern. He attached the cathodes (the charger
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clamps) to the wire mesh and found that minerals from the seawater
(mainly calcium carbonate compounds—the same stuff as coral) were
attracted onto the metal, making it look as if it had been dipped in
molten glass and then, as it thickened, more like sprayed-on concrete.

Samples of the substance revealed that the material was able to
withstand pressures of more than four thousand pounds per square
inch, making it stronger than concrete but far lighter. Fish and other
sea creatures, far from being repelled, were actually attracted to the
mild electrical field too.

Hilbertz found that both the growth rate and the strength of the
material could be regulated by adjusting the spacing of the anodes and
cathodes and varying the density of the current. For power he used
small, inexpensive wind plants for recharging the current.

This process could be used to construct buildings of any size, and the
undersea supply of raw materials is estimated at about sixty quadrillion
(that’s fifteen zeros) tons of minerals. A by-product is pure hydrogen
gas that bubbles up from the project. Experiments suggest that it might
be possible to collect the gas so that the hydrogen could be used in
marine cities or piped ashore for the generation of energy.26

DEEP SIGHTSEEING

A Polish company, Deep Ocean Technology, thinks tourism is the way
to make seasteading economical. It has signed deals and is planning for
multiple underwater hotels. It is also designing and constructing the
world’s largest underwater hotel planned for Dubai, with rooms both
above and below the seabed.27

The Japanese are convinced that underwater cities could become a
reality by 2030. A Japanese company’s Ocean Spiral is a design consist-
ing of a two-and-a-half-mile-long spherical city that is five hundred
meters in diameter, within which a tower accommodates homes and
workspaces complete with all needed resources and transportation that
would accommodate five thousand inhabitants.28

US Submarine Structures, a company that specializes in creating
underwater facilities and buildings, is now offering a very particular
service that will allow anyone with the money to live in a pressurized
house that sits on the seabed at depths of around sixty feet. The houses
contain two floors, more than three hundred square feet of space, two
bedrooms, a lounge, dining room, and even special feeding mechanisms
to attract wildlife, providing a beautiful marine view and fresh fish. The
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hitch is that this spectacular home comes at an equally spectacular price
of around $10 million.29

Another example of an on-the-water habitat is EcoFloLife’s floating
“WaterNest,” an ecofriendly oval house. The approximately 330-square-
foot unit is made of 98 percent recycled materials. Skylights, balconies,
and large windows encircle the dwelling, allowing for efficient lighting
and beautiful waterfront views. Almost 200 square feet of photovoltaic
panels are on the rooftop, providing electricity. A sophisticated system
of natural microventilation and air conditioning classifies it as a low-
energy-consumption residential habitat. The units can be positioned on
rivers, lakes, bays, atolls, and calm sea areas. The interiors are pleasant
and include a living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, and bath-
room. The layout can be configured as a house (for one to four people)
or as an office, lounge bar, restaurant, shop, or exhibition space.30

Architect Vincent Callebaut and colleagues have proposed 3D-
printed underwater “oceanscrapers” made from rubbish removed from
the ocean. The concept is intended to highlight the dwindling natural
resources on land and the need to clean up the “disgusting soup of
petroleum-based waste” created by dumping plastic in the ocean.

Callebaut’s domed marine structures measuring 1,640 inches in di-
ameter would spiral down 3,280 feet from the surface and be designed
to accommodate twenty thousand aquanauts. Food would come in the
form of marine animals, seaweed, and farmed algae, while orchards and
vegetable gardens would be grown on top of the domes.

The structures would be towed in prefabricated segments and then
joined together and anchored at selected locations. Their internal con-
struction would include floatation chambers that would render them
practically unsinkable. They would be self-maintained and fully auto-
mated.31

DeltaSync has proposed a modular building strategy that would have
movable parts. Its sea habitat would comprise interconnected spherical
modules that could submerge during storms and float on the surface in
good weather.

The habitat would be composed of modular platforms, either fifty-
by-fifty-meter squares or pentagons with fifty-meter sides that could be
arranged in branch-like structures. Concrete modules would support
three-story buildings with terraces that could be used as residences,
office and retail space, or hotels.32 Sustainable features like hydroponic
growing systems, biofuel production through floating algae, and pro-
tected fish and seafood habitats will result in “cyclical metabolism,” thus
making the floating ecosystem altogether more logical.33
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UNDER SEA PREPPERS

Future Living Report, a website showing what housing will be like in
one hundred years, suggests that we’ll be living underwater because
land space in urban areas will be in short supply or, worse, uninhabit-
able. There are those who see underwater living as a way of preserving
our species in the event of an apocalyptic catastrophe, a kind of Noah’s
Ark.34

At the turn of the millennium, many parts of the world could look
dramatically different—perhaps even underwater—as ocean levels rise.
Rather than fight a losing battle against the tide, some predict that we
will give in and live a life on or under the water.

That’s the approach behind the Water-Scraper, the brainchild of
architect and futurist Sarly Adre Sarkum. It is a futuristic, self-suffi-
cient, floating city that looks a little like a giant jellyfish, a full-fledged
underwater high-rise that harvests renewable energy, grows its own
food, and even cultivates small forests on “green roofs.” The buildings
are kept upright using a system of ballasts aided by a set of squid-like
tentacles that grip the bottom and also generate kinetic energy.35

CITIES OF THE SEA

A proposed manta ray–shaped vessel, City of Meriens (in English,
“oceanite”), the creation of renowned French architect Jacques Rouge-
rie, is a colossal floating university. It is capable of carrying up to seven
thousand students, researchers, and professors on a four-hundred-foot
vessel that runs completely on renewable energy, producing no waste.
The ship also sports aquaculture facilities and a hydroponic greenhouse
to support food production.36

Another idea is Blueseed, a Silicon Valley–based start-up company
and seasteading venture on a converted cruise liner. The project is
stationed far enough outside of territorial waters to hire engineers and
scientists without the government red tape of getting work visas for
foreign scientists.37 The project has been floating since February 2,
2019, and is carrying out plans for a world of more competitive govern-
ance and greater ocean environmental health.38

Ocean Spiral

Shimizu, a Japanese corporation, and the University of Tokyo think that
their technology for a submerged city will be ready within the next
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fifteen years, and the whole underwater world would take just five years
to construct.

The “Ocean Spiral” could help coastal cities in the face of climate
change and be completely sustainable with fish farms for food, a desali-
nation plant for drinking water, and alternative forms of energy.

This structure, 1,500 feet in diameter, will be connected to a nine-
mile-long path that winds through the sea toward a building located on
the ocean floor, some 3,000–5,000 meters below the surface, containing
houses, hotels, and business and commercial centers. It would also
serve as a hub for scientists to mine natural resources and to examine
possible ways to extract energy resources from the seabed.39

Green Float

The Shimizu Corporation also claims we have lost touch with what’s
really important and what truly makes us happy: healthy living, cultural
pursuits, and contact with nature. It wants to reshape the cities of the
future to help us reconnect with a healthy, happy lifestyle in an organic
way. Its environmental city concept will have a waterbound base with a
top that extends into the sky—overall resembling a natural plant. Resi-
dential space both at the waterfront and at the top of the tower will
house forty thousand people per “island,” while the tower will provide
enough commercial space for ten thousand people to work. Island com-
munities will be joined together in modules, making it possible for
entire self-sustaining, carbon-negative cities to be built from groups of
the floating platforms.40

Venus on a Half Shell

According to the Venus project’s creators, it’s an organization that pro-
poses a feasible plan of action for social change, one that works toward a
peaceful and sustainable global civilization. It outlines an alternative to
strive toward, where human rights are no longer paper proclamations
but a way of life.

A civilization comprising a global network of cities in the sea could
easily accommodate many millions of people and relieve land-based
population pressures. Some cities could also be used as a new resource
for mining the relatively untapped resources of the oceans without dis-
turbing their ecology. Still others might monitor and maintain environ-
mental equilibrium and reclaim dangerous radioactive and other pollu-
tant materials that have been dumped into the sea. Such systems could
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be used to cultivate and raise fish and other forms of marine life to help
meet the nutritional needs of their communities’ people.

As in other innovative cities, some structures could be towed in
prefabricated segments, joined together at selected locations, and an-
chored to the ocean floor.

A central dome or theme center would contain educational facilities,
computerized communications, networking systems, and health and
child care facilities. Three rings of buildings adjacent to the center
would house the research facilities. There are also community centers
for cultural activities, dining, and other amenities.

Eight residential districts would have a variety of unique, free-form
architecture. Each home would contain gardens and would be isolated
from other homes via landscaping. Indoor agricultural hydroponic,
aeroponic, and aquaponic facilities and outdoor agricultural belts would
be used to grow a wide variety of organic plants without the use of toxic
chemicals. Areas would also be set aside for clean, renewable sources of
energy such as wind generators, solar concentrators, and geothermal,
photovoltaic, and other such systems.

Such prefabricated, modular homes are built of a new type of pre-
stressed, reinforced concrete with a flexible ceramic external coating
that would be relatively maintenance-free, fireproof, and impervious to
the weather. Their thin-shell construction can be mass-produced in a
matter of hours.41

Aequorea

Another of Vincent Callebaut’s concepts is to build a futuristic skyscrap-
er city nearly a mile below the water’s surface. It calls for a series of
domed buildings with 1,000 towers and 250 floors—all made from 3D-
printed plastic from ocean waste—that would house 20,000 people. Its
jellyfish-like geometry would allow it to remain unaffected by high cur-
rents, storms, earthquakes, and other natural water movements.

Bioluminescence would light the buildings. Underwater people
would use gill masks (a device that extracts oxygen from water and
dissipates carbon dioxide). It includes a transport system powered by
seaweed.42

Bucky’s Triton

In the 1960s, futurist Buckminster Fuller and staff designed a floating
city, Triton, a concept for an anchored floating city for one hundred
thousand people that would be located just offshore and connected
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with bridges to the mainland. Its plans even included a geodesic ring of
spherical modules. Fuller’s SubBiosphere2 would float in fair weather
and then submerge whenever the seas became rough. The design was
prepared for the US Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment.43

Blue Revolution Hawaii

Blue Revolution Hawaii, a combined US and Japanese project, is an-
other organization formed to educate the public about planning for a
future with thousands of floating cities built with the resources from the
ocean. According to its creators, the oceans offer the most opportunity
as our next frontier. This program can be accomplished with one-tenth
of the cost of the $150 billion International Space Station while devel-
oping sustainable resources and enhancing the environment.44

Syph

The proposed undersea city of Syph, in Australia, would evolve into a
collection of living spaces with specialized functions like energy genera-
tion and sustainable food production working together.45 Far from be-
ing impractical utopias, Syph as well as other undersea or floating cities
could be every bit as integrated into global society as the ones we
already have on land.

FLOATING SOME H2OMES

Apparently there are plenty of big, secondhand liners selling cheaply.
Ship-shaped structures can pack in more apartments and office space
for a given cost than other types of floating design, but they have a big
drawback because of their tendency to roll in choppy seas. Cruise ships
can sail around storms, but static seasteads need to be able to ride them
out. And the stabilizers on big cruisers only work in moderate seas and
when the ship is moving.

A full-service floating city already exists for residents of The World, a
644-foot yacht that continuously circles the planet. Launched in 2002,
the ship contains 165 condominium spaces that sell for millions.

Nicknamed the Freedom Ship, the largest private residential ship on
the planet is essentially a mile-long flat-bottomed barge with a high-rise
building on top. Weighing three million tons and with a top speed of
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ten knots, the floating city would circle the globe every three years,
stopping twelve miles offshore at each port for a week at a time. High-
speed ferries would connect the forty thousand residents and twenty
thousand crew members to the mainland and bring back visitors. “We
won’t just be visiting those countries,” says Freedom Ship director and
executive vice president Roger Gooch. “We anticipate those countries
visiting us.”

The Freedom Ship’s size—and its $11 billion price tag and three-
year construction process—stretches credulity. Too big for any existing
shipyard to build, the ship must be constructed in pieces and—a famil-
iar idea by now—towed out to be assembled at sea.46

A floating village at London’s Royal Docks has the official nod, and
Rotterdam has a Rijnhaven waterfront development experiment well
underway. Eventually, whole neighborhoods of water-threatened land
could be given over to the seas. After decades of speculation and small-
scale applications, the floating solution is finally enjoying political mo-
mentum—and serious investment.

Slums to Minicities

Architect Kunlé Adeyemi proposes a series of A-frame floating houses
to replace existing slums on waterfronts. As proof of concept, his team
constructed a floating school for the community. Still, many buildings
do not a city make: infrastructure remains a problem. One solution
would be to use docking stations with centralized services, rather like
hooking up a caravan to power, water, and drainage lines at a camp-
ground.47

Floating communities would allow people to continuously move
around to take advantage of the best climates or to avoid serious storms.

STRENGTH OF SEAGOING POWER

Addressing energy is still in the planning stages for large structures.
Sustainable future options include harnessing wave, tidal, and current
action, or placing solar panels on surface barges.48

The heat locked in Earth’s vast oceans could generate useful ener-
gy—the basic thinking behind OTEC (ocean thermal energy conver-
sion). According to some estimates, there’s enough heat in the upper
layers of the oceans to meet humankind’s energy needs hundreds of
times over.49
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The abundant wind and sun available at sea could power turbines,
OTEC could harness the temperature difference between the surface
and the depths—a process that also provides freshwater as a by-prod-
uct—and CO2 could be captured from the surface and then converted
into methane with the help of microbes called methanogens that could
provide vast amounts of energy.50 This power will be used to monitor
life support systems with coordination from smart surface automation.

LOTS OF OMEGA-3 AND WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE

Fresh seafood is generally easy to come by in the ocean. Aquanauts
could cultivate and raise fish and other forms of marine life and, in the
future, help meet the nutritional needs of the world above. Supplying
water would be no problem via desalination processes, including re-
verse osmosis.51

The drawbacks of current fish farming have created opportunities
for technology. For example, floating “drifter pens” can replace stag-
nant ponds with GPS-tracked cages stitched out of copper wire to en-
able a constant inflow of fresh ocean water without losing the precious
fish. Such geodesic aquariums will be let loose in swirling ocean gyres,
where they will maintain a position so vessels can meet them and pick
up their “harvested” goods.52

MINES AND MINERALS

There is a lot of interest in deep-sea mining and exploration. The Chi-
nese in particular have been investing in deep-sea expeditions to inves-
tigate the possibility of mining manganese nodules, rocks that contain
nickel, copper, cobalt, manganese, gold, and other valuable, rare earth
minerals. And many marine biologists think that the best way to explore
the ocean is by living there rather than visiting.53

FIRST FLOATING NATION

The world’s first floating nation is planned for the Pacific Ocean by
2020, to be built by the nonprofit Seasteading Institute. The radical,
futuristic plan, bankrolled by PayPal founder Peter Thiel, calls for an
eventual floating nation with networks of hotels, homes, offices, restau-
rants, and more. The floating islands of the nation will feature aquacul-
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ture farms, health care, medical research facilities, and sustainable en-
ergy powerhouses. Cities will be built on a network of eleven rectangu-
lar and five-sided platforms so they can be rearranged according to
inhabitants’ needs. The square and pentagonal platforms will measure
164 feet in length and they will have 164-foot-tall sides to protect build-
ings and residents.

The platforms, accommodating between 250 and 300 people, will be
made from reinforced concrete and will support three-story buildings
where apartments, terraces, offices, and hotels will be located. Hotels
will have “green roofs” covered with vegetation. Construction will use
local bamboo, coconut fiber, wood, and recycled metal and plastic and
will last for up to one hundred years, according to the plans.

The Seasteading Institute hopes to “liberate humanity from politi-
cians.” The radical plans call for networks of communities floating in
international waters and operating within their own laws. The president
of the Seasteading Institute has said he wants to see “thousands” of
rogue floating cities by 2050, each of them “offering different ways of
governance.” The institute hopes to raise around $60 million by 2020 to
build a dozen buildings; ultimately a total of $167 million will be
needed.54

Many of these structures and cities may serve as oceanographic uni-
versities whose efforts include maintaining the ecological balance of
marine systems, maintaining sea farms that raise fish and other forms of
marine life to help meet the nutritional needs of the world’s people, and
cultivating marine life in general. Other anticipated prospects include
mining the oceans without disturbing their ecosystems, monitoring and
maintaining environmental equilibrium in general, and reclaiming dan-
gerous radioactive and other materials that have been dumped into the
sea.

The oceans are our birthplace, although we haven’t treated them as
such. We should give a lot of thought to the idea that they may be one
of our last refuges for survival on an increasingly hostile terra firma.
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5

SETTLEMENTS ABOVE THE SKY

Cities in Space

The solar system is to us what the American West was to Lewis and
Clark, and, showing the same vision and courage they once did, we
should go forth boldly into the new frontier.

—Jeffrey E. Brooks, “Jefferson’s Dream”

A TREATY FOR SPACE

First, a cautionary word before we take another “giant leap for
[hu]mankind”: the Outer Space Treaty was formed by the United Na-
tions and entered into by the United States, the United Kingdom, and
the Soviet Union on October 10, 1967.1 As of July 2017, 107 countries
were parties to the treaty, while another 23 have signed the treaty but
have not completed ratification.

According to the treaty, all parties are prohibited from placing nu-
clear arms or other weapons of mass destruction in orbit, on the moon,
or on other bodies in space. Nations cannot claim sovereignty over the
moon or other celestial bodies.2

Despite this, US president Donald Trump signed an executive order
in December 2018 for the creation of a “US Space Command.”3 The
United States Space Force (USSF) is the proposed space warfare ser-
vice branch of the US armed forces and is intended to have control over
military space operations. It would be the sixth branch of the US armed
forces and the eighth American uniformed service.4
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Although it is supposedly used to “consolidate space operations
under a single authority,” according to CNN it could also be a response
to what news outlets have called a “space arms race,” as powers like
China and Russia are developing possible antisatellite technology.5

The new space command won’t be the first one founded by the
United States. One was established in 1985 but disbanded in 2002 in
the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, when attention was refo-
cused on homeland security.6

Judging from Trump’s administration, the president’s flight of fancy
would seem to be almost certainly seeking to establish military superior-
ity in the heavens. Per the Outer Space International Space Treaty,
Trump won’t be allowed to weaponize space—although nothing has
stopped him in the past from fracturing treaties.

Hopefully Trump’s aggressive pitch is just a cartoonish form of jin-
goism. But his hunting dog, Mike Pence, rattled his saber, too, stating
that plans are in place for forming an “elite group of war fighters spe-
cializing in the domain of space.”7

Next, a word about the exploration and the commercial exploitation
of space and other celestial bodies: The examination and use of outer
space shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all
countries and shall be the province of all humankind, according to the
outer space treaty, specifically:

• Outer space shall be free for exploration and use by all states.
• Outer space is not subject to national appropriation by claim of

sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other
means.

• States shall not place nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass
destruction in orbit or on celestial bodies or station them in outer
space in any other manner.

• The moon and other celestial bodies shall be used exclusively for
peaceful purposes.

• Astronauts shall be regarded as the envoys of humankind.
• States shall be responsible for national space activities, whether

carried out by governmental or by nongovernmental entities.
• States shall be liable for damage caused by their space objects.
• States shall avoid harmful contamination of space and celestial

bodies.8

Here’s a good question: Will the “development” of the planets be-
come a billionaire boys’ club, or will it be sucked up and/or manipulated
by corporate conglomerates—all seeking planets for profit? Despite
progress in technology and the allure of valuable resources, space set-
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tlement has been hampered by the lack of clearly defined legal rules for
recognizing property rights in space under current United States and
international law.9

There is internationally recognized legal precedent for retaining
ownership of resources mined in space, as lunar samples have been
returned to Earth on both the United States’ and Russia’s behalf. But
actually owning the portion of the celestial body from which the re-
sources are harvested—as in a traditional mining claim—is more prob-
lematic. Without legally recognized rights to buy, own, and sell titled
property, it is difficult if not impossible to raise capital to develop land
or extract the resources it holds.10

But someone or some entity will find a way. A wily entrepreneur has
already been selling extraterrestrial real estate. In 1980 the (US) Lunar
Embassy Commission started selling real estate plots on the moon. As
of 2009 it claimed to have sold 2.5 million one-acre plots for around
twenty dollars per acre. The legal loophole the company crawled
through was the contention that the law prohibits nations, not individu-
als, from selling chunks of green cheese.11

However, without exploration and exploitation of those resources,
there may not be any civilization in space, as large-scale colonization of
space is going to take very big bucks. The monetization of the moon,
Mars, and space can’t be claim-staked only for plans of profit but has to
be executed with careful preparation, protections, and protocols. Un-
fortunately, in the past we have seen profits supercede the rights and
the property of others.

But as the beginning of the race to space spurts, profits will push the
pursuit for the treasures of outer space. Even in Mars, the fictitious TV
series, after a short time on the planet corporate visitations almost im-
mediately cause concerns and arguments about rights to precious re-
sources, like water.12 Will the brave new world of outer space continue
to be business as usual?

THE FINAL FRONTIER

It took humankind about two hundred thousand years to colonize al-
most every corner of Earth13—while always looking up at the stars—
and less than a century from propeller to propulsion to leave our planet
as we begin to inhabit space.

There are many reasons for venturing out into the ink and vacuum of
space, from insurance against extinction to scientific inquiry, enjoyment
of travel, and—perhaps the most compelling—the human compulsion
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to see what’s beyond the next horizon. Gene Roddenberry wrote of
striving “to boldly go where no man has gone before.”14 Stephen Haw-
king said, “It is time to explore other solar systems. Spreading out may
be the only thing that saves us from ourselves.”15

It should be pointed out that not everyone is in agreement. “This
whole idea of terraforming Mars—are you guys high?” Bill Nye the
Science Guy sputtered in an interview with USA Today. “We can’t even
take care of this planet, let alone another planet,” added his pal, re-
spected astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson.16 Tyson believes any plans
to make Mars livable for humans are absurd, but he does believe we
should send astronauts to explore the Red Rock.17

SETTLEMENTS IN SPACE

A space settlement is a structure like a small city in size and built either
within Earth’s orbit or on another planet. At present the International
Space Station (ISS) currently houses only six astronauts at a time, but a
space settlement would have hundreds or thousands, or maybe millions,
on board.18

The four most common arguments in favor of colonization are survi-
val of our civilization in the event of a planetary scale disaster—a kind
of “get out of jail free” card—the availability of additional resources in
space that could finance the expansion of humankind, simple conquest,
and pure scientific exploration. The most common objections to coloni-
zation include the fact that the value of raw materials in the cosmos may
likely be irresistible to major economic and military institutions19 and
provide a reason for conflict.

Needless to say, the building of a space colony will present a set of
mammoth technological and economic challenges. Living in space and
on other planets is going to be a tough techno-nut to crack. Besides the
volatile and careening temperature changes, radiation, and lack of im-
mediate resources, there’re the horrendous vacuum of space, danger-
ous moon and Martian razor-shaped dust everywhere that contains car-
cinogenic chemicals,20 and countless other obstacles to overcome on
other planets. Unless we can crack open asteroids and the poles on
Mars for water to ensure enough oxygen, people won’t last months, let
alone years.

However, high-tech ionizing and filtration systems could be used on
the moon and Mars to keep habitats dust-free, and the water they bring,
which will be constantly cleaned and reused, will be enhanced by Mar-
tian ice at the poles. Then there is the predicament of food and habita-
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tion. The use of human waste for fertilizer mixed with the questionable
soil of Mars would help,21 but so far we don’t know what the food value
and yield would be, although it looks promising.22 And hydroponics,
which is the best bet for growing produce, is still problematic due to
water shortages. If burrowing underground or in caverns is not possible,
robotic 3D printers might be able to make thick enough walls to shelter
against radiation.23

Space settlements would have to provide for just about all their
material needs in an environment that is hostile to humanity. They
would require technologies for controlling life support systems that
have yet to be developed. They would also have to deal with the physi-
cal and psychological issues of how to behave and thrive long-term in
such places. Expenses would have to be reduced, as sending anything
from the surface of the Earth into orbit costs around $2,500 per
pound.24 Of course, this would decrease with increases in technology—
such as space elevators and platforms, space planes, and inexpensive,
reusable launch systems—reducing the cost to about ten dollars per
pound to Earth.25

That doesn’t mean that there aren’t plans in place by entrepreneurs,
scientists, and several countries that are hot to trot for the first shot at
an extraterrestrial colony. Just fifty years ago, after the moon landing,
we were so infatuated with the idea of space travel that it seemed only
decades away. The Space Shuttle was so named because it was intended
to make fifty round trips per year, and there were active plans for
expanding civilization into space, the moon, Mars, and beyond. But
interest, passion, the Cold War, and economics sagged along with the
deflated NASA budget that sank from 5 percent of the US federal
budget to less than 0.5 percent.26

But now the children of the Apollo age have resurrected the hot-to-
trots to take on some of the biggest difficulties of large-scale space
settlements. On the celestial menu are basically a few choices: terra-
forming, using massive geoengineering projects to generate a new envi-
ronment; creating biodomes to build an alien metropolis;27 burrowing
beneath the surface of Mars for protection and water;28 helium-filled
airships cruising through the Venusian atmosphere29—a colony in the
clouds—and a low-Earth-orbit model expanding upon the current
space station scheme of a “planar-cluster,” housing billions of people
across thousands of miles of space.30

Another possibility is an outer space model of floating cylinders with
artificial gravity (think 2001: A Space Odyssey); survival would be based
on towing and digesting the natural resources of asteroids, which con-
tain water and other raw materials. As the saying goes in space travel,
“Once you’re out of Earth’s gravity you’re halfway to anywhere.”31
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OUR SATELLITE STEPPING-STONE

There is no atmosphere and very little magnetic field to protect moon
and Mars colonists from radiation, which is lethal and could render
them cancer-ridden or sterile. However, with the proper protection
both inside and outside, a transplanted “Martian” could live for sixty
years before any problems would arise.32 As far as the moon is con-
cerned, at one time the pale rock was volcanic, and it has a number of
ancient lava tubes left over that would be ideal for living spaces.33

A lunar city has the advantage of being practically next door to Earth
and as such could participate in Earth’s economy to some extent. Pos-
sible anchor industries could include space tourism and mining as well
as industries that require microgravity.34 The first rule for planning a
base on the moon is that you want to use as much lunar material as
possible, especially for 3D printing.

There have been rumors that the United States and Russia would be
teaming up to build a lunar base. Russian Roscosmos and NASA have
both released statements saying the two countries share a “common
vision for human exploration” and will cooperate in building a “deep
space getaway” starting in 2020.35 This is a big deal for many reasons, as
working together, despite earthbound political tensions, means that our
countries might be less likely to start a shooting war in space.

THE RUN FOR THE RED PLANET

From books amd movies such as H. G. Wells’s War of the Worlds and
The Martian to the TV program Mars, the idea of extraterrestrial life or
pioneering Mars has been a popular theme of sci-fi space culture. Pos-
sible methods to help make the planet habitable could be using bioengi-
neering organisms to convert carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to oxy-
gen or darkening the Martian polar caps to reduce the amount of sun-
light they reflect to increase the surface temperature and provide wa-
ter.36

Dr. James Green, director of NASA’s Planetary Science Division,
presented the extraordinary idea of putting a magnetic shield around
Mars to restore its atmosphere. It would shield the planet and generate
an artificial magnetic field, allowing Mars to slowly restore its atmos-
phere, deflect radiation, and perhaps deliver up part of its ancient
oceans. The shield would also protect the planet from solar winds and
the greenhouse effect.37
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NASA has established three phases that must be completed before
dropping off humans on Mars’s doorstep. The first is one that NASA
calls “Earth-reliant,” in which scientists continue to test the feasibility of
living in space and conduct more research aboard the ISS. The second,
“proving ground,” consists of operations around the moon to establish
how humans will return to Earth safely. In the third, “Earth-indepen-
dent,” humans will establish a self-sufficient colony on Mars.38

When NASA gets to Mars, sometime in the 2030s, its rather optimis-
tic goal will be a proper human settlement, first using a spacecraft
capable of sustaining a crew in orbit around Mars, with accompanying
landers.39 SpaceX chief executive Elon Musk bets on landing an un-
staffed spaceship by 2022 and having the first one hundred humans
onboard for a settlement by 2024.40

Jeff Bezos, founder of both Amazon and the space company Blue
Origins, hopes to set up a cargo delivery service to the moon in 2020.
Bas Lansdorp of Mars One intends to send a group of humans to
Mars—one way. Of 202,586 applicants, only 100 have been selected.
Plans have been pushed back numerous times, and the most recent
timeline indicates that Lansdorp hopes to launch a crew by 2031.41

The Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) has been given the go-ahead
from NASA to begin full-scale production of its “Dream Chaser” com-
mercial space cargo plane, scheduled to make its first mission in 2020.
It’s capable of carrying approximately 12,125 pounds of cargo and re-
turning to Earth on a runway landing. Increased competition between
corporations is helping to reduce the high cost of launches and is open-
ing new doors for smaller companies.42

Another flag posed to be planted on Martian soil belongs to the
United Arab Emirates. They have a tendency to think big and move
slowly, and they are set to build the Mars Scientific City as part of the
Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre’s Emirates Mars Mission, which
aims to establish a viable human colony on the planet within a hundred
years.43

China is seeking to become the first country to conduct joint robotic
orbital and surface exploration of Mars in a single mission by 2020. As
for a potential partnership with China, since 2011 the US Congress has
prohibited NASA from working with the country because of national
security concerns.44
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THE VENUS AND MARS VENUES

The idea of sending humans to Venus and Mars was first proposed after
Neil Armstrong’s historic moonwalk, when NASA was flush with funds
and promise. Robotic explorations of Venus could potentially lead to
the development of a human mission to explore the clouds of Venus by
solar-powered aircraft that ultimately could even envision colonization
in the Venusian atmosphere.45

If you like it hot, you’ll love Venus—it’s scorching enough to melt
lead, and its acid rain will blister flesh off bones. Venus is the “cloud
planet,” nicknamed for its thick swaths of carbon dioxide (97 percent),
sulfuric acid, nitrogen, and trace elements (3 percent). It’s a gross ex-
ample of a greenhouse-gas-affected planet.46

Venus is four to five months closer to Earth than Mars is. Opportu-
nities of a trip to Venus come once every 1.6 years, compared to every
two years for Mars. The gravity on Venus is about 90 percent that of
Earth’s, and Venus is 30 percent closer to the sun than we are. If Mars
has almost no atmosphere, Venus has too much; it is ninety times thick-
er than Earth’s. However, about thirty miles above the surface, the air
pressure is close to Earth’s and has enough atmosphere to shield radia-
tion. The temperature at that height is almost the same as Earth’s, or
about 70°F.

Carl Sagan advocated bombing the upper atmosphere with geneti-
cally modified blue-green algae to reduce the carbon-dioxide-saturated
atmosphere to a level conducive to supporting terrestrial life. However,
three decades later Sagan himself declared the idea “fatally flawed.”47

And since Venus’s gravity is nearly as strong as Earth’s, colonists
living there wouldn’t develop the brittle bones and weak muscles asso-
ciated with low-gravity environments. Another happy coincidence is
that CO2 is heavier than air, so a balloon filled with oxygen is lighter
than the Venusian air and will float in the sky with no problem, part of a
plan called the High Altitude Venus Operational Concept (HAVOC).48

The scenario of a balloon deflating by ripping or popping open is not
as probable as it simply slowly leaking, because the pressure inside the
balloon would be the same as the pressure outside.

A dirigible one kilometer in diameter will lift seven hundred thou-
sand tons; one with a two-kilometer diameter would lift six million tons
and offer an environment as spacious as a typical Earth city. And diri-
gibles could be made out of Teflon, which is tough enough to protect
against sulfuric acid clouds. Scientists are figuring that a Venusian set-
tlement of one hundred people will require a slew of resources to keep
its inhabitants alive. However, if the project works, there are plans for
massive dirigibles for thousands of potential Venusians.49
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The CO2 atmosphere of Venus could be split into oxygen and car-
bon, and the sulfuric acid could be split into water, oxygen, and sulfur.
And while the surface of Venus would remain inaccessible to humans,
robots could explore and mine the rocky terrain, and there would be no
need for complicated terraforming.50

Other bizarre, outlandish plans to pacify the atmosphere have in-
cluded infusing the planet’s atmosphere with forty quintillion kilograms
of hydrogen obtained, somehow, from the gas giants Jupiter and Saturn,
and removing the excess carbon dioxide in the atmosphere in a process
called a Bosch reaction. This would produce enough water to cover 80
percent of the planet’s surface.51

RIDING AN ASTEROID AND POSSIBLY OTHER PLANETS

A foothold in space might be had by snagging a trip on an asteroid. We
could capture it, spin it to induce gravity on the interior, and freewheel
a free ride in space, unbound by planetary gravity.52

The sun’s energy will enable immense amounts of power for elec-
tricity, manufacturing, or mining. It’s been estimated that a specific
asteroid could contain more gold than has been mined on Earth.53
Asteroids such as Ceres have enough surface area to provide un-
crowded homes for more than a trillion people. Buildings could be so
large that they would feel like the outdoors.54

Beyond the asteroid belt, another possible spot is Jupiter’s moon
Europa. It’s completely covered in a thick layer of ice, protecting enor-
mous oceans. So life might be thriving beneath this protective crust,
and if so, it might be a welcome place for us.55

Still another idea is the Analemma Tower, a skyscraper that would
be suspended from an asteroid placed into orbit right above earth, at
the height of about thirty-one thousand miles. The advantage of making
such a building is that since it’s being built in the air, it can be con-
structed as large as needed and transported anywhere. It would be
powered by solar panels constantly exposed to sunlight. Water would be
recycled in a semiclosed loop.56

But before we blast off to extraterrestrial regions, we will need the
help of city planners to execute where and how we are to survive and
thrive as engineers and scientists develop life support systems; develop
sources of food, water, and fuel; overcome the negative effects that
living in space has on the body and mind; and find a faster way to travel.

As for gas giants like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, while
there isn’t a solid surface to build on, the planets might also sustain
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floating cities. But we would need to be heavily shielded from radiation,
and technology for that is not available just yet.

These gas giants are also known as Jovian planets. It’s unclear what
the dividing line is between a rocky planet and a terrestrial planet and
some may have a liquid surface. For example, in our solar system, gas
giants are much bigger than terrestrial planets, and they have thick
atmospheres full of hydrogen and helium. On Jupiter and Saturn,
hydrogen and helium make up most of the planet, while on Uranus and
Neptune, the elements make up just the outer envelope. These planets
are also inhospitable to life as we know it, although this region of the
solar system has icy moons that could have habitable oceans, but at
present they are out of bounds for any type of human exploration or
colonization.57

AIR, FOOD, AND WATER

When we choose to move into permanent space colonies, a new set of
challenges will arise. A large one is sustenance. Our only colony outside
of Earth is the ISS. It’s only 254 miles from Earth and relies on a
continuous resupply of resources for its crew of three to six people.
NASA is working on developing techniques to regenerate oxygen from
atmospheric by-products, such as the carbon dioxide we exhale.58

Mars can be fairly comfy (70 to 100°F) during the day in the warm
season but very cold, especially at night (−90 to −200°F), so plants will
have to be kept covered indoors. Its atmosphere of choice is primarily
carbon dioxide, so we can grow plants there.59 Agriculture will be essen-
tial to settling Mars, as every resupply mission will take up to ten
months, and a suitable window for launching those missions only hap-
pens once every two years.60 Scientists have raised crops in simulated
Martian soil and found that it’s surprisingly arable for carrots, green
beans, tomatoes, and potatoes—except that they only grow to about the
size of a salt shaker, and their taste is reportedly . . . blah.61

Bland foodstuffs made of algae called chlorella or spirulina might
not look like four-star dishes, but they are loaded with powerful nutri-
ents such as most of the necessary vitamins, minerals, iron, magnesium,
beta-carotene, gamma-linolenic acid as well as all the essential eight
amino acids. They are also rich in potassium, phosphorous, and calcium,
and contains significantly large amounts of protein when compared to
various other sources.62 They contain sugars and proteins, but the bal-
ance between the two depends on the nutrients in the water, the light
the algae receives, and how you can manipulate the taste—again . . .
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blah. But with 3D printers we can produce everything from pizza to
chocolate. (See chapter 10.)

An initial settlement would need to carry a certain amount of water
and recycle all waste liquids. This is already done on the ISS, where no
drop of liquid—washing, sweat, tears, and even urine—is wasted.63 A
colony would also likely try to extract water, possibly from underground
supplies of liquid that may exist on Mars or from ice on the poles.64

On the ISS, oxygen is generated through a process known as
electrolysis that separates it from the hydrogen in water, but the process
only has 40 percent efficiency. We need to solve how to convert hydro-
gen or CO2 directly into oxygen. Crops can also be used to convert
carbon dioxide in the air back into breathable oxygen.65

ENERGY

Another requisite will be to develop ways to produce electricity. A
substance called perchlorate, a human-made chemical used in the pro-
duction of rocket fuel, missiles, fireworks, flares, and explosives exists in
relatively high quantities on Mars, making up about 1 percent of all the
dust on the red planet.66

The value and intensity of sunlight on the surface of Mars is lower
than on the surface of Earth because it is farther from the sun. Mars’s
atmosphere is also subject to periodic sandstorms, which are notorious-
ly problematic, limiting the amount of available light and increasing
sand piles on solar panels.67

Fossil fuel stores will quickly become depleted unless we can con-
struct supply stations to produce methane as a fuel. And it’s obvious
that future cities will need a cleaner, renewable energy source. An
answer might be a “Luna Ring,” a permanent array of solar collectors
around a planet’s equator. The majority of the solar cells would always
face the sun and collect massive amounts of solar energy, which would
then be beamed via microwave power transmission antennae.68

Another possibility being tested is the LightSail 2, which moves
through space by harnessing the power of solar photons, no fuel tanks
or thrusters required.69

HOMES FOR HUMANITY

Another requirement for habitats is an environment able to maintain air
pressure, temperature, and protection from radiation. The first settle-
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ments would probably be made of domes, like Bucky Fuller’s geodesic
domes, because a sphere is the best way to hold in pressure and is
structurally strong.

Structures will have to be built with what’s available from boring
machine by-products of rammed earth built by robots, or by second-
generation, lightweight 3D printers using the soil of the planet as a
building material. Missions to the moon and Mars have proved that
there’s silicon available for windows, aluminum, iron, and magnesium
for parts of the main structure.70

The interiors would be basic, collapsible forms of 3D-printed mate-
rials to make the best use of available room. Think space-age Motel 6. It
will be functional, not glamorous, which will come later when resorts
and hotels are built for tourists.

Freewheeling space settlements must be airtight and should rotate
to provide pseudo-gravity. People standing on the inside of the hull will
feel gravity, but when on the outside, they will enjoy the fun and free-
dom of weightlessness. Settlements in low Earth orbit (LEO) would be
760 times closer than the moon and 100,000 times closer than Mars.
The moon would be a few days away, but trips to Mars would still take
many months.71

According to outer space entrepreneur Elon Musk, a city on Mars
with a million inhabitants could be achievable within fifty years, com-
plete with factories and ice cream and pizza parlors. He claims he will
build a “Mars Colonial Fleet of more than one thousand cargo ships
which could transport 200 passengers at a time, along with tons of
supplies.”72

Musk says, “Probes and robotic rovers have already been on or
around Mars for 40 years. It would be quite fun to be on Mars because
you would have gravity that is about 37 percent of that of Earth, so you
would be able to lift heavy things and bound around.” He adds that “he
wants to be on the first flight to Mars, where he would like to die, but
not on impact.”73

NASA has also said it is planning to establish a Mars colony by the
2030s. But the agency has plans to establish a base on the moon first, to
create “deep-space habitation facilities” that will act as stepping-stones
to the red planet.74

TECH TOOLS AND MATERIALS

There will also be a weight limit for supplies, meaning colonists will
have to watch their calories and rely largely on local resources for their
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building materials. Surprisingly, an effective way to get building materi-
als is to pound the ground with a sledge hammer. Scientists found that
this primitive method could be used for making Martian bricks—
stronger than steel-reinforced concrete—by 3D printing Martian ice,
turning it into vapor, then converting it into water, and using it to print
solid structures. Construction would use digital manufacturing tech-
niques and autonomous machines, releasing people for other tasks.75

THE ELEVATOR INTO SPACE

In the future people won’t be ferried into space by huge booster rockets
but via elevators made of grapheme carbon nanotubes. One hundred
times stronger than steel and more flexible than muscle, these will be
anchored to Earth by a tether and held under tension by centrifugal
force via a counterweight thousands of miles high.

The concept of a space elevator is older than the first space film (c.
1902); the first space elevator was proposed in 1895. The present pro-
ject calls for sending a robot two kilometers up via a cable and building
a test platform of high-altitude balloons that are tethered to the ground.
Then the robot launch could help with the lunar elevator, which in turn
could help with the Earth elevator.

In the lunar version, a space capsule would be attached to a rocket
and sent toward the moon. When it got close enough, a cable would
eject from the capsule and attach to the surface of the moon, allowing
for transport between the surface and the capsule hundreds of thou-
sands of feet high.76

The biggest structure ever made might be built from one of the
smallest materials ever made—nanotubes approximately fifty thousand
times smaller than the width of a human hair. They are strings of ex-
tremely “sticky” carbon atoms that bind together, becoming stronger
and stiffer than any other known material. The space elevator would be
made by “cooking” carbon in a special way and aligning the nanotubes
vertically—like trees in a carbon forest. So far, the longest nanotube
made has been only a few millimeters long—a little short of the planned
twenty-two miles. Scientists claim that it probably can be done—when
the technology catches up with the concept.

Although the space-elevator concept was once thought to be the
stuff of science fiction, some aerospace engineers believe the idea is
essential to the future of space exploration as an alternative to building
ever-larger rockets; in terms of payload, rocket power has more or less
reached its limitations.77
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“Cubesats,” are miniature satellites that have been used exclusively
in low Earth orbit for fifteen years and are now being used for inter-
planetary missions. In the beginning, they were commonly used in low
Earth orbit for applications such as remote sensing or communications.
In the future they would be released onto the elevator as it moves along
a cable with its own electrical, solar-powered motor. Robotic climbers
would patrol up and down the tether, reporting when to replace parts.78

SPACE MOTELS WITH TV

Today the biggest space operation isn’t NASA, Musk, or even the US
Defense Department, but DirecTV, which is very interested in low-
Earth-orbit transmission, called New Space, a $50 billion business.79

Space capitalists include hotel tycoon Robert Bigelow, the owner of
Budget Suites of America. He founded Bigelow Aerospace in 2015 and
was supposed to build a “commercial space station” in 2015, but appar-
ently it’s been a little slow on the takeoff.80

Bigelow plans to use a SpaceX rocket to send one of his inflatable
space habitat modules up for testing at the ISS. These blow-up houses
are capable of operating independently as space stations, and the motel
magnate wants to lease them as suites, laboratories, or maybe lunar
motels.81

SIGHTSEEING IN SPACE

The Space Tourism Society (STS) was founded in 1996 by Jim Spencer
as the world’s first society focused on the establishment and expansion
of a profitable space tourism industry. One of the Society’s long-term
research, design, and promotional programs is establishing an orbital
super-yachting community complete with snuggle tunnels for zero-
gravity sex.82

Space tourism is no longer a distant dream as multiple companies
want to be the first to get tourists off the ground for a once-in-a-lifetime
vacation. Well-heeled tourists will soon pay big time to go on “cruise
ships” either in LEO or a nice, week-long trip around the moon. Orion
Span joined the ranks of Virgin Galactic, Axiom Space, SpaceX, and
Space Adventures by revealing a fully modular space vacation station
called “Aurora Station” for trips to space that can last up to twelve days.
Meanwhile, Virgin Galactic’s Virgin spaceship (VSS) Unity, a suborbi-
tal, rocket-powered space plane, will be taking flights closer to the
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Karman Line (the official border between Earth’s atmosphere and out-
er space), located sixty-two miles above Earth’s surface.83

Virgin Galactic will supposedly send people to space very soon. Sort
of. Probably. Maybe. Virgin’s Richard Branson first made this promise
more than a decade ago.84

Virgin Galactic’s rocket-powered Spaceship Two (SS2) space plane
won’t actually launch from the ground but will hitch a ride up to an
elevation of roughly 9.4 miles via a mother ship. At that point, the SS2
will detach and accelerate to a top speed of approximately 2,300 mph in
about eight seconds. Tourists will experience weightlessness and check
out a view of Earth’s curved horizon. The ninety-minute flight will cost
$250,000, but that price is expected to decrease.85

Next up is a jolly fellow named Rick Tumlinson, the head of Deep
Space Industries, an asteroid mining company that aims to be a gas
station/building-supply center/air-and-water stop in space. Tumlinson
was one of a group that leased the Mir space station from the Russian
government for a few months in 1999. Rechristening the station the
MirCorp, the group sent up a Jolly Roger pirate flag. No one—not
Russia, not NASA, and not the State Department—was amused. But
seriously, Tumlinson and partners have pledged their lives and fortunes
to “making the human breakout into space” happen in our lifetimes.86

And our old frenemies, Russia and China, are already part of the
global space community, although China holds its cards close to its vest.
As part of China’s twelfth Five-Year Plan, a Chinese lunar rover made
its first soft landing on the moon in 2019. Among the country’s stated
goals is to establish a crewed lunar base and then on to Mars.87

In two or three decades, humankind might have a couple of small
hotels in orbit, with people checking in and out on a regular basis. The
sleeping rooms could be arranged in a ring that rotates at a comfortable
3 RPMs, providing three-fourths of the artificial gravity of Earth. In the
next two to three decades, the price of space tourism will come down so
much that a flight to LEO will be about the same as a vacation to a
Caribbean resort.88

By the way, if you are elderly or infirm, you might like to retire to a
space resort. You wouldn’t be subjected to gravity, so you wouldn’t need
a walker or wheelchair. After a couple of months, you might not want to
be earthbound ever again.
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NEW NATIONS

Technologically and psychologically, space colonization will be a test for
humanity. The first people to stay on Mars for years will be selected for
their physical and emotional skills and basic suitability for the chal-
lenge.89 At some point the base camp will become an actual village with
people bonding into a society with their own set of idiosyncrasies, preju-
dices, lexicon, and rules.

Then there are the societal considerations: laws and a government
based on democracy or an outer space corporate empire that may base
its political, legal, economic, and social structures on a new sovereign
state model, the “company nation.” A colony may even declare itself a
tax haven from the nations of Earth. Penal colony countries might be
created in orbit, for a price, as they should be fairly escape-proof.

If we want to create communities outside of Earth, we will need
more collaboration from more people, from more disciplines, from
more countries than ever before—and that would hopefully include no
ancient flag planting and claim filing. Remember that Buzz Aldrin
didn’t claim the moon for the United States when he planted the Stars
and Stripes in the lunar dirt.

THE UH-OH FACTOR

Space pioneers will have to be very careful to avoid any mini-takeoffs of
Aliens and not bring microorganisms on board during their comings
from and goings to Earth. Such organisms might have unknown but
nasty effects on unprotected flora and fauna on a planet where someone
didn’t wash his or her hands after using the space potty.

A recent survey of bacteria on board the ISS revealed five different
strains of Enterobacter, a type of bacteria notorious for its ability to
survive our strongest antibiotics, ability to thrive in both aerobic (air)
and anaerobic (nonoxygenated) environments, extraordinary mobility,
and estimated 79 percent potential for infecting humans. At present
they are not immediately dangerous. However, experts aren’t certain
how much of a threat these bacteria pose since we don’t fully under-
stand how bacteria operate in space.

Even if contamination isn’t outright harmful, it could compromise
any research we hope to conduct on foreign bodies. After all, if humans
accidentally contaminate some alien environment with microorganisms
the first time we visit, how could we ever know whether the life we find
later is native to the planet or has evolved from our alien microbes?
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We’re currently entering a new era of space exploration, and we
need new planetary protection policies lest we forget the lessons of our
early explorer ancestors on Earth and the diseases that they unwittingly
passed around, and exchanged with indigenous peoples.90

No one is asking permission to colonize space. So far, astronauts are
only subject to the laws of their home countries. For example, by whose
laws would someone be tried for the first space theft or murder? How
would mother countries respond to rebellious colonies? Could these
settlements become independent? How would various settlements on
the moon, Mars, or anywhere else interact among each other and with
Earth society?

A key advantage of space settlements is the availability of “new land”
and resources to develop. Hopefully, colonists will create thriving, ex-
pansive civilizations without war or the destruction of a planet or colo-
ny’s biosphere and without the thought to ripping off others. The aster-
oids alone can provide enough material to make available new lands
hundreds of times greater than what’s on Earth. Perhaps these lands
will be divided into millions of settlements, creating wealth beyond our
wildest imagination and easily supporting trillions of people.

The challenge to these kinds of questions comes from the fact that
alienation of offshoot colonies happens, and future space societies may
find themselves in need of entirely novel governmental structures. On
Earth, colonization by and eventual secession from governing nations
have often been a bloody mess. And try to remember George Santaya-
na’ s quote: “Those who fail to learn from history are condemned to
repeat it.”91
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6

THE MOST IMPORTANT COLOR
IN SUPERCITIES

Getting Green

Macrosized cities of a hundred million or more will be compelled to
set aside large or well-placed retreats of green and natural havens for
recreational use and mental health for their citizens. Few people actual-
ly realize the extent of the need for people to engage with nature—it’s
going to be a mental health necessity in nonnatural, built environs.
Researchers have discovered that “nature” can make you kinder, happi-
er, more creative, more vibrant, better adjusted, and better connected
to other people.1 It will be an essential to a happier, more fulfilling, and
healthier life.

FACTS AND FIGURES

• Both looking at and being within green spaces help to restore the
mind’s ability to focus.

• The experience of nature helps to restore the mind from the mental
fatigue of work or studies, contributing to improved work perfor-
mance and satisfaction.

• Urban nature, when provided as parks and walkways and incorporat-
ed into building design, provides calming and inspiring havens and
encourages learning, imagination, inquisitiveness, alertness, and so-
cial interaction.
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• Green spaces provide necessary places and opportunities for physical
activity, which improves thinking, learning, memory, and bodily and
mental health.

• Outdoor activities can help mitigate symptoms of Alzheimer’s, de-
mentia, stress, and depression; they can improve cognitive function.

• Contact with nature helps children to develop reasoning, thinking,
emotional, and behavioral connections.

• Symptoms of attention deficit disorder in children can be reduced
through activity in green settings, and “green time” can act as an
effective supplement to traditional medicinal and behavioral treat-
ments.

• Natural scenes evoke positive emotions and promote recovery from
mental fatigue even for people who are in good mental health.2

PLANTS AND CLEAN AIR

Access to clean air from forests and plants could be the new status
symbol in superpolluted cities. And that access may turn out to be just
another way that the rich can afford to distinguish themselves from the
poor, who may be forced to choke on secondhand and grimy ghetto air.

People in higher socioeconomic groups with lower rates of physical
and mental health problems are more likely to be living in towns and
cities with green spaces than are those in poorer circumstances.3

METRO RETROFIT

Streets will be refashioned by introducing walking and cycling routes as
alternatives to motor vehicles. The preservation of green spaces will
also play a vital role in improving storm drainage and air quality, and it
will help combat the urban heat island effect.

Currently, in people-packed and paved-over Los Angeles, part of the
ruined Los Angeles River has been revitalized with plants and animals.
What were once ugly places are now favorites for walking, hiking, kay-
aking, and picnicking. These places are a natural and social green jew-
el.4

Another model is Portland, Oregon, which has almost three hundred
public parks with more than thirty-seven thousand acres of green space.
Hundreds of miles of bike lanes make for an appealing, attractive, and
mellow way to get around the city.5
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In Paris, France, Project Oasis is a radical plan to increase the
amount of public green space by transforming eight hundred concrete
schoolyards across the city into “islands of cool.”6 Meanwhile, in US
cities from Baltimore to Seattle, people are rethinking their alleyways
and transforming dreary dead-ends into pocket parks as places of cool
connectivity and a little green.

Planters, gardens, green roofs, and other features can be incorporat-
ed into building design to cool off and dress up a city. The soft rhythmic
movements of trees or grass in light and shade or in a light breeze could
help create calm, peaceful areas that would aid patients’ recovery, im-
prove workers’ outlook, and enhance students’ productivity.7 Bright
daylight supports circadian (twenty-four-hour bodily) rhythms, en-
hances mood, promotes neurological health and alertness, and in-
creases the use of natural light, which reduces dependence on electric
lighting.8

Green space can play an important role in fostering social interac-
tions and promoting a sense of community that is essential in crowded
cities. However, parks without obvious beneficial features do the oppo-
site. If a green space is difficult to get to, has poor lighting, or is not
clean, it may be seen as unsafe or inaccessible and probably wouldn’t
boost a visitor’s mood. In fact, it may even frighten people away and be
viewed as dangerous.9

For some people, going to a quiet park is a way to escape their daily
routine, while others use nature to challenge themselves and might
prefer something strenuous like mountain biking, climbing, or surfing.
Still others may find comfort in nature just when interacting with ani-
mals or other people.

GREEN STRAIGHT UP

A vertical forest is built straight up into the city sky from buildings,
absorbing tons of CO2 and producing a wealth of oxygen at the same
time. The plant life helps reduce smog, dampen noise levels, regulate
temperatures inside and outside of buildings, and can become habitats
for native wildlife. During the winter, sunlight can easily pass through
the bare plant life, and during the summer, the leaves can block harsh
rays that would otherwise pour into comfortable living spaces.

Vertical forestry in built environments offers more than just a hori-
zon of trees. It suggests a greener, better view, enhancing a city for
building residents. The trend started with green rooftops, but has
grown to encompass all kinds of building surfaces.10
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Greenery not only is beautiful but also provides us with many other
services at no charge. One of the most important reasons to preserve
greenery is the simple fact that without it we will have less oxygen to
breath. It reduces the amount of pollution that enters the soil, water,
and air, provides the ground with a natural erosion protection when
strong plant roots penetrate deep into soil and help to hold it in place in
the event of floods or other natural disasters.

Green space does not just refer to urban parks. Green space is an
umbrella term used to describe either maintained or unmaintained en-
vironmental areas, which can also include nature reserves and wilder-
ness environments. But, particularly in city situations, green spaces are
purposefully designated for their recreational or aesthetic merits.11

Growing research suggests that just about any kind of green space—
from hiking trails, forests, and coastlines to soccer fields and local
parks—can boost the brain’s stash of feel-good drugs, like dopamine.12

When it comes to seeking green pleasure, the quality of the space
may matter more than the quantity. Some research has identified spe-
cific types of green spaces—broadleaf woods, parks that feature water,
and areas with significant biodiversity, for example—as the most fruit-
ful.13

THE GOOD GREEN SPACE IN CITIES

Access to areas such as parks, open spaces, and playgrounds has been
associated with better general health, reduced stress, and depression
levels. One study found that people who use public open spaces are
three times more likely to achieve recommended levels of physical ac-
tivity and better mental health than those who do not.14

Physical activity has been shown to improve the cardiovascular sys-
tem, mental health, neurocognitive development, and general well-be-
ing; and to help maintain healthy weight levels and even prevent some
types of cancer and osteoporosis.15 Providing urban green may encour-
age people to spend more time outdoors engaged in physical activity,
which is especially beneficial for seniors, children, and those who suffer
from obesity.16

Parks are also a source of positive economic benefits. They enhance
property values, increase municipal revenue, and attract homebuyers
and workers as well as retirees. They filter pollutants and dust from the
air, provide shade and lower temperatures in urban areas, and they
even reduce erosion of soil into our waterways.17
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An evaluation of the largest eighty-five cities in the United States
found the health savings from parks was an estimated $3.08 billion.
Philadelphia experienced $16 million in annual public cost savings as a
result of stormwater management and air pollution reduction, accord-
ing to a 2008 report by the Trust for Public Land Center for City Park
Excellence.18

Parks and open spaces made from obsolete structures make compact
city living far more attractive. Old rail lines, unused bridges, and aban-
doned streets can be transformed into greenways and pocket parks.
Gardens planted on unused or abandoned lots or rooftops can maximize
limited space.

A network of urban parks, natural landscapes, and open spaces that
include protected natural lands, ecological reserves, wetlands, and oth-
er green areas are critical to providing healthy habitats for humans.
They also preserve regional ecosystems and save wildlife and plants in
densely built places amid growing cities.

Buildings should be oriented so that heat and sun glare may be
reduced, to help the spaces within to stay naturally cool and improve air
quality.19

KEEPING IT GREEN, NOT YELLOW

Some cities are trying out a lamppost that incorporates a compost bin in
its base to collect food waste and is powered by the methane created by
the waste as it composts.20 Another, perhaps more radical, idea is based
on the sentiment that public urination isn’t going to stop anytime soon.
So one urban designer is calling for the placement trash cans in strate-
gic locations with built-in urinals that funnel liquid waste into a tray
containing dried garden grass or wood-ash to be eventually turned into
nitrogen-rich fertilizer.21

WORKING GREEN

In one study of workplaces, employees in windowless spaces introduced
twice as many green elements around them as those who had views of
natural areas. Workers report that plants make work settings far more
attractive, pleasant, personal, and healthy. The presence of greenery
improves employee morale, increases worker efficiency, and decreases
absenteeism and sick leaves. A lack of nature views or indoor plants was
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associated with higher levels of tension and anxiety among office work-
ers.22

When comparing workforce reactions in windowless offices but with
and without plasma TV “windows” showing natural scenes, participants
preferred the offices with plasma-display windows. Increased effective-
ness was a result even with this artificial connection to the natural
world.23

For children, natural settings and backgrounds encourage learning,
exploration, and building activities; they improve problem-solving skills,
the ability to respond to changing situations, and participation in group
decision-making. Attention is clearly important for learning, but many
kids have trouble paying attention in the classroom, whether it is be-
cause of distractions, mental fatigue, or ADHD. Luckily, spending time
in nature—taking a walk in a park and even having a view of nature out
the window—helps restore kids’ attention, allowing them to concen-
trate and perform better on cognitive tests.24 Younger children often
use outdoor settings as props for make-believe play that enhances emo-
tional growth.25

GREEN AND GOOD HEALTH

More than four and a half million children in the United States have
been diagnosed with attention deficit disorder (ADD), a condition that
affects social, educational, and psychological growth. One study found
that children with ADD who played in windowless indoor settings suf-
fered significantly more severe symptoms than those who played in
grassy, outdoor spaces.26

Immune systems benefit from direct exposure to natural environ-
ments or through contacts with green space. It has also been shown that
children with the highest exposure to the outdoors during their first
year of life were least likely to have recurrent allergies. Living in areas
with more trees and plants was shown to be associated with lower
asthma rates.27

Encounters with nature also provide mental health benefits for the
elderly, including those suffering from Alzheimer’s, a type of dementia
that causes memory impairment, intellectual decline, disorientation,
impaired ability to communicate and make decisions, less tolerance for
levels of stimulation, and death. Supportive outdoor spaces such as
looped pathways, tree groves, landmarks for direction, well-lit paths
with handrails, seating areas with privacy, and low-key fragrances and
colors are soothing to dementia patients.28
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Dementia and stroke patients exhibited improved mobility and dex-
terity, increased confidence, improved social skills, better sleep pat-
terns, improved hormone balance, and decreased agitation and aggres-
sive behavior after being “in nature” for extended periods. Emotional
states such as stress, agitation, anger, apathy, and depression are also
improved and reduced after time spent with Mother Nature.29

Roger S. Ulrich, PhD, director of the Center for Health Systems and
Design at Texas A&M University, investigated the effect that views
from windows had on patients recovering from abdominal surgery. Pa-
tients able to see the natural world healed faster, had fewer complica-
tions, and required less pain medication than those who were forced to
stare at walls.

These and other findings from Ulrich’s theory of supportive design
concluded that facilities should incorporate nature views and nature-
related art in patients’ rooms, aquariums and greenery in waiting areas,
fountains and gardens where patients, family, and staff congregate.30

The population of the world’s prisons is upward of ten million and
rising. Many prisoners are not hardened criminals; some are simply
awaiting trial, and some are incarcerated for minor offenses. Social
scientists claim that just a short walk in natural spaces with plants and
trees can be beneficial to this population and could aid in staunching or
altering the destructive behavior of convicts.31

Gary W. Evans, PhD, a professor of human-environment relations at
Cornell University, studies the effect of noise pollution. Evans found
that noisy environments have effects that go beyond irritation and hear-
ing damage. In a study of children, he found that kids attending a school
with airplanes flying overhead scored 20 percent lower on word recog-
nition tests.

Evans also found that clerical workers exposed to conversation and
other mild office noise showed higher stress levels and did not do as
well as those with quieter offices. “City planners, architects and others
need to pay more attention to this and other research from environ-
mental psychologists,” states Evans. And he believes that architecture
has profound implications for human health and behavior. Mental
health conditions constitute one of the main causes of the overall dis-
ease burden in the United States, at a cost of more than $198 billion per
year.32
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OPEN TO THE ELDERLY

Having a connection with nature along with social interaction is impor-
tant to the elderly, as loneliness can mean higher mortality rates and
depression along with decreased alertness. To promote connections
with nature, the elderly should have easily accessible spaces due to their
more limited mobility. Consequently, having parks and green spaces in
close proximity to their neighborhoods or care centers is especially im-
portant.33

As the world’s population ages, there is an increasing need for com-
munity environments to support physical activity and social connections
for older adults. The proportion of the population age sixty and older is
growing rapidly throughout the world. Physical and social environments
can positively or negatively influence older adults’ physical activity and
social connections. Open spaces in urban areas (green spaces) can pro-
mote social engagement, physical activity, relaxation, and interaction
with nature—all important elements for physical and emotional
health—while reducing health costs.34

People seem to prefer a random variety of landscapes with scattered
trees, plants, and paths. Those who spend time in a park with a greater
richness of plant species are seen to score higher on various measures of
psychological well-being than those who visit less biodiverse parks.35

OBESITY, DIABETES, BABIES, AND STROKES

A systematic review of sixty studies from the United States, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and European countries on the relationships
between green space and obesity indicators found that 68 percent of
scientific papers showed that green space is associated with reduced
obesity.36

An intervention study using community gardening and nutritional
education in one southern state found that 17 percent of obese and
overweight children had improved their BMI (body mass index) classifi-
cation by the end of a seven-week program of engaging in outdoor
activity.37

There is also evidence showing that no residential access to green
space is not good for babies; it is associated with low birth weight and
may be a contributing factor to long-term adverse effects.38

Living close to green space has been associated with a longer life-
span due to reduced risk of ischemic stroke (the most common type,
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usually caused by a blood clot in the brain) and higher survival rates
afterward.39

LOOK OUT AND INWARD WHEN OUTDOORS

Of course, when outdoors one must be careful of increased exposure to
pesticides, allergenic pollen, infectious agents in soils, animals, and in-
creased risk of injuries. But most potential injuries can be eliminated or
minimized through proper design, care, and operation of green spaces,
as well as caution by individuals.

Large differences in occurrence of disease are reported when com-
paring residents of very green and less green settings, even after factor-
ing in socioeconomic status. Healthier individuals tend to move to or
stay nearer to greener neighborhoods.

The brain is the only organ that undergoes substantial maturation
after birth. Research shows that natural scenes almost always provoke
pleasant emotions and promote recovery from all kinds of fatigue. The
experience of nature may also provide some relief for those who experi-
ence short- and long-term professional burnout.40

The constant din and confusion of city life can be mentally exhaust-
ing and can actually dull our thinking. Even a small amount of time in a
crowded city or on a freeway can cause the brain to suffer memory loss
and reduced self-control (as in road rage).41 Conversely, brief glimpses
of natural elements improve brain performance by providing a break
from the intense demands of urban life.

When at work, people’s attention is focused on critical information
or tasks. Exposure to settings that are visually interesting and relaxing
aid in recovery of attention spans. Studies at Stanford University show
that just by taking a walk refreshes interest and creative thinking.42

SPACE, STRESS, AND DEPRESSION

Various levels of stress can lead to depression, schizophrenia, anxiety,
exhaustion, fatigue, and even strain on bodily functions. It can also
negatively affect people’s perceptions of their well-being, including
their own mental health. Physical activity has been linked to improve-
ments in mental health and stress. More than one hundred studies have
shown that relaxation and stress reduction are significant benefits asso-
ciated with spending time in green areas.43
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Ecotherapy, also known as nature therapy or green therapy, is the
applied practice of the emergent field of ecopsychology. In a study
conducted by Mind, a mental health charity organization, a nature walk
reduced symptoms of depression in 71 percent of participants, com-
pared to only 45 percent of those who took a walk through a shopping
center.44 Studies show that exercise can treat mild to moderate depres-
sion as effectively as antidepressant medication—but without the side
effects, of course. As one example, a recent study done by the Harvard
T. H. Chan School of Public Health found that running for fifteen
minutes a day or walking for an hour reduces the risk of major depres-
sion by 26 percent.45

AL FRESCO ATTITUDES

Activities that include wilderness therapy, therapeutic gardening, farm-
ing, ecotherapy, nature-based arts and crafts, and animal-assisted aid
can improve self-esteem and self-image, self-control, confidence, em-
powerment, and clearer decision-making.46

People don’t have to head for the primal woods to enjoy nature’s
restorative effects; even a view of nature from a window helps. In one
study, office workers with a view of nature liked their jobs more, en-
joyed better health, and reported a greater ability to recover from “nor-
mal psychological wear and tear.” Also, those who had walked in a
nature preserve performed better than another group of participants on
a standard proofreading task and reported more positive emotions and
less anger.47 By the way, blue spaces (rivers, lakes, and coasts) are as
important as green—it is not the color that matters but the opportunity
to experience it.

Children who live in greener environments have a greater capacity
for paying attention, and they’re better able to delay gratification and
inhibit impulses. Nature’s impact on children with a hyperactivity disor-
der in middle-class settings showed that children exhibited fewer symp-
toms after spending time in green surroundings than when they pur-
sued activities indoors or in nongreen outdoor areas.

All told, these research findings suggest that individuals’ desire for
contact with nature is not just the result of a romanticized view but is an
important internal process that appears to make people feel and act
better.48
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FEEL-GOOD DRUGS

Green areas allow for exercise, which offers antistress properties
through the release of “feel-good” endorphins. Activity and interaction
with people also reduces loneliness and isolation for those who engage
in any type of exercise, no matter how gentle.49

The communal aspect of green and blue spaces may contribute to
social closeness, no matter how casual. And for children the impact is
equally positive, helping improve exercise, reduce obesity, ease the de-
velopment of friendships, and encourage independence and contact
with people.50

For future building projects, it will be important to keep in mind the
importance of plants, water, and sky. These are not just luxuries for the
middle and upper classes; they benefit the health and well-being of
everybody and should be firmly embedded in the plans of developers
everywhere.51

DESIGN WITH NATURE IN MIND

Psychologist Judith H. Heerwagen, PhD, is already putting the princi-
ples of restorative environments into practice in the work she does as a
consultant to designers, companies, and others. She’s trying to find ways
to make people more psychologically comfortable by “naturalizing”
interiors, using natural patterns but rendering them in abstract ways.
For example, she replaces bold geometrics with abstract natural pat-
terns in floor coverings and uses branch-like forms overhead to make
ceilings reminiscent of tree canopies, pointing out, “We didn’t evolve in
a sea of gray cubicles.”52

Even though trends suggest that people are moving back to cities,
parks give people a chance to get away from urban stress, noise, and
built settings and provide places to stretch the arms and legs while
enjoying a little “open space.” A relatively small investment in urban
green spaces can save governments a lot of money down the line in
health-care costs, creating good green vibes that will be beneficial in
many ways for their citizens.53

ODDBALL URBAN PARKS

Planning and management for green areas are not just about cutting the
grass, pruning plants, raking leaves, and picking up garbage. The bigger
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part of management is how to involve the community in the parks. We
need to think of parks more as outdoor community centers where we
need to invest in practical and positive surroundings and activities for
people trying to fulfill their potential. When we improve parks, we’re
really improving the quality of our lives.

But in increasingly crowded cities, it can be difficult to find room for
parks. Fortunately, there are potential places that can provide the same
kind of benefits. In recent research, these spaces are more common
than we thought.

Some are uncommon and part of the curious and uncommon make-
up of our oddball urban places. The modern urban landscape can con-
tain pocket parks from discarded real estate parcels, green walls, and
agrihoods. They can be made up of stranded patches of woods, aban-
doned military bases and airports, stormwater systems, disused rail lines
and bridges, forgotten alleys, walkways, and bridges, roofs and facades
of buildings, and places where scraps of land are pieced together like an
eccentric, multicolored, inner-city crazy quilt.54

Rail parks are popping up, inspired by the success of New York
City’s High Line, a 1.45-mile-long elevated park, greenway, and rail
trail created on a former New York Central Railroad spur on the west
side of Manhattan. It was saved from demolition by neighborhood resi-
dents as a hybrid public space where visitors can experience nature, art,
and design, and it breathed life back into a blighted place.55

Besides space for physical activity, there can be space allotted for
cultural events such as open-air art camps, dance and theater classes,
programs for music and poetry, and the more traditional, multipurpose
recreational centers and community neighborhood gardens in which to
grow produce and flowers.56

Privately owned public open spaces (POPOS) may be accessible to
all; they may include plazas, rooftop terraces, greenhouses, sun ter-
races, and just public seating for the enjoyment of people watching.57
Spaces for natural green will be planned for in our future super-sky-
scrapers, where there may be thousands, even millions, of urban dwell-
ers looking for and needing a “green relief” prescription.

The soothing natural backdrops of soft rhythmic movements of trees
or grass in a light breeze or the chiaroscuro patterns of light and shade
created by clouds are patterns contributing to a calm, stable mental
attitude.

Some of the world’s most famous cities are as known for their open
space as they are for their culture, such as Golden Gate Park in San
Francisco, Central Park in New York, Cal Anderson Park in Seattle,
Encanto Park in Phoenix, and Boston Common in Massachusetts—all
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are central attractions in their own right and examples of more to come
in future cities.

The way cities and neighborhoods are designed affects whether it’s
easy for people to walk, cycle, participate in active recreation, use pub-
lic transport, and interact with neighbors and their community in gener-
al. Nowadays, urban planning decisions have a key role to play in con-
tributing to people’s overall health; decreasing levels of disease, crime,
and dysfunction; and restoring native plants and animals to the “con-
crete jungle” of municipalities.58

INNER-CITY PARK EXPENSE: A COUNTERPOINT

Although parks are inestimable, they can be expensive and unfair to
certain sectors of citizens as well. If elaborate projects are undertaken
in poorer neighborhoods, they can harm or marginalize vulnerable resi-
dents by forcing them out of their homes as rents and property values
rise and the neighborhoods morph and gentrify.59

It is important to note that disadvantaged population groups often
live in neighborhoods with reduced availability of green space. Studies
have shown that these areas tend to benefit the most from improved
access to urban greenery that may help to reduce inequalities in health,
income, minority status, disability, jobs, education, crime, and other
counterproductive factors.60

If money is scarce to buy land for more parks, then underutilized
and abandoned spaces such as railway corridors, vacant lots, power line
easements, brownfields, unused roads, rooftops, and even small scraps
of land can be made into functional yet affordable spaces that people
can use as petite parks.

Have a look around on your next walk; maybe a small plot or vacant
lot near you is just the place for a community garden or pocket park.
Green is good for your soul and your neighborhood.
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7

BLEEDING-EDGE BUILDING MATERIALS

If You Build It, They Will Come

Anyone who built a house just a few years ago would marvel at the
materials that are being used, researched, and planned for building
structures tomorrow. Many practices in the construction industry have
not substantially changed in fifty years, but serious disruption is about
to begin.

Hundreds of new products now in the testing phase aim to bring
down the cost, improve the quality, increase the strength, and reduce
the length of time needed to build new structures. Once these innova-
tions become the construction industry standard, they will substantially
increase the number of new housing developments, hopefully making
homes more friendly, affordable, adaptable, and economically feasible.

Companies that don’t think ahead will be left behind. In the highly
competitive construction industry, there is a dramatic need for rapid,
agile adoption of new tools, technology, and ways of doing business.

NOT GRANDPA’S PRINTER ANYMORE

Which builder would you pick if one claimed to be able to deliver a
2,500-square-foot house not in three to six months but in twenty-four
hours? With a 3D printer, you can create designs or print 3D models of
just about anything under the sun, from a gun to a guitar, and in the
construction industry, 3D printing can be used to create construction
components or even to “print” entire buildings.1 Construction 3D print-
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ing may allow faster and more accurate construction of complex or
bespoke items while lowering labor costs and producing less waste.

One Chinese company has constructed in just twenty-four hours a
set of ten single-story, 3D-printed homes formed with a cement-based
mixture made with construction waste and glass fiber, at a cost of just
$5,000 each.2

Three-dimensional printers can even produce entire prefab walls
with ready-made compartments in which various electronics and appli-
ances may be installed, based on specific customer requests. There’s a
lot riding on 3D-printing (or stereolithography) construction methods,
which will create ways to build homes for a fraction of the current cost
and cut traditional construction time by at least 30 percent.3

The groundbreaking method takes soil, combines it with just a few
additives, and turns it into a building material with a tensile strength
three times stronger than industrial clay. Using this material, the poor-
est countries in the world could build schools, houses, and even hospi-
tals from the ground we walk on.4

One printing technique uses a concrete mixture guided by a com-
puter that directs a tube of material to follow the entire outline of a
house in one lap, followed by another and another until it is time for the
roof. This is a process called continuous contour crafting.5 Using this
process, MIT researchers created a robotic system that manufactured
the basic structure of a building in less than fourteen hours.6 A US
construction company 3D-printed a 650-square-foot house on-site in
less than twenty-four hours for $10,000.7 What’s more, this process can
also be used with metal, called the WAAM (wire arc additive manufac-
turing) method: a welder with a nozzle fuses layer-by-layer metal rods,
kind of like a giant soldering iron.8

UP TO CODE

The 3D-printing construction industry is still in its infancy, so don’t
expect high-rise condos to begin sprouting up like magic beanstalks
overnight. Just a cursory review of research on 3D printers indicates
that the industry has problems to overcome, like high energy input,
limited materials, too much reliance on plastic materials, relative slow-
ness, and dependence on fossil fuel.

This construction method still has some development to undergo
before it meets strenuous building codes. And it has to gain acceptance
from the construction industry, which will take more time. Meanwhile,
while the larger-scale applications are still being developed, some com-
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panies are using the technology to create individual pieces and parts of
structures.

PREFAB IS FAB

Soon reinforced plastics will make structures lightweight and corrosion-
resistant, with walls substantially stronger and longer lasting than most
current forms of construction and with built-in solar and water-collect-
ing abilities.

The expense of excess materials and labor costs have traditionally
been part of the cost of doing business in construction. Three-dimen-
sional printing and prefabrication allow builders to get material to spec-
ifications without waste, cutting construction material costs by as much
as 30 to 40 percent and reducing the total human labor it takes to clean
up a building site.9 A Chinese developer, for example, built a fifty-
seven-story building in nineteen days through the use of prefabricated
building components, preassembled steel framing, an HVAC system
(heat and air conditioning), and roofing.10

Prefab components are also environmentally friendly, as they reduce
material waste and the number of delivery trips to and from the con-
struction site. As more and more building components become prefab-
ricated and standardized, it will become far more practical to insert
robots into the construction process. Consider this: robots are already
used to produce expensive, intricate machines that demand precision
assembly. These same assembly-line robots can and will soon be used to
build and print prefab components en masse. And once this becomes
the industry standard, construction prices will begin to drop consider-
ably—probably to the dismay of construction unions.

THE RIGHT RECIPE

The two major challenges in perfecting 3D-printed construction are the
material and the machine. The material mixture must be formulated to
be strong enough and dry quickly enough to support the weight of each
subsequent layer without any layer falling over or being crushed.11 At
present the cost of machinery is still too high for smaller companies,
which also lack experience, have a limited selection of materials, and
are limited in technology. But one day, large buildings will be entirely
printed by a single machine with no on-site human input (save for
maybe a finger to push a button).
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It’s easy to predict that product manufacturers of everything from
houses to appliances will try harder and harder to compete for market
share based on the disclosure of various chemicals of concern and on
building techniques.

Pros

• The equipment and materials for 3D building are improving con-
stantly and their costs are falling.12

• Regulation, subsidies, and other public policy measures are encour-
aging the adoption of 3D printing in construction in many parts of
the world.

• By reducing the costs associated with nonstandard shapes, 3D print-
ing gives free rein to the imagination of architects, designers, build-
ers, and consumers.13

• 3D printing will reduce the construction sector’s harmful impact on
the environment: a large proportion of the feedstock (building mate-
rial) will be 50 percent recycled.14

• Through the use of conical, hollow, or honeycomb structures, 3D
printing increases tensile strength and enhances thermal insulation.15

• With machines doing much of the heavy lifting, labor will be re-
duced, though not eliminated, as a need for people to set up and run
the machines decreases.

• Many 3D-printing construction companies claim their process is fast-
er than using traditional cement and procedures for using it.

• The low costs promised could be a major benefit to developers of
affordable housing.

• With printers working off a single digital blueprint, there should
theoretically be fewer errors.

• Ideally, printers would use only the exact amount of raw materials
needed for each project.

• New 3D-printing technology will soon take hours rather than months
to complete a building.

Cons

• As is the case with any revolutionary product or process, adoption of
3D printing in construction has been hampered by slow incorpora-
tion into building codes and the imposition of arbitrary bureaucratic
standards rather than performance-based results.16
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• Less demand for both labor and traditional materials affects people
in many industries.

• Transportation and setup can be tedious and costly.
• Errors on the digital end can cause tremendous setbacks.

THE NEW RIGHT STUFF

Some of the following construction materials might sound like sci-fi,
and some still are. Others are in the research and development stage,
and still others are in production. Keep in mind when thinking of alter-
native building solutions that the future comes sooner than you think.17
Soon or someday they will be on the shelves of stores and in your
homes.

Aerographite

Made from hollow carbon tubes, it is strong but bendable, stable at
room temperature, and able to conduct electricity. It can be com-
pressed and returned to its normal size while becoming stronger, not
weaker. It can also withstand a lot of vibration—great for materials in
aviation and satellites.18

Airloy

This super insulator is one hundred times lighter than water and com-
bines the strength and durability of conventional plastics with light-
weight, superinsulating properties. It can stop and isolate sound, cold,
and heat. Airloy is strong, stiff, tough, and among the world’s best
thermal and acoustic insulators. It can conduct electricity. It can be
made from ceramics, polymers, carbon, metals, carbides, or combina-
tions thereof, and is three to ten times lighter than conventional plastics
and ceramic.19

Aluminum Foam

Made by injecting air into molten aluminum. It is spongy and has a high
weight-to-strength ratio. It can be used as strong, lightweight, and dur-
able cladding (covering).20
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AshCrete

This is a concrete alternative made of fly ash, a by-product of burning
coal. Ninety-seven percent of traditional components in concrete can
be replaced with this recycled material. And it’s hard as hell too.21

Bamboo-Reinforced Concrete

It’s a mix of bamboo fibers and an organic resin to ensure the bamboo
will not degrade or rot. Growing bamboo absorbs large amounts of CO2,
adding to its potential as one sustainable alternative to steel.22

Bioplastics

One foe that’s going friendly is plastics made from biodegradable mate-
rial like vegetation, algae, and cornstarch. Bioplastics appear to have
great potential, yet there seem to be an almost equal number of draw-
backs. Regrettably, many biodegradable plastics may not biodegrade
rapidly enough under ambient environmental conditions to replace
conventional plastic made from fossil fuels. But bioplastics use 65 per-
cent less energy to make and don’t disperse greenhouse gases. Bioplas-
tics are a hot topic in the scientific community and readers need not
look far to find many websites dedicated to their advantages and disad-
vantages.

Bochar

Black façade panels are made from this waste product, produced when
trees are burned in kilns for energy. Fifty percent becomes heat energy,
and the rest becomes biochar, used in sanitation, farming, water filtra-
tion, and many other applications.23

Boron

A one-atom chain is a semiconductor. Boron nitride nanotubes are
primed to become effective building blocks in nanoengineering proj-
ects. If you pull on a nanotube, it starts unfolding; the atoms yield to a
monatomic thread. Release it and it folds back. Boron is used for a
myriad of purposes from medicine to rocket fuel igniter to possibly a
component of recyclable batteries.24
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Carbon Nanotubes

A thousand times as flexible as human muscle, more bendable than
rubber, a better conductor of electricity than copper, and stronger than
steel, carbon nanotubes can be used for everything from easily recy-
clable proton batteries, to golf clubs, bicycles, wind turbine blades, car
parts, solar panels, and airplanes, to name just a few functions. These
ultrathin materials have the potential to revolutionize modern electron-
ics since you can fit more nanotransistors than those made of traditional
silicone onto a computer chip. Consequently, the phone in your pocket
will be obsolete, only to be replaced by one that is twenty-five times
faster.25

Chameleon Paint

This heat-sensitive coating has many applications and is already used for
a variety of safety products and energy-efficient materials. Heat-sensi-
tive paint that has the ability to change color with the push of a button is
called a chromic material. The color change occurs when electrons
within the chemical structure of the paint are manipulated, and the
visual change in color perception is immediate.26

CO2 Concrete

This novel concept is still in the experimental phase. It captures the
emissions from power plants and turns them into 3D-printing material
that is two and one-half times stronger than concrete.27

Coconut Husk

Sixty billion coconut husks are discarded by the food industry each year.
The husks are high in lignin, which can be fully recycled and bound into
incredibly strong hardboard, creating less demand for wood and the
destruction of forests.28

Concrete That Sucks

Topmix Permeable is porous and can absorb four thousand liters of
water into the ground in just sixty seconds and funneled into the city’s
drainage system to be recycled or drained off. It is about the same price
as regular concrete.
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Cool Bricks

These porous ceramic bricks soak up water; when air passes through
them, the water evaporates and creates a flow of cool air.29

Data-Storing Glass

A standard-sized disc (smaller than an eyeglass lens) can store around
360 terabytes of data, with an estimated lifespan of up to 13.8 billion
years even at temperatures of 374°F. That’s as old as the universe, and
more than three times the age of the Earth. The discs store information
within their interior using tiny physical structures known as “nanograt-
ings.” The glass is waterproof and heat resistant, and data on it will
survive unless this very hard glass is broken.30

Faux Gravel

This is constructed from recycled plastic ground into granules that have
been scooped from the sea and mixed with bitumen (a black viscous
residue from petroleum distillation). It is used in roads, driveways, and
for ground cover.31

Feel the Heat

Waste heat can be turned into electricity via a thermoelectric generator
(TEG). This is a solid-state device that converts heat flux (temperature
differences) directly into electrical energy through a phenomenon
called the Seebeck effect.32

Ferrock

Based on iron carbonate, it incorporates largely (95 percent) recycled
materials to produce concrete-like building material that is even strong-
er than concrete. This unique material actually absorbs and traps car-
bon dioxide as part of its drying and hardening process, making it car-
bon-neutral.33
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Fire-Retardant Plywood and Black Graphene
Radiation-Protecting Paint

Once treated with Burnblock, a new fire retardant that blocks oxygen,
this plywood won’t burn. While the paint is electrically conductive, it
has also has extremely strong radiation-shielding properties, even block-
ing mobile phone and television signals.34

Floats Like a Butterfly but Strong Like Steel

Microlattice, a honeycomb material that has polymer and alumina com-
posites but is 99 percent air, is so light that a slab of it can sit atop a
fluffy white dandelion, and a slight breeze can send it floating through
air. It is one hundred times lighter than Styrofoam—but as strong as
titanium.35

Graphene

This one-atom-thick layer of carbon is one million times thinner than a
piece of paper—but strong, flexible, a better conductor of electricity
than copper, virtually transparent, two hundred times stronger than
steel, and bulletproof. Researchers recently created graphene-coated
fabrics that can detect and alert a wearer to dangerous gases in the air.
Graphene can also help produce clean drinking water by acting as a
filter. But it’s expensive and hard to produce in scale.36

Growing, Self-Healing Bricks

These products, made of bendable concrete, will keep buildings from
crumbling. Bendable concrete is very impressive in its ability to resist
damage, but even more impressive in that it grows back and repairs
itself. Once a crack appears and water enters, the microbes are activat-
ed and they multiply, excreting calcium carbonate to plug holes and
prevent further damage.

To grow bricks, sand is mixed in alternating layers with a solution of
bacteria, urea, and calcium chloride, resulting in chemical reactions
that yield a mineral growth between the sand layers that in turn binds
them strongly together into a brick. Growing bricks as opposed to firing
them in a kiln at thousands of degrees saves a lot of energy and will
slash annual carbon emissions by hundreds of millions of tons.37
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Hempcrete

A concrete-like material is derived from the woody inner fibers of the
hemp plant, which are bound with lime to create concrete-like shapes
that are strong and also super lightweight. They also dramatically re-
duce the energy used to make and transport material. Hemp is also a
fast-growing, renewable resource.38

Lego-Like Prefab for Structures

Just like toy Lego bricks that “snap” together, the architectural kind will
do the same with a layer of mortar-like adhesive threaded with rebar for
extra structural reinforcement. One side of each brick can be removed
for easy access to the inside.39

Metamaterial

This is a synthetic composite material with a structure that exhibits
properties not usually found in natural materials, for example, a nega-
tive refractive index (such as a cloaking material like Harry Potter’s
invisibility cloak). It could be used in constructing holograms in cam-
eras and electronics.40

Microalgae

This could be harvested to make bioplastics or fuel, without waiting a
million years for petroleum to mature. Only about six months is needed
to make biofuel.41 It’s environmentally friendly, but efforts to make it
profitable have not been favorable so far.42

Newspaper Wood

This material is made from recycled newspapers when individual sheets
are coated with glue and then tightly rolled into logs. This tough materi-
al can be treated like most other wood products by cutting, milling,
sanding, and finishing with paint or varnish.43

Origami Magic

This has nothing to do with making paper swans or fascinating 3D
shapes from a flat piece of paper. In the cities of the future buildings
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might be made cheaper and stronger simply by making them from
paper. Objects can morph from a flat piece of paper to a heavy-duty,
3D structure and then back into a collapsed flat surface at the click of a
button. Shapes can totally transform to support enormous weights with-
out damage especially when sandwiched between flat pieces of material
like plastic. Even with other materials, like metal, builders will be able
to utilize the strength and properties of origami construction.44

Paper Untearable

Precise polymer nanostrusses (structures as thin as five-billionths of a
meter) can be coated on materials like metal or ceramic. The newly
created material possesses characteristics including flaw tolerance and
shape memory. For an example, it can make paper unwettable, ther-
mally insulating, and untearable.45

Pee Power

Urine might now be called “liquid gold” and can be turned into solid
“bio-bricks” (calcium carbonate) by mixing it with sand colonized by
species of bacteria that produce the enzyme urease. Unlike regular kiln-
fired bricks, bio-bricks don’t require high heat, and producing them
doesn’t spew out greenhouse gases. The more time the bacteria are
given to work their magic, the stronger the bricks grow, suggesting that
several different types of building materials could be created with this
method.46

Plaited Microbial Cellulose

A form of bioplastic, this is a mixture of bacteria, yeast, and other
microorganisms. Research teams have developed a way to manipulate
them into layered structures.47 Practical applications for buildings are
still some way off, but there’s investigation into many applications from
construction uses to scaffolds for tissue engineering, bladder neck sus-
pension, soft tissue replacement, and artificial blood vessels.48

Plastic Stress Power

Mechanoluminescence refers to the phenomenon by which a material
will light up when it’s put under some form of physical stress. The given
material has nanowires etched on one side and a coating of indium tin
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oxide (ITO) on the other. When the strips flail in the wind, the nano-
wires slap against the neighboring ITO. This temporary contact allows
electrons to leap from one material to the other, creating a current via a
phenomenon known as the triboelectric effect. Covering a 3,230-
square-foot rooftop, the strips would deliver enough electrical energy
(7.11 kW) to power a household.49

Receptive Bioconcrete

A microorganism-based concrete, this can host organisms that produce
oxygen while absorbing CO2 and pollution. Bioconcrete will allow the
growth of plants that reproduce via spores as opposed to flowers or
seeds, such as lichens, mosses, and fungi. Ultimately, bioconcrete will
allow plant life to thrive on buildings in a way that is both more sustain-
able and more efficient than existing green walls.50

Reinventing Wood

More architects are returning to wood to build their skyscrapers and
ditching the more traditional cement and steel. A Japanese firm un-
veiled its designs for what could be the tallest wooden building in the
world—a 1,148-foot skyscraper—made of 90 percent specially pro-
cessed wood and 10 percent steel. The building would likely be made of
cross-laminated timber (CLT), a material made of many sheets of wood
glued and compressed together. The final result is a plank that’s more
robust than steel, twelve times stronger than natural wood, and ten
times tougher than steel or even titanium alloys. It’s also comparable to
carbon fiber but much less expensive. An outside barrier of plastic
functions to protect the wood from rotting. Compared to approximately
63 percent of a tree that can be used in solid lumber, composite panels
can allow for more than 95 percent use. And because wood is lighter
and easier to transport than steel, it requires fewer fossil fuels to trans-
port it, further reducing emissions.51

Replicating Robot Skin

The Terminator is here—or is closer than you think. Scientists have
come up with a self-healing skin; a soft, flexible electronic material that
can automatically repair itself when damaged. The material relies on
photosynthesis—the same biochemical process that plants use to turn
sunlight into glucose. It is a thin film in which scientists have embedded
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chloroplasts (parts of plants that carry out photosynthesis). When ready,
it will likely enjoy widespread use in car trims, cell phones, and fabrics,
and maybe robots: when their surfaces become cracked or scratched,
the film, after exposure to air and sunlight, will easily fill in the gaps.52

Saving Buildings with Sound

Fires may be snuffed out soon with deep-toned sound. The new fire
extinguisher doesn’t blast out any compressed chemicals; it just uses a
loudspeaker the size of a subwoofer. When pointed at flames, it looks
like it swallows them; actually it is depriving the fire of air. An added
bonus is that there’s no chemical residue or water.53

Seaweed Plastic

Biodegradable plastics made out of seaweed could finally give the
oceans pollution relief. Researchers have found a way to create a bio-
plastic using seaweed, an accessible, sustainable resource. Their prom-
ising new approach may both reduce strain on the plastic-clogged
oceans and reduce the earth’s dependence on fossil fuels.54

Self-Healing Concrete

A type of fungus called Trichoderma reesei is being used in a new
technique to fill the cracks that develop in concrete and create a self-
healing process. When performed successfully, the organism is activat-
ed by water and produces calcite, a component of limestone that fills
the crack. It’s a low-cost, antipollution, and sustainable material. At
Purdue University, researchers are adding cellulose nanocrystals de-
rived from wood fiber to concrete. It increases strength, impact resis-
tance, flexibility, and inhibits the invasion of water, a poison to steel.55

Self-Healing Paint

It uses chitosan, the main component of the exoskeleton of crustaceans
(lobsters, crabs, shrimps, etc.). The chitosan is chemically incorporated
into traditional polymer materials, such as the ones used in the clear
coatings on cars. When a scratch occurs on the outer coating, the chito-
san responds to the UV component of sunlight, filling the scratch.56
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Self-Healing Plastic

This plastic has microcapsules embedded in it, and they activate when it
cracks, releasing resin and a catalyst. These materials fill the crack,
getting the original material back to normal in three hours.57

Shifting Shape

Researchers have introduced a material that assembles itself into a cube
when coming into contact with water. Imagine water pipes prepro-
grammed to expand or contract in order to change capacity or flow rate,
or even to undulate like muscular peristalsis to move water or unclog
pipes.58

Shrilk

Made from leftover shrimp shells and proteins derived from silk it can
form strong, transparent sheets that are biodegradable and even enrich
the soil. It may be an environmentally friendly alternative to plastics.59

Smarter Windows

Self-powered by thin, transparent solar cells, they control the amount of
light and heat entering a building. They can help save on heating and
cooling costs.60

Solar Film

A second-generation solar cell, or “solar concentrator”: by depositing
one or more layers of photovoltaic material on a surface such as glass,
plastic, or metal, this film can be used in the screens of electronic
gadgets and in windows and doors. The stuff takes advantage of nonvis-
ible wavelengths of light—ultraviolet and near infrared—pushing them
to the solar cells and resulting in energy.61

Solar Paint

SolarLayer is an additive for paints, coatings, and flooring that trans-
forms any surface into a solar energy receptor. Through its application,
any roof, wall, street, or path becomes a photovoltaic generator. This
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technology is designed to work in 3V or 12V systems and has a life
expectancy of more than twenty years.62

Solar Shingles

Designed to look like and function as conventional roofing materials,
these act as a type of solar energy known as building-integrated photo-
voltaics.63

Stabilized Soil

Made of water-based styrene acrylic polymer, when combined with
water it can effectively bind dust and stabilize soil in place, allowing for
dirt roads to be made safe, stable, and dustless. Soil stabilization is one
of the prime objectives of AggreBind soil and is being used to construct
an entire road by utilizing the binding properties of clay soils.64

Stanene

A single layer of atoms with tin in place of carbon, it conducts 100
percent of electricity and revolutionizes microchips increasing power
with no heat loss of energy. It may replace silicon as a cheap and
abundant material for computer chips.65

Structural Insulated Panel (SIP)

The major components of SIPs—foam and oriented strand board
(OSB)—take less energy and raw materials to produce than other struc-
tural building systems. They boost the panel’s insulation values as much
as 20 percent.66

Super Bamboo

It’s inexpensive, grows fast, and is surprisingly strong, which is why
researchers are looking to get more bang for their bamboo buck when it
comes to its uses in construction. The material at the edges of a bamboo
rod is actually denser and stronger than the stuff in the middle; it works
well as a secondary building material, like plywood, to make houses and
buildings stronger, cheaper, with less environmental impact.67
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Superwaterproof Material

Made up of tiny cones, it not only repels water but also can stand up to
extreme changes in temperature, pressure, and humidity. Water drop-
lets bounce off the material, carrying dirt with them, which makes it a
good coating for cars, boat hulls, medical devices, and windshields.68

Thermal Boost

Thermal bridging (loss of heat due to a break or penetration of building
insulation) is one of the primary causes of energy loss in a building.
Nanogel-filled polycarbonate sheets (composed of synthetic or biopoly-
mers) increases the insulation factor using less material and less energy
than glass. They are 250 times more impact-resistant than glass is and
can withstand extreme weather.69

Thermal Sponge

Three-dimensional sponge on printed façades optimizes a building’s
thermal performance in various climate conditions. It works by inte-
grating air cavities for thermal insulation. One manufacturer describes
this material as offering “thermal conductivity along with electrical iso-
lation. It has excellent conformability to irregular surfaces and a clean
release from most materials. Available in multiple thicknesses to fill
various air gap heights. Its cellular structure provides extremely compli-
ant gap filler.”70

Timbercrete

Made of sawdust and concrete mixed together, it is lighter than con-
crete and reduces emissions from transportation. Sawdust, a waste
product, replaces some of the energy-intensive components of tradi-
tional concrete. It can be formed into traditional shapes, such as blocks,
bricks, and pavers.71

Transparent Aluminum

This substance is three times harder than steel, four times harder than
fused silica glass, and 85 percent as hard as sapphire. It is used in
bulletproof glass, infrared domes in spaceships, space stations, sky-
scrapers, and vehicle cockpits.72
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Transparent Wood

Researchers have found a way to strip the lignin (an abundant and
natural constituent of the cell walls of almost all plants on dry land) out
of wood and replace it with a synthetic polymer, making it 85 percent
transparent. The thermal properties are much better than glass, so large
panels of transparent wood would be cheap and useful in constructing
large buildings.73

Triple-Glazed Windows

These superefficient windows consist of three layers of glass with kryp-
ton gas in between and do a better job of stopping heat from leaving
buildings than conventional window glass does. Krypton gas is a better
but more expensive insulator than traditional argon.74

Vantablack

Researchers have announced the creation of a new foil-like material so
dark it can hardly be seen by human eyes. Its component tubes are each
ten thousand times smaller than a human hair and, when put together,
they are so densely packed that the result is one of the darkest sub-
stances known: up to 99.96 percent of available light is absorbed into
the material. It can increase the absorption of heat in materials used in
concentrated solar power technology as well as in military applications,
such as thermal camouflage, and in certain construction materials, like
house wrap.75

VIPs

Vacuum insulation panels make up a porous core material that is en-
cased in an airtight envelope. The air trapped in the core material is
evacuated, and the envelope is then heat-sealed. The core material
prevents the panels from crumbling when air is removed. Some VIPs
are predicted to maintain more than 80 percent of their thermal perfor-
mance even after thirty years.76

Wall Panels: Next-Gen

Panels for wood-framed homes may soon require 40 percent less wood
product and may generate 98 percent less waste. A combination of
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insulation on the exterior and spray polyurethane foam (SPF) in the
wall cavity functions as a weather-resistant barrier.77

Wave Benders

Researchers have developed a new way to control “elastic waves” that
could protect structures from seismic events. A team of scientists
worked a geometric microstructure pattern into a material made of
steel plate, so that it can bend or refract elastic and acoustic waves away
from a target during earthquakes. According to researchers, this tech-
nique will save structures from damage caused by earthquakes or tsuna-
mis, which could save lives in residential buildings and other infrastruc-
tures.78

Wool and Seaweed Bricks

Developed with the goal of obtaining a composite, using abundant local
material, that would improve brick strength, wool and a natural polymer
found in seaweed was added to the clay of bricks. They become 37
percent stronger than other bricks, more resistant to cold and moisture,
and are sustainable and nontoxic. They also dry hard, and since they
don’t need to be fired like traditional bricks,79 they save energy.

IDEAS INTO REALITY

Inventors, researchers, and engineers around the world continue to
discover alternatives to traditional construction materials and tech-
niques. Though many we have listed are being used, more are still in
research, development, and testing phases. These revolutionary tech-
nologies and materials will change the way we think about and build
structures today and tomorrow.
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8

GETTING SOMEWHERE
FROM SOMEPLACE

New Age Transportation

A developed country is not a palace where the poor have cars. It’s
where the rich use public transportation.

—Attributed to Gustavo Petro

In 2014, Americans spent an average of forty-two hours per year sitting
in traffic jams. In Washington, DC, the average was nearly double that,
at eighty-two hours per year, and in the West, Seattle now has the
second-worst traffic in the United States. Travel plans can be checked
on your smartphone, tablet, or computer via Bluetooth; you can tap into
your transportation apps for an accurate picture of how to best get
around, but traffic can’t be improved.

For 95 percent of the time, private vehicles are stationary, parked in
lots or in front of houses—or in traffic jams. All in all, the space they
take up totals about thirteen thousand square kilometers, which corre-
sponds to an area bigger than Puerto Rico. Los Angeles alone has dedi-
cated 14 percent of the county area to autos. This space could be used
for playgrounds or urban gardening—creativity knows no bounds for
converting such free spaces.

Public transportation is a necessity, a pillar of green living, and some
left-leaners think it should be a right. When asked to identify the top
issues of concern with regard to urban environments, 58 percent iden-
tified air quality, 53 percent noted traffic congestion, and overall 91
percent claimed that they were concerned about the effect of traffic
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congestion on their business and their air quality.1 The largest pollu-
tion-producing sector in the country is transportation.2

In future cities, moving people will be done effectively, efficiently,
and economically and will play a key role in making communities sus-
tainable. For the health and well-being of citizens, walking and cycling
between their homes, workplaces, shops, and schools are already being
encouraged. Imagine a future where self-driving cars, trains, buses,
subways, and EV (electric vehicle) devices are all seamlessly connected
through an app, where traffic jams are a thing of the past, and “car
parks” have been turned into real parks and green spaces.3

SOME CHOICES ON GETTING THERE

One option is called the hyperloop. It’s a new technology that can move
people at aircraft speeds for the price of a bus ticket. A levitated pod
uses an electric motor to glide silently through a low-pressure tube. The
hyperloop is designed to operate on demand rather than on a fixed
schedule, reducing wait times.4

Another is podcars, also known as personal rapid transit or PRT:
smaller groups of people are transported in cars powered by electric
motors operated by computers and moving on lightweight tracks. Rid-
ers select their destination prior to riding, and each car only goes to
their final destination without stops on the way.5

The Olli is an electric mini powered by IBM’s Watson technology.
It’s operated and paid for through an app. Wherever you are is your bus
stop. Olli can also have a conversation with you to provide a dinner
recommendation or even tell you to bring an umbrella. Olli had trial
runs in Copenhagen, Las Vegas, and Miami in late 2016.6

If roads are too congested, go up. Overhead transportation literally
takes people off the road and allows them to take advantage of the
underutilized urban space above our roadways. Like the subway, it
allows for the addition of capacity without displacing existing supply.
But it does so with a much more attainable profile of routing, cost, and
construction.7

Vehicles will become part of an automated smart system called
Interactive Driver Assistance, a “connected” system designed to in-
crease situation awareness and monitor and mitigate traffic through
vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. In
other words, vehicles are going to talk to one another and to services in
their surroundings, to smooth the trip of passengers.8
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Sophisticated scanners will be able to identify you and then charge
accounts accordingly. Just think about what this will mean for pedes-
trian traffic flow when you can walk into a train station without swiping
at the turnstiles. We’re starting to see technology like this on highways
the world over, where cameras are replacing toll collectors, so it’s only a
matter of time before this translates to public transportation as well.
Imagine a city where drones are capable of route mapping, suggesting
the best alternatives and means of transportation that lead to less con-
gestion, to get you where you’re going.

The following are either in use somewhere in the world or in devel-
opment:

• Smart stations: transit hubs that bring together a variety of trans-
portation services, from public transportation to self-driving EVs
to autocopters, hyperloops, and subway systems to help residents
and visitors

• Apps or kiosk data centers that integrate all public and private
transportation providers, connecting travelers to the best mobility
option for them and providing integrated payment options and
real-time travel information

• Traffic information boards and electronic signs displaying real-
time information about traffic, parking conditions, issues associat-
ed with major events or incidents, and possible detours

• Traffic sensors and signals that can receive and transmit data, and
technology installed in fleet vehicles to collect data on traffic con-
ditions

• Sensors on highways and arterials running via a smart system that
will monitor traffic not by analog “wait times” but by real-time
traffic conditions

• Efforts to make more opportunities for car sharing, scooter using,
and bike riding9

CARMAGEDDON

Practically all cars in the future, save for specially licensed permits for
collectors, will be AI (artificial intelligence) based, self-driving, and
autonomous. After all, the US Department of Transportation claims
that 94 percent of vehicle collisions are caused by human error, result-
ing in thousands of deaths every year.10 And fewer accidents aren’t just
about safety. In 2015 alone, the incidental costs of motor vehicle acci-
dents equaled more than $44 billion.11
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There is so much traffic in our lives that we spend 127 extra hours
per year sitting in a paved purgatory of our own making.12 Even though
the average personal vehicle sits parked for 95 percent of its life,13 US
drivers spend well over $1 trillion on auto expenses, according to RMI
Outletmagazine.14

A TRANSPORTATION LUXURY FOR LUXEMBOURG

A radical and forward-thinking initiative to make public transportation
free for everyone could decrease traffic while helping the environment.
Luxembourg is a tiny country, but that doesn’t prevent it from having a
big-city traffic problem. It also has the highest car-to-person rate of any
nation in the European Union. In addition, more than 170,000 people
from the neighboring nations of France, Belgium, and Germany com-
mute into Luxembourg for work, swelling the population of its capital
city fivefold.15

In Luxembourg, the hope is that eliminating all fees for public
trains, trams, and buses will encourage more people to use those ser-
vices. Not only would that decrease personal vehicle traffic but it would
also reduce pollution. This initiative won’t solve the global emissions
problem, but if commuters decide to take advantage of free rides, other
nations might see the value in following Luxembourg’s lead in address-
ing traffic woes, the physical damage done by cars, and the woes in-
flicted on the environment. Luxembourg likes the results, claiming that
it has dramatically reduced car use, traffic, and pollution.16

PROBLEMATIC PARKING

A staggering 14 percent of Los Angeles County’s land is devoted to
parking and parking infrastructure, which takes up about two hundred
square miles or 18.6 million parking spaces—1.4 times more land than
that taken up by streets and freeways.17 In the United States there are a
billion parking spots, four for every car. The downtown areas of most
cities devote 50 to 60 percent of their scarce real estate to vehicles.18

Parking lots are basically city deserts. They don’t employ many peo-
ple, are a kind of blight on cities, displace neighborhoods, and empty
pocketbooks with monthly or hourly parking rates. Some large cities
charge as much as $770 a month, and the most expensive rates for
parking are in New York—a staggering hourly parking at an average of
$27 an hour.19
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Where parking lots are underused, some cities are already thinking
about redesigning and converting them to needed living spaces, which
translates into more access for bikes, scooters, and pedestrians and
more walking boulevards, green spaces, and additional commercial
space.20

Autonomous Autos

By 2020 cars with AI will be able to chat with their passengers to
enhance the driving experience, will be able to track a user’s conversa-
tional preferences, emotions, habits, safety, music preference, and may
even recommend a place to stop for refreshments.21

One thing that everyone working in the auto industry seems to agree
upon is that more testing is required, as hiccups have happened with
many of the self-driving cars. General Motor’s (GM) chief of product
development says that by 2020, new cars will be “mostly in charge” of
driving and by 2025, “they’ll be fully in control.”22 Elon Musk has cut
that last prediction by two to three years. Along with his subway innova-
tion, Musk has promised a pod-type car that will be able somehow to
traverse tunnels. He believes the best way to eliminate the scourge of
traffic congestion is with electric, autonomous vehicles bearing an extra
set of wheels, shooting through thin tunnels at speeds up to 150 mph.23

Hydro Cars

Hydrogen fuel cells were supposed to be the next big thing in engine
propulsion, but the promise peaked during the gas crisis of the 1970s
and hydrogen fuel never really gained traction. It was simply too expen-
sive to make the fuel. A couple of car companies have come out with
hydrogen-fueled cars as hydrogen-based fuel has become cheaper to
manufacture and perhaps promises to become a viable, widespread
source of clean energy in the future.24

Ammonia has recently surfaced as a source of the molecular hydro-
gen needed to generate electricity. Now researchers have figured out
how to extract the molecular hydrogen and generate power without
creating the usual pollutants that come from using ammonia (NH3).25

Nuke Cars

Researchers have been working on nuclear- or plasma-powered cars
but none has been successful yet. While small-scale thorium-powered
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nuclear reactors are theoretically possible, none has been designed that
could fit in a car. Thorium is a radioactive chemical element that could,
in theory, be used to generate large quantities of low-carbon electricity
in future decades, and some theorists claim it can aid in powering an
engine that runs off noble gases with no pollutants. Compared to the
uranium that powers today’s nuclear plants, thorium is more abundant
and widely distributed in the earth’s crust. But just give it another
twenty or so years, and you could be driving a reactor home.26

Solar-Powered Rickshaws

A solar-powered buggy by Solar Lab combines pedal power with power
produced by rooftop photovoltaic panels. Riders get an easy lift to their
destination while being protected by the elements, and the driver gets a
break through solar energy.27

HIGH-FLYING AUTOS

There has been a lot of high-flying buzz about airborne autos since the
first was proposed in 1917, when GM had conversations with “air taxi”
companies about using electric vehicle technology to create flying
cars—way before George Jetson’s flying car.

We’re a lot closer to flying cars than you may think. In fact, the
country of Dubai has already begun testing a prototype of a self-driving
hover-taxi with the hope of launching an aerial shuttle service with an
electrically powered quadcopter that can travel on a programmed
course at 60 mph at an altitude of three hundred to one thousand feet.
The service is meant to help reduce traffic congestion and was built to
withstand the country’s extreme temperatures during summer.28

German carmaker Porsche has a flying passenger drone concept in
the works that supposedly won’t require the driver to have a pilot’s
license to operate, and Volkswagen has already been working with Air-
bus on a Pop-Up car-drone hybrid.29 Musk’s SpaceX claims it will have
a working autonomous flying taxi by 2026.30 Daimler, the parent com-
pany for Mercedes-Benz, has teamed up for a vertical takeoff and land-
ing vehicle (VTOL).31

In 2016 German authorities issued Volvo’s Multicopter a permit to
fly. Its first staffed flight took place in 2018 and ended with no prob-
lems. The pilot controlled the vehicle easily with a single joystick, and
the Multicopter was stable and autonomous enough to retain its posi-
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tion automatically even when the pilot released the joystick. Almost all
of the new “flying cars” will be designed for autonomous operation.32

The vehicle can reach a speed of up to 62 mph, with eighteen rotors
powered by nine independent batteries, and has a one-thousand-pound
takeoff weight. The large number of rotors and batteries means that
even if one of them fails, the Multicopter can still retain height. It is one
of the top candidates in the race to become the world’s first air taxi.33

Most are VTOL flying cars, meaning no landing strips are necessary;
non-VTOLs will need about an 850-foot strip for takeoff and just 160
feet for landing, with speeds from about 300 to 466 mph in the air and a
ground speed of around 100 mph with a range of around 450 miles. So
it would be possible to fly the 400 miles from Los Angeles to San
Francisco in little more than an hour, which is less than a commercial
flight and cuts drive time by almost a full workday.34

A common denominator for all drone designs is the use of electric
motors for quiet, emission-free mobility. This makes them lighter and
smaller than helicopters; they are also easier to operate with less com-
plicated technology.

Flying cars will face significant regulatory hurdles. Owners will
probably need a pilot license to operate these vehicles and access to a
runway in most countries. Cost will vary, but these cars won’t come
cheap—think Ferrari.35

Future aerodromes or skyports will have the capacity for up to one
thousand flying taxis. And a single flying copter could be parked on top
of a roof, a garage, or a high-rise, conveniently ready when needed. The
Uber that drove you home will one day do it by air, when the company
inaugurates Uber Elevate, its proposed flying taxi service.36

Uber envisions a future in which city dwellers can glide over that
horrible, time-wasting gridlock in a quiet, luxurious, clean, cheap, auto-
operated, and anonymous aboveground air taxi. Initially they will be
operated by pilots, who will eventually be phased out and replaced by
an autonomous piloting system. Uber plans to start testing the service in
a few years. But new technology is needed—some entity will have to
design new electric batteries and figure out the logistics for coordinat-
ing thousands of flights per day.37

Sky-High Car

A Tesla Roadster will literally hover off the ground using SpaceX thrust-
ers, according to Elon Musk. “I’m not joking,” said Musk, who is some-
times known for his outré sense of humor. “We will use a SpaceX cold
gas thruster system with ultrahigh-pressure air in a composite over-
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wrapped pressure vessel in place of the 2 rear seats.”38 Wonder what it
could do in a quarter mile?

SOLAR HIGHWAYS

New, thin solar panels are designed to be glued into or on top of pave-
ment, and only 215 square feet of solar panels would be needed to
generate enough power for all public lighting for a city with a popula-
tion of five thousand. Autos will be equipped with a solar collector on
the bottom that can be reenergized—no plug-in required—as it drives
along the pavement, over a solar power exchanger.39

The composite material is just 0.28 inches thick, making it possible
to adapt to contraction and expansion of a thoroughfare as well as assur-
ing the durability and safety of the tile. The surface also offers good grip
for car tires, making roads safer. However, the big drawback is cost—
about $4.8 trillion to convert the four million miles of roads in the
country. The cost could be partially offset by charging customers for
charging, and by the system’s modern, more efficient technology.40

ELF CARS

Nationwide, transportation by bike in the United States is still less than
2 percent, and twice as many men as women ride bikes. So a crossover
might attract more attention. It’s called an ELF (electric light fun), a
hybrid between a bicycle and a car, which is powered by a 750-watt
electric motor; has three wheels, pedals, and a solar panel on top; and
can be plugged into a regular home outlet. It has a carrier in the back
for a rechargeable battery—so no petropower or foul emissions.

The ELF, which meets the federal definition of a low-speed elec-
tronic bicycle, travels at about 15 to 35 mph, and burns 586 of your
calories per hour by pedaling. And when a little extra boost up a hill is
needed, or to take a break from pedal pumping, the electric motor can
be goosed to help move you along. Pedaling does not charge the battery
(an option in the future).

Although some people have attached child carriers in back of the
seat, the ELF currently seats only one passenger. A standard ELF has a
battery that can move it fourteen miles without pedaling and without
being recharged, although an upgraded battery can go roughly forty
miles. The vehicle works great for commuting, errands, and cruising
around town; it can pack 600 pounds of cargo.
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It’s not car-pricey but quite a bit more than a typical bike. A base
model costs close to $10,000—pricey, but consider it gets 1,800 mpg.41
The ELF may not replace cars or even bicycles anytime soon as a
primary means of transportation, but it can provide mobility for seniors
or people with disabilities, especially on city and country roads.42

E-Bikes

The boom in light electric vehicles (LEVs) in Asia and Europe is now
reverberating in the United States, with industry watchers expecting
sales of cycles of more than one million by 2020.

LEVs look like high-end mountain bikes, but they’re heavier than
most bikes. Twist the motorcycle-like grip throttle and the bike surges
with a sudden shot of electric power. The top speed of a LEV is re-
stricted to 20 mph, and it offers 11.4 ampere hours of charge. At
present the tab is around $5,000.43

E-Buses

Electric buses offer more than twenty miles per gallon compared to
their petropowered cousins. Against a traditional diesel bus, you’re sav-
ing more than 80 percent of the energy used, and maintenance is signif-
icantly better than with fossil-fuel vehicles.

There are more than twenty transit agencies in US cities that have
said that they will not buy more fossil-fuel buses and are looking at 100
percent battery-electric power in their future. New York City got on
board with the program and plans to convert its fleet of 5,725 buses to
electric over the next two decades.44

E-Subways

Inside the city a series of light trains will carry you efficiently and
quickly, utilizing underground “electric skate” subway platforms on
wheels propelled by multiple electric motors.45

Giving a Charge—For Free

Rent or ride a bicycle and then put it back into a kiosk where your leg
power is converted into electricity to run the city’s electric buses. Such
a system would drastically cut down both fossil fuel consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions in cities that still use fossil fuels.
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DRONES

Drones make most people think of unstaffed aircraft that can fly auton-
omously—without a human in control. But an unstaffed aerial vehicle
(UAV) is a machine that can fly autonomously or by remote control.46

Flying drones will share the friendly skies and range from micro-
drones (smaller than the palm of your hand), minidrones (they can carry
small cameras), midsized drones (often used for photography and mak-
ing videos), large drones (for industrial work and deliveries), and super-
sized drones (similar in size to a bus or up to a small plane). The designs
will be quadcopters (with four propellers), hexacopters (with six propel-
lers), and octocopters (with eight propellers), and the largest ones will
be able to move small houses.

By the way, the drone’s exact altitude may not seem crucial, but it is
unclear if landowners get to decide if they can shoot down a drone over
their property at one hundred or even three hundred feet, because no
one has actually decided yet who owns the airspace.47

Hoverbikes

Another first for Dubai is buying and patrolling its streets with hover-
bikes. While they look fun, their range is still very limited, with a flight
time of only ten to twenty-five minutes. We have yet to see how such a
futuristic mode of transportation could actually be helpful for real-
world law enforcement.

The company behind the hoverbikes is California-based startup,
Hoversurf. Its FAA-approved Hoverbike is essentially a cross between a
motorcycle and quadcopter, with a capped max speed of just over 43.5
mph—and a cost of $150,000.48

Marty McFly Fantasy

The use-by date of Marty McFly’s hoverboard (in Back to the Future)
has come and gone—and there’s nothing much like it floating around.
There are plans available online for a DIY hoverboard powered by a
leaf blower that might be improved upon, power-wise, down the road.49

A more modern version is not a hoverboard but a propeller-powered
drone. Other hoverboards use fields of magnets—a magnetic levitation
system. The Hendo, named after its inventor, Greg Henderson, uses
the same kind of electromagnetic levitation that allows maglev trains to
buzz through the countryside at 300 mph. The main caveat is that, as
with all forms of magnetic levitation, you need a special surface for the
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magnets to push against—you can’t just take your maglev train or Hen-
do hoverboard and levitate over concrete, wood, or water—and you
don’t want splash down at $10,000 a pop.50

There are hoverboards powered by jet fuel or kerosene that is car-
ried on the user’s back, but they won’t find their way into common use
soon, as they are still dangerous and can only fly a very limited duration.
So, sorry, no Marty McFlying in sight for some time.51

JET PACKS

For all of you James Bond wannabes, first you’re going to require the
budget of Bond’s spy agency because jet packs run from $125,000 to
$500,000.52 One kerosene-powered pack has thrust generated by five
miniature jet engines—two mounted off each arm and one affixed to
the back, producing almost 300 foot-pounds of force—for two- to three-
minute flights, all supposedly manageable and safe.53

The latest version of the jet pack, called M3, has miniturbos that fire
up three jet thrusters with 1,000 hp output from its thrusters to steer,
aided by a sense of balance. Speed data shows up on a heads-up display
in the pilot’s helmet, and it’s steered by adjusting the arm-mounted
thrusters. The engines don’t burn the pilot because the heat dissipates
quickly, and it doesn’t take tremendous strength to manipulate the arm
thrusters. The inventor claims that anyone can be taught to fly in fifteen
minutes. The jet pack is reportedly capable of 200 mph and up to ten
thousand feet of altitude in a ten-minute flight.54

And it’s said to be surprisingly safe; if there is an engine failure it
automatically spools down slowly, so the worst thing that can happen is
a slow descent to the surface. There is also a built-in life preserver for a
water landing—all for a cool half a million.55

There are other jet-powered packs, some burning hydrogen perox-
ide, for example, but capable of only thirty-second flights, and they’re
not cheap, either, at a reported cost of around $150,000. No matter
what anyone says, it’s dangerous to strap a rocket to your back and shoot
yourself up into the air, knowing you only have thirty seconds of flight
time. In addition, the chemical reaction generates superheated steam
that shoots out of nozzles at 1,300°F, making it even more risky.56

Another version is the rocket belt. It weighs 125 pounds, and the
pilot has to weigh 175 pounds or less, or the rockets won’t provide
enough lift. For a thirty-second ride, it burns seven gallons of hydrogen
fuel at $250 a gallon. That’s $1,750 for a thirty-second jaunt, still a little
high for picking up a six-pack.57
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So this personal flying product doesn’t seem anywhere near ready
for public propulsion at a reasonable tab or time frame.

SUPER SPACE PLANES

A space plane is an aerospace vehicle that operates as an aircraft in
Earth’s atmosphere and as a spacecraft in the vacuum of space. As an
air-breathing, hypersonic craft, it could travel at up to Mach 5 (around
3,800 mph), enabling it to cross the Atlantic Ocean in just two hours
and the Pacific in three. The plane would cruise at ninety-five thousand
feet, with stunning views featuring the earth’s curvature at the horizon
and the blackness of space above.58

China is now testing a hypersonic plane dubbed the “I Plane.” Re-
searchers from the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing successfully
tested their I Plane (named because it resembles a capital I when
viewed from the front) in a wind tunnel at speeds ranging from Mach 5
to Mach 7, or 3,800 to 5,370 mph. In their research, published in the
journal Science China Physics, Mechanics & Astronomy, the team ex-
plains that the hypersonic plane would only need a “couple of hours” to
travel from Beijing to New York. A commercial airline flight can take at
least fourteen hours.59

Global powers are pushing for ever faster flight. With Japan looking
to reintroduce supersonic aircraft, several US companies are working
on aircraft capable of achieving hypersonic speeds for commercial car-
riers, and they report impressive progress.60

One of the first things that will change in aviation transportation is
the speed of a space plane: supersonic at Mach One, or 768 mph;
transonic between Mach 0.8 and 1.2, or about 600 to 900 mph; and
hypersonic at Mach 5 and above. Strictly available via TV sci-fi is Warp
6, the cruising speed of the starship Enterprise, which is 216 times the
speed of light.61

BIG BUSINESS AIMS AT THE COSMOS

One more billionaire tech magnate is elbowing his way into space.
Microsoft cofounder Paul Allen’s Stratolaunch Systems (SS) revealed
expanded plans to revolutionize the private space industry using a mas-
sive space plane.

Stratolaunch, with a wingspan of 385 feet, two airplane bodies sia-
mesed together and powered by six Pratt & Whitney Boeing 747 en-
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gines, it resembles a giant catamaran. A spokesperson for SS said it
envisions using the plane to carry three rockets and a smaller space
plane up to a proper altitude before they detach and fire their engines
on a path toward space.62 For larger payloads, Stratolaunch is planning
to have a medium launch vehicle scheduled for 2022 that would be
used for satellite launches, carrying up to 7,500 pounds.63

Regular commercial service is scheduled to kick off in 2020 with the
Northrop Grumman’s Pegasus rocket, which has already had more than
thirty-five successful launches, but lately it has been plagued with prob-
lems.64

In a suborbital flight from London to Sydney with the kind of multi-
ple Mach speed being talked about, there wouldn’t even be enough
time to watch a full-length film. Despite not quite getting into orbit,
suborbital passengers would still technically enter space in altitudes of
up to sixty-two miles, which marks the start of space that features
weightlessness.65

It looks as if Virgin is on the cusp of at least suborbital space flight, as
it has apparently sold around eight hundred tickets at $250,000 each.66

There are several different types of space tourism, including orbital,
suborbital, and lunar. So far, orbital space tourism has been carried out
only by the Russian Space Agency via Space Adventures, an American
company.67

The publicized price by Space Adventures (the only firm that has
actually blasted “tourist astronauts” to the International Space Station
aboard a Russian Soyuz spacecraft) was in the range of $20 to $40
million for a ten-day visit. So far, seven space tourists have made eight
flights. Russia halted orbital space tourism in 2010 due to the increase
in the International Space Station crew size, with available seats going
to actual astronauts.68

SpaceX announced that it is planning to send two space tourists on a
loop around the moon on its Big Falcon spaceship in 2020.69

ROCKET TO YOUR DESTINATION

Elon Musk wants to use his rockets to revolutionize long-distance travel
on Earth too. He has suggested that in the future, flying from one place
to another on Earth will take from thirty to sixty minutes and the cost
per seat will be comparable to what is paid on a conventional jet plane.
At about 18,000 mph, with a maximum acceleration of a fairly comfort-
able 2–3 g’s, it would feel like a mild to moderate amusement park ride
on ascent and then a smooth, peaceful, and silent descent.
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As for space travel, the “xenon ion engine” electrical plasma pow-
ered spacecraft that NASA claims to be building is capable of sending a
robot-controlled spacecraft hurtling up at more than 200,000 mph—
and maybe to Mars. The engines function by turning small amounts of
propellant (usually an inert gas, like xenon) into charged plasma with
electrical fields, which is then accelerated very quickly using a magnetic
field. Compared to chemical rockets, they can achieve top speeds using
a tiny fraction of their fuel.70 To put that into perspective, the space
shuttle is capable of a top speed of around 18,000 mph. According to
NASA, ion propulsion enables spacecraft to travel farther, faster, and
cheaper than any other system. The downside is that it takes about two
years to get up to top speed, which is the time it takes to get to Mars.

TRAINS

Hydro Trains

Elevated hydrogen trains (Hyrail) will be powered by solar energy that
electrolyzes water hydrogen fuel cells. Future cities will have huge
ponds available filled with algae that produce hydrogen, which will run
through stationary fuel cells to provide energy.71

Mag-Powered Trains

Maglev is short for “magnetic levitation,” which means that these trains
will float over a guideway on a cushion of air, eliminating friction and
using the basic principles of magnetism to replace the old steel wheels
and train tracks. This lack of friction and the trains’ aerodynamic design
allow these trains to reach unprecedented ground speeds of more than
310 mph, or twice as fast as Amtrak’s fastest commuter train.

The magnets employed are superconducting, which means that
when they are cooled to less than −450°F, they can generate magnetic
fields up to ten times stronger than ordinary electromagnets, enough to
suspend, speed, and safely propel a train. The magnetic fields interact
with simple metallic loops set into the concrete walls of the maglev
guideway. The loops are made of conductive materials, and when a
magnetic field moves past, it creates an electric current that generates
another magnetic field and makes the train horizontally hover about
five inches above the guideway.
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Another big benefit is safety. Any two trains traveling the same route
cannot catch up and crash into one another because they’re all being
powered to move at the same speed. Similarly, traditional train derail-
ments that occur because of cornering too quickly can’t happen with
maglev.72

Developers claim that maglev trains will travel from Paris to Rome
in just under two hours, reducing train time by almost nine hours.73

Bullet Trains

Anyone who has traveled to Japan or Europe knows that bullet trains
(named for their shape) can travel at speeds of over 250 mph. In
contrast, the United States’ Amtrak’s showcase Acela train connecting
Boston to Washington, DC, slowpokes at just 70 mph. That figure is so
low because many sections of the tracks cannot safely support high
speeds, even though the train itself is capable of sprints at 150-plus
mph.74

A Boring Project: The Hyperloop Hype

Super hyper guy Elon Musk aims to completely reinvent public trans-
portation. He claims that he can build a San Francisco–Los Angeles
hyperloop for under $6 billion. The trip for San Francisco to Los An-
geles theoretically will take less than an hour at a supposed ticket cost of
around $20. This time would be almost on par with airlines and cut $80
to $100 off plane fare. However, this doesn’t take into consideration
legal hassles and right-of-way dogfights that would take as long as build-
ing the transcontinental railroad did.

People would enter a “pod,” capable of holding about sixteen peo-
ple, at an aboveground station and travel at speeds from 150 mph to a
possible 750 mph. Musk has announced he has verbal permission to
build a hyperloop connecting New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
Washington.75

Musk’s Hyperloop One was built on a three-hundred-meter track in
a Nevada desert to propel a 1,500-pound aluminum sled in an open-air
test. It traveled at 116 mph in 1.1 seconds.76

The Rand Corporation’s offering has the simple name of the Very
High Speed Transit System, an underground tube that would send pas-
sengers from New York to Los Angeles in a hard-to-believe twenty-one
minutes. There was even mention of a tubelike network that could
connect various points of arrival and departure in a vast nationwide
transportation network. To do so, it would rely on a maglev system
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power-propelling cars through vacuum tunnels at speeds of close to
14,000 mph. Skeptics and critics remark that a hyperloop high-speed
system might turn out to be an ephemeral and impractical choice for
long distance, since the experience of being shot through a tube while
pinned to a seat for around thirty minutes without a view might not
charm many people. However, cargo does not demand to be charmed
and can easily be shoved in a platform and shot through a tube.77 A
hyperloop might not slow down because of weather and earthquakes
and might be a less casualty-prone method of cargo transport, with little
or no carbon emissions, less construction cost compared to high-speed
trains, and its own seductive speed.78

The downside is that a democracy doesn’t do too well with these
kinds of proposals. Each project mentioned here involves a very large
infrastructure requiring a lot of people to agree. Doing this kind of
project in this country involves tedious and entangled right-of-way and
environmental issues. In China or Russia, however, all it takes is some-
one powerful enough to decide that it is to be done, and it happens.

WATERWAYS

In the future, city traffic could be reduced by taking advantage of near-
by bodies of water. One way to ditch traffic could be by employing
fleets of self-driving boats that could provide a low-cost alternative to
street-based taxis or delivery vehicles.

This idea isn’t new, and all the sophisticated info needed for naviga-
tion, steering, and docking capabilities can be done inexpensively with
low-cost instruments and 3D printers to build docks. The boats could
also be built to be interlocking so that, when they’re not ferrying people
and supplies, they could couple to create rail-type barges, a concert
stage, a platform for fireworks, and emergency docking.

ANIMAL BOTS

Like beasts of burden in the past, ani-bots, or machines made to mimic
animal behavior, might be the ticket to aid humans in research and
exploration and to aid in building and moving supplies on Earth and
above. From dragonflies to pack dogs and donkeys to kangaroos, these
machines will be human companions and helpmates in the future.79

For example, the “Manta Droid,” using its pair of flexible pectoral
fins, each powered by a single electric motor, is able to swim for up to
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ten hours. Researchers see it as an alternative solution to traditional,
propeller-based thrusters that are used by most autonomous underwa-
ter vehicles. It could be an underwater truck, for relaying supplies, or
even an underwater Uber, for getting to and from settlements beneath
the surface.80

And for sheer fun, pretend to be a dolphin—for $500,000. A Califor-
nia-based company has built a “dolphin” enclosure with a rotary engine
that can get you up to 20 mph. By diving up and down within a dolphin
like capsule, you will feel—and maybe even travel—like the dolphin.81

* * *

One thing is for certain: in the next few decades there is going to be a
plethora of choices on how to get where you’re going. Let’s trust that
they will all be fossil-fuel-free.
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PRIORITIES FOR POWER

Sustainables That Keep On Giving

Energy cannot be created or destroyed; it can only be changed from
one form to another.

—Albert Einstein

CARBON KARMA

In the global effort to fight climate change, cities have some of the
greatest potential—and the greatest need—to make a difference. Cities
consume three-quarters of the world’s energy and dispense 70 percent
of our greenhouse gas emissions. World experts agree that cities have
no choice but to transition into low-carbon or zero net systems if they’re
going to lower greenhouse gases and slow climate change.1

The good news is the International Energy Association believes that
world use of renewable energy will grow from 8 percent of total energy
use in 2009 to more than 13 percent by 2035. The bad news is coal and
natural gas will also grow—energy generation from coal will increase by
25 percent from 2009 to 2035, and shale gas production will grow near-
ly four times during that same time frame.2

The good news is that in the United States, coal use has been declin-
ing at about 8 to 9 percent a year.3 The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) released the final version of its Affordable Clean Energy
rule in June 2019. It’s supported by the coal industry, but it is not clear
that it will be enough to stop more coal-fired power plants from clos-
ing.4 Another piece of good news is that the use of natural gas has
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replaced the use of many petroleum products for generation of electric-
ity.5 The bad news is that fracking, one of the main methods for mining
natural gas, is not friendly to the environment, as noted by the EPA.6

The additional bad news is that the facts about climate change are
being stripped out of EPA information and dialog by Trump. Thou-
sands of web pages with climate change information that were once
provided by the US EPA, the Department of the Interior, the Depart-
ment of Energy, and elsewhere across the government have been re-
moved or buried, according to reports by the Scientific American, the
watchdog group Environmental Data & Governance Initiative, the
Washington Post, and Timemagazine.7

THEN AGAIN

It’s unlikely, but a Stanford research team believes that we could power
the planet entirely with renewable energy by 2050. But we would have
to mandate that all new energy production plants use renewable energy
by 2030 and convert existing petropowered plants to sustainable energy
sources by 2050.8

It’s quite a wish list to believe that 90 percent of our energy produc-
tion would come from wind and solar energy and that the other 10
percent would come from hydroelectric, geothermal, wave, and tidal
power. Cars, trains, ships, planes, and other forms of transportation
would use solar-powered electricity and hydrogen-powered fuel cells.9

The only problem is that somehow beating back the fossil fuel indus-
try to a point of significant change is a pipe dream at best. Petro power
companies will squeeze the last drop of oil for profits before they aban-
don it for alternative energy, because no one can claim rights to the
power of the sun and the earth. And in 2017, the world subsidized fossil
fuels by $5.2 trillion, equal to roughly 6.5 percent of global GDP. That’s
up half a trillion dollars from 2015, when global subsidies stood at $4.7
trillion, according to an IMF (International Monetary Fund) working
paper on fuel subsidies.10 If governments had only accounted for these
subsidies and priced fossil fuels at their “fully efficient levels” in 2015,
then worldwide carbon emissions would have been 28 percent lower,
and deaths due to toxic air pollution 46 percent lower.

The IMF report suggests a morally grim situation: As the planet
careens toward climate catastrophe, governments are forking over tril-
lions of dollars—one-fifteenth of the global economy!—directly to oil,
coal, and gas companies. But the challenge of combating climate
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change through politics is much more difficult than some tidy math can
make it seem.11

The petroleum industry has enormous resources bound up in fossil
fuel infrastructure futures—something like 1.5 trillion barrels of crude
and untold trillions more of other shale and tar sand deposits worth
hundreds, maybe thousands, of trillions of dollars—not to mention at
least one hundred years of natural gas deposits in the United States.
Fossil fuel companies are not going to leave that kind of money on the
table or under the ground.12 As far as petroproducts and fossil fuels in
the near and far future are concerned, oil company attitudes go some-
thing like this: “Solar is great, and we’ve looked into investing in alterna-
tive forms of energy.” But until then, every drop of petroleum repre-
sents profits. So it pays to delay.

Taking advantage of other alternative energy sources, improving and
expanding clean and green transportation systems, and increasing the
energy efficiency of buildings are solutions that cities will, however,
have to embrace in the future.

Global energy demand is expected to double or even triple by 2050.
Hopefully, at the same time, energy demands from unsustainable
sources will decrease and a greater source of alternative power will be
mined.13 The scale and rate of this change are major challenges and also
present enormous economic, social, and environmental incentives to
invent new ways to manage energy and make it more effective and
efficient. Some of the following will be quirky, unbelievable, useful, and
outright outré, but mostly inevitable.

AN INTEGRATED ENERGY LANDSCAPE

Depending on their locations, climates, existing infrastructures, and
available resources, different cities will likely end up using different
approaches to tackle their energy needs and to reduce their carbon
footprints. When these approaches are used together, the result is a
multifunctional physical and socioeconomic landscape of which energy
systems are an integrated part.14

New York has created a program by which buildings will save energy
via sensors, smart meters, and big data analytics (big data refers to
managing information from traditional and digital sources on a mass
scale to increase productivity and efficiency via automation). One of the
recent tests was in the Empire State Building, which was retrofitted
with new technology—to the tune of saving almost 40 percent of build-
ing energy use and $4.4 million annually.15
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ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR THE FUTURE

Some of the following are practical and in use, others are in R&D, and
others have been forming in the minds of researchers and scientists
looking into the next several decades or into the next millennium for
new, clean, and sustainable sources of fuel and energy to power the
future.

ATEC

Atmospheric thermal energy conversion (ATEC—the process of con-
verting one type of energy into another form, like solar power to electri-
cal power), will come from built-in windmills; photovoltaic solar cells;
self-regulating window shades and solar glass; ground-level waterfalls in
buildings for air cooling, humidity control, and power; aerodynamic
window systems; and open garden areas on each floor of a building.16

Biofuel

Scientists are trying to extract hydrogen from waste materials like vege-
table oil or glycerol, the by-product of biodiesel.17 Replacing gasoline
with biofuel from processed garbage could cut global carbon emissions
by 80 percent. It’s estimated that eighty-three billion liters of cellulosic
ethanol can be produced by the available landfill waste in the world.
The resulting biofuel can reduce global carbon emissions in the range
of 29.2 percent to 86.1 percent for every unit of energy produced.18

Feathering Fuel

Every year the poultry industry tosses out 11 billion pounds of chicken
waste. Employing that up-to-now unused resource is a process for de-
veloping biodiesel fuel from “chicken feather meal”—converting pro-
tein and nitrogen and 12 percent fat content into an alternative bio-
fuel.19

Body Heat

Eighty percent of body power is given off as excess heat. A resting male
can put out between 100 and 120 watts of energy per day, enough to
power a Nintendo (14 watts), a cell phone (about 1 watt), and a laptop
(45 watts). But so far current technology for converting body heat into
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electricity is capable of producing only a few milliwatts (thousandths of
a watt), which is only enough for small things such as heart rate moni-
tors and watches. When thermoelectric materials can convert low-grade
heat into electric energy and charge wearable technology at home, the
result will be a reduction in plug-ins at home and lower utility bills.

Sound That Charges

How about a new technology that can take electricity, convert it into
sound and send that audio through the air over ultrasound. A receiver
attached to a portable electronic device catches the sound and converts
it back into electricity.20 The vibrations created by noise can be con-
verted into electrical energy through the principle of electromagnetic
induction. Transmitters could be embedded in all sorts of materials and
places, including wallpaper and other household objects.21

Bulky Bricks of Power

One surprising, but not novel, way of storing energy is by dropping
bricks. When a wind or solar farm makes more energy than the grid
needs, an automatic crane on the battery uses the extra electricity to lift
a giant brick, weighing 35 metric tons, up to the top of the tower.
“When that tower’s stacked, that’s all potential energy,” says Energy
Vault CEO Robert Piconi. When the grid needs power, the crane auto-
matically lowers a brick, using the kinetic energy to charge a genera-
tor.22 It’s like pumping water and releasing it back down, which creates
hydroelectric power.

Squeezing the Sun

In one second, our sun generates all the power that humankind has ever
used; it radiates 380 billion billion megawatts of energy per second.23
By 2015, thirty-seven states had some form of renewable portfolio stan-
dard (RPS) goals mandating a percentage of total electric generation
from renewable sources. California’s RPS is the most aggressive, man-
dating 50 percent, about 36 percent solar, of total electric generation to
come from renewables by 2020.24

Solar electricity has reached grid parity (occurring when an alterna-
tive energy is less than or equal to the price of power from fossil fuels)
in almost half the states in the country.25
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Getting more work out of the sun via a generator prototype called
the beta ray allows twice the yield of a conventional solar panel on a
much smaller surface. The design is suitable for inclined surfaces, walls
of buildings, and anywhere else with access to the sky. The beta ray can
even be used as an electric-car charging station.26

Solar Tiles and Paint

The immense surface area of buildings begs for the sheathing of photo-
voltaics. Solar panel tiles (that absorb solar energy as well as moisture
from the surrounding air, splitting the water into hydrogen and oxygen
and then collecting hydrogen for use in fuel cells) can cover most parts
of a building.27 Solar paint can convert brick walls into solar energy
sources and fuel production for fuel cell autos.28 Ultrathin film solar
cells have now been manufactured that are quite flexible and can fit
into or over many materials.29

Solar Windows

Transparent electricity-generating veneers can be applied to existing
windows. If used in the skyscraper market, which consumes 40 percent
of the electricity generated in the United States, this technology could
cut energy expenditures by 50 percent and supposedly provide fifty
times greater energy than rooftop solar systems.30

Photoanodes

Scientists have been working on creating more powerful solar cells by
developing low-cost, efficient materials that are similar to the anodes in
a battery. That is, they increase the production of solar fuel by aiding
the flow of electrons.31

The Promise of Perovskites

There has been intense interest in crystals called perovskites that are
filled with tiny electric dipoles (a separation of positive and negative
charges). When such ferroelectric (having variable electric polarization)
materials experience temperature changes, their dipoles (a measure of
the separation of positive and negative electrical charges within a sys-
tem, that is, a measure of the system’s overall polarity) “misalign” and
cause an electric current. Newly discovered KBNNO, is one such per-
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ovskite, which effectively can turn sunlight, heat, and movement into
electricity.32 Someday perovskites could be used to produce solar cells
that will have the potential of achieving even higher efficiencies with
very low production cost—they’re cheaper than silicon—but presently
they aren’t as physically stable as silicon solar cells33 and won’t be ready
for commercial use for several years.34

Spacey Solar Sails

A satellite with a 1-kilometer-long wire and a sail 8,400 kilometers wide
could generate roughly 1 billion billion gigawatts (1027 watts) of power,
“which is actually 100 billion times the power humanity currently re-
quires,” says researcher Brooks Harrop, a physicist at Washington State
University in Pullman.35

One gigawatt of power is thought to provide enough energy for
about seven hundred thousand homes, and it is estimated that a typical
home uses about 11,000 kWh per year. A baseline 1 gigawatt power
plant with an uptime of 88 percent (typical for coal plants) will provide
1 GW times 365 days times 24 hours times 0.88 for a total of 7,700 gWh
of energy over the year.

Scientists feel that if some of the practical issues are solved, solar
wind power will generate amounts of power that no one ever expected.
A satellite equipped to tap solar wind power would use a blade attached
to a turbine rotated to generate electricity, capturing electrons from the
sun at several hundred kilometers per second.

Solar Brick

Guide people to your front door at night with an inviting glow from
LED patio pavers powered entirely by the sun—meaning no burnouts
or bulb replacement. One day of charge provides each Sun Brick with
eight hours of amber-colored illumination, more than enough time to
get all of your visitors in and out of the house.36

Solar-Powered Trees

Scientists are already proposing that microorganisms that do not exist in
nature may someday light and power our cities. Synthetic biology tech-
niques enable the creation of bioluminescence in organisms by manipu-
lating their DNA. Think about creating trees that produce a natural
lighting usually found in jellyfish by manipulating the genes of trees.
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Not only would we be able to enjoy a mellow light at night in town but
also, at home, we’d avoid stubbing toes in the dark and have nightlights
for cranky kids and added security. We would also benefit from not
having to totally rely on fossil fuels or central power grids to provide
lighting for streets or buildings.37

Floating Solar

The innovative Hydrelio Floating PV system allows standard photovol-
taic panels to be installed on large bodies of water such as reservoirs,
lakes, irrigation canals, estuaries, bays, and the seas. This simple and
affordable alternative to ground-mounted systems is particularly suit-
able for communities or industries that cannot afford large land use or
don’t have commercially viable and consistent sunlight.

The main float is constructed of high-density HDPE thermoplastic
(used in the production of plastic bottles, corrosion-resistant piping,
and plastic lumber) floats linked together, providing a platform for
maintenance and added buoyancy. Microwave lasers would then trans-
mit the energy to a city’s grid.38

Thermochemical Solar

Thermochemical technology can trap solar energy and store it in the
form of heat in chemical molecules. This heat energy can be converted
and utilized whenever the need arises.

Researchers are looking into a chemical-electrical process that
makes it possible to produce a “rechargeable heat battery” that can
repeatedly store and release heat gathered from sunlight or other
sources into energy.39

Poop Power

There is still energy waiting to be harvested out of our food, even after
digestion and exit. Thanks to purple photosynthetic bacteria, we can
convert human poop by hijacking a bacterium’s ability to turn light into
energy—and use it to break down waste into useful fuels. When scien-
tists stimulated the bacteria with a weak electric current, it made the
purple microorganisms suck up the hydrogen from fecal matter.

The chemical process extracted the carbon, preventing any green-
house gas emissions and raising the possibility of new nonpolluting
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material and an energy source that is currently literally being
“dumped.”

Extracting hydrogen from organic waste materials, like livestock ma-
nure, can be achieved by photofermentation, capturing almost all the
methane from the waste products and storing the fuel.40

From the Gut of a Gribble

The termites of the sea, crustaceans called gribbles that feed on wood,
could hold the key to sustainably transforming cellulose into a liquid
biofuel. Research led to the discovery that hemocyanin proteins, which
transport oxygen through the bodies of invertebrates, play a major role
in the crustacean’s ability to extract sugars from wood. When wood was
pretreated with hemocyanins, it broke down just as easily as wood that
was pretreated thermochemically, a costly process. This discovery may
be useful in reducing the amount of energy required for pretreating
wood to convert it to biofuel. We could one day convert otherwise
unusable wood products (like insect-ravaged forests) into biofuels to
power our world.41

Nano Methane

With the help of sunlight, water, titanium, and the use of nanotubes as
an energy source, surplus CO2 can be transformed into methane, and
when splitting molecules, it releases hydrogen from water (a power
source) and creates oxygen (for the atmosphere) as a by-product.42

High-Energy Gas

Pyromex Waste-to-Energy technology consists of an ultrahigh tempera-
ture gasification process that converts organic content of a waste stream
into a high-energy synthetic gas, while the inorganic content is con-
verted to basalt brick for building—a great two-fer.43

Hydrogen Power

New technology has provided us with more ways to utilize the abundant
resources of water and hydrogen. One method is to produce hydrogen
by splitting water atoms, creating a tremendous source of energy that is
completely renewable, can be produced on demand, and does not pro-
duce any toxic emissions. Its only by-product is water.44
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Flying Wind Farms

Anyone who sails can tell you that the stronger winds are atop the mast.
Swarms of kite-like airborne turbines spinning at high altitudes will
send power via nanotube cable tethers back to Earth or to the moon if
need be. The stronger winds can generate eight to twenty-seven times
the power produced at ground level.45

Nukes

Although we think we know how to handle nuclear power plants (that
make up about 20 percent of our energy) most us are scared of them. In
addition, high costs and bad press remind us of past catastrophes, no
matter how rare. Europe runs on nukes, but there have only been two
new reactors under construction in the United States in the last several
decades while thirty-four reactors have been permanently shut down,
and at forty years old, nukes look like a dying breed.

Faux Future for Fusion

This clean source of power holds the promise of eventually producing
clean, inexhaustible electricity using a fuel derived from the limitless
supply of deuterium from seawater. But decades of research have not
solved the problem of fusion not producing as much power as it con-
sumes, and scientists have to continue work on preventing heat from
melting the materials that form the fusion chamber.46

Some progress has been made. The shedding of heat from inside a
fusion plant can be compared to the exhaust system in a car. In a new
design, the “exhaust pipe” is much longer and wider than is possible in
any earlier fusion plant designs, making it much more effective at shed-
ding the unwanted heat. But at an estimated cost of $25 billion, it seems
that fusion has a lot of problems yet to be solved in the near future.
According to a World Nuclear Association report, it’s more important
than ever for the United States and the world to explore practical fusion
power—and boost spending on research by $200 million per year—by
constructing an experimental reactor and using it to see if the process
really does work.47

Coffee Power

Every year six hundred billion cups of coffee jump-start the world. The
average coffee shop tosses out 22 pounds of coffee grounds a day, the
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oils of which can actually be used to make biodiesel fuel—to jump-start
our vehicles.48

Cocoa Power

Chocolate factory waste fed to E. coli bacteria results in the formation
of hydrogen, which, as we’ve seen, may be used for producing clean
biodiesel fuel for powering vehicles.49

Energy Conversion

When the Sun’s energy moves through space, it reaches Earth’s atmos-
phere and finally the surface. This radiant solar energy warms the
atmosphere and becomes heat energy. This heat energy is transferred
throughout the planet’s systems in three ways: radiation, conduction,
and convection. It can then be stored, but it cannot be called heat.
Thermal energy can be stored by taking a substance, using energy to
heat it, and then placing it in a thermally insulated container.

Walking with Energy

Pacing power is produced by flooring that converts the kinetic energy
from a footstep into electricity. The energy is stored within batteries
and then used to power lighting when needed. Pavegen Systems makes
a product that looks like a regular floor tile until you lift the surface and
see the hub of circuitry within. Soon you’ll able to regularly power
nightclub lights by boogying down on floors of kinetic tiles.50

Simple Up and Down Power

Elevators will power themselves by collecting energy from their up and
down movement and braking. Any excess power can be either stored in
proton batteries or put back into the electrical grid of a single building
or an entire city.51

Large and Tiny Urban Turbines

Solar power and wind power account for the majority of all potential
electrical capacity in the country. Skyscrapers provide ideal locations for
roof-mounted wind turbines thanks to nearly constant air currents at
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higher altitudes. A whole new generation of small, ultralight, highly
efficient wind turbines can be installed anywhere there is a breath of
wind. Industrial giants are racing to build skyscraper-size turbines that
can generate ten megawatts or more apiece (enough to power more
than one thousand homes). The more powerful the turbine, the cheap-
er it can generate electricity from a single location. The Haliade-X, a
proposed turbine, would stand nearly three times as tall as the Statue of
Liberty (or 915 feet) and harness wind with blades that sweep an area
the length of two football fields. It would produce enough power for
around sixteen thousand households.52

Passing Gas for Power

A potential storage technology is the conversion of electrical energy into
chemical energy (e.g., in the form of gaseous hydrocarbons), which can
be easily stored and distributed in an existing natural gas grid.

Hot Stuff: Molten Salt

Several companies are trying to prove that molten salt can save or
generate electricity just as effectively as solar and wind. Facilities that
utilize molten salt can operate at any time of day and store energy for
up to ten hours. This form of power comes from sunshine concentrated
onto a tower by a field of mirrors that heats salt in the tower to over
1,000°F, which can then be used to generate steam and turn a turbine.
But it will take some time before it is perfected to save energy reliably
and safely.53

Water and Wave Power

One of the biggest problems is the difficulty of designing a device to
capture the energy of waves, “We may not have even invented the best
device yet,” said Robert Thresher, a research fellow at the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory. Building offshore wind installations, for
example, tends to be significantly more expensive than constructing
wind farms onshore. Saltwater is a hostile environment for devices, and
the waves themselves offer a challenge for energy harvesting as they
roll, bob, and converge from all sides in confused seas. No one seems to
have settled on a design that is robust, reliable, and efficient.

Despite some steady technical progress scientists say that it might
take until 2035 to realize substantial amounts of grid-connected wave
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power. Hydroelectric (dam) power produces 35 percent of the total
renewable and inexpensive electricity in the country. It’s readily avail-
able, and engineers can control the flow of water through turbines to
produce electricity.54 However, unless you’re a beaver, dams have fal-
len out of favor with environmentalists as damming rivers may destroy
or disrupt wildlife and other natural resources. It’s doubtful that dam
construction proposals, at least in the near future, will overcome envi-
ronmentalist pressure.55

Put Mother Nature’s Muscle in Harness

A source of overwhelming power is available but at present impossible
to control. It comes via hurricane winds, storm surges, tsunamis, torna-
dos, lightning strikes, the jet stream, volcanic energy, earthquakes,
floods, wildfires, avalanches, and landslides, among other catastrophic
events.56

But if you want to talk dollars, take lightning, for example. In 2009
the world used around 20,279,640,000,000 kWh—more than forty
times the electrical energy that all the hypothetically harnessible land
strikes contain. So, basically, all the lightning we can capture will give
the world enough electricity for only nine days!

To capture each and every lightning strike on land, tall towers (think
the nine-hundred-foot Eiffel Tower) around a mile apart in a grid for-
mation covering the entire globe would be needed. That is one tower
for each of the almost two hundred million square miles of the earth’s
surface. The cost for each tower and electrical circuitry storage would
total about $82 trillion.57 Solar is a lot cheaper.

Supercapacitors

Super capacitors can store a large amount of charge and release it at a
moment’s notice. This makes them extremely useful. Capacitors store
static electricity between two insulator plates. Their ability for rapid
charge and discharge makes capacitors particularly suited for use in
microgrids to stabilize variations in energy sources. However, they can
be dangerous when releasing power uncontrolled.58

Battle of Boosting Batteries

As gadgets become more sophisticated, there’s one technology that
seems to be left behind: batteries. Renewable energy sources are likely
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to become more competitive as storage technology improves and when
the sun isn’t shining or the wind isn’t blowing.

The US Department of Energy has stated that building a battery
with the capacity to store energy for less than $100 per kWh would put
this source on a par with solar and wind energy.59

Engineers are designing a tiny, solid electrolyte battery that allows a
charge to flow between two nanoscale electrodes, which could revolu-
tionize portable power supplies and lead to the production of lithium-
ion batteries that are smaller than a grain of salt.60

Batteries never seem to last quite long enough—and their environ-
mental footprint is toxic. A team from Caltech, NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, and Honda are considering new fluoride-ion batteries to
offer a promising new chemistry with up to ten times more energy
density than currently available. Apparently, they do not pose a safety
risk due to overheating, and obtaining their raw materials has less envi-
ronmental impact than current extraction processes. But in the best-
case scenario, it might take years to bring these batteries to market.61

Power to the Proton

A working prototype proton battery combines the best aspects of hydro-
gen fuel cells and battery-based electrical power. When charging, the
carbon in the electrode bonds with protons and electrons generated by
splitting water to form a power supply. The protons are released again
and pass back through the fuel cell to combine with oxygen to form
water to generate power, with no emissions in the process.62

The rare earth metals that go into lithium batteries are becoming
increasingly scarce and expensive, and mining them can have environ-
mental consequences.63

This proton battery can be plugged into a charging port just like any
other rechargeable battery. Basically, the carbon footprint left by the
battery would be the source of the electricity used to charge it, and the
results of mining for the chemicals.64

Mini/Microgrids and Energy Distribution

There has always been a kind of social compact with power companies
and their customers: pay your bill and, when you hit the switch, the
power will be there. The US national power grid is a Frankenstein-like
creation, grafted and sutured together on an outdated electrical frame-
work. It is a complex network of independently owned and operated
power plants and transmission lines regulated and monitored by the
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nonprofit North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
and serves more than 334 million people from Canada to Baja Califor-
nia.65 This system has kept us out of the dark for some time, but it’s
succumbing to senescence and overload. Meanwhile, a renewing light
at the end of the tunnel could cost as much as $2 trillion.66

Electrical energy is regulated in terms of demand, the system pow-
ering up when one region peaks and lowering when demand is less-
ened. In addition, the country’s copper-wire-based electric grid is basi-
cally inefficient. But the grid might not have to be completely rebuilt; it
could be replaced by a series of minigrids. For separate buildings,
towns, or states, future microgrids may be a way to simultaneously
address energy security, affordability, and sustainability through dis-
persed, locally controlled, independent energy systems tailored precise-
ly to end-user requirements. Each building would operate its own small
smart grid that can be connected to larger grids, whether state or na-
tional, via the internet of things (IoT), and excess power would be
stored in alternative ways for later use.67

Working Without a Wire

Wireless power transfer, with little or no loss of power in contrast to
copper wire power distribution, has been the brass ring of power trans-
mission since Nicola Tesla tried to introduce it at the turn of the twenti-
eth century. It is technically complicated, but in simplistic form it works
like this: There are two coils, a transmitter coil and a receiver coil,
involved in wireless power transfer. An alternating current (AC) in the
transmitter coil generates a magnetic field that creates a receiving volt-
age in the receiver coil. Stanford researchers have discovered a practical
method through which wireless transmission of electricity may be pos-
sible. If the method can be scaled up, that will mean much lower costs
in creating and transmitting electricity. Unfortunately, this is a fairly
complex process at present and has not been possible on a large scale.68

Night Lights

The Chinese plan to launch an “artificial moon” satellite in 2020 that
will be eight times as bright as the real thing—with enough brightness
to replace all the streetlights in a large city. The artificial moon isn’t just
some giant light bulb in the sky. A coating on a satellite’s adjustable
wings will simply reflect sunlight. Both the location and brightness of
the human-made moon can be changed or completely shut off if neces-
sary. And since the satellite is mobile, it can assist in disaster relief by
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beaming light on areas that lost power, potentially saving billions in
energy costs and aiding in emergencies.69

New Nukes

Bill Gates was working on a pilot project to develop safer and cheaper
nuclear power near Beijing that recently came to a screeching halt,
thanks to restrictions imposed by President Trump and regulations
from the Department of Energy that restrict nuclear partnerships be-
tween the United States and China, according to the Wall Street Jour-
nal.70

TerraPower, cofounded by Gates, is trying to build something called
a traveling-wave reactor that would be capable of generating fuel out of
depleted uranium. While this process would give rise to an era of
cheaper, cleaner, and safer nuclear power, the reactor itself would cost
about $1 billion to build. “The world needs to be working on lots of
solutions to stop climate change,” Gates said.71

Whatever the choice, there seems to be a bright future for many
renewable and friendly energy-source options.
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PROVISIONING THE POPULACE

Resourcing Resources

First we eat, then we do everything else.
—M. F. K. Fisher

CULTIVATING “CROPS”

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), in the next five
decades, we’ll need to produce 50 to 70 percent more food. And a lot of
it is going to come from where it’s needed most—the cities. Well before
2050, farms will be urbanized because that’s where the consumers are
and they want fresh food as close to “farm to fork” as they can get.1

Of all the necessities of a city, the two most important (besides clean
air) are food and water. Water can be collected by several means:
through a municipal water system; by collecting rainwater; from above
and below ground streams; from aquifers, dams, or wells, and by filter-
ing water through a toilet-to-tap system that recycles water, and
through desalinization of salt water.

It seems that a conflict between using land for agriculture versus for
buildings would ease if the food production achieved via traditional
agriculture would be shared by inner-city “agrihoods.” There will always
be traditional farms, but many are far away from urban areas, which
makes it necessary for petropowered vehicles to distribute that pro-
duce. And when the “farms” are mega-agribiz companies, it’s probable
that many use chemicals that are not enviro-friendly to living things.
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Traditionally a quarter-acre per resident for farming is needed for a
city of just one million; that’s 250,000 acres, or 390 square miles, of
farmland.2 One thing that could change this estimate is meat. Animals
consume a great deal of food to produce protein, and the number varies
by the animal. Assuming we stick mostly with chicken and pork, the
need for land might be around 500 square miles for that city. In the
case of beef, the conversion rate is really out of whack, based on what
cattle eat and drink and the amount of land needed to herd them. It
takes 1.5 to 2 acres to feed a cow-and-calf pair for twelve months. It
takes 2,500 gallons of water, 12 pounds of grain, 35 pounds of topsoil,
and the energy equivalent of one gallon of gasoline to produce one
pound of feedlot beef.3

In fact, protein from animals is not only expensive but is also one the
largest polluters in the nation. One future technology that aims to
change this equation is cultured “plant” or “cheat” meat. Other provi-
sions that will find their way onto our plates are alternate edibles made
from algae, printed foods (edible ingredients processed from various
vegetable bases that are extruded through a nozzle and into shapes),
insects, and other exotics that will fill our larders and our bellies.4

AGRI-ALTERNATIVES

It is estimated that each calorie of consumed food uses ten calories of
petroproduct for cultivating, packaging, and shipping.5 But there are
alternative ways to tap into future farming: there’s the family of hydro-
ponics and “vertical farming” on “green roofs” or wall areas of skyscrap-
ers or other high-rise towers. Then there are “brownfields” and aban-
doned buildings that can serve as outdoor and indoor urban farms and
distribution locales.6

Tapping into the oceans is going to be critical for food supplies and
for our health, but far better husbandry is needed, as the seas are
becoming more polluted, overfished, underappreciated, and put at risk.
One of the best ways for the continued sustainable use of the open
waters is to expand sea and underwater farming—but sustainably.

A by-product of urban cultivation is health benefits for bees, because
there will be less need in agriculture for toxic chemicals, one cause of
colony collapse that is devastating the bees that pollinate 80 percent of
our crops.7

Another possible by-product of urban cultivation is the elimination
of urban food deserts. Found mostly in poorer neighborhoods, food
deserts are where there are few places to buy fresh fruits and veggies
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and other healthy groceries and where fast food, convenience marts,
and liquor stores abound.8 For starters, education about food choices
and what is shoddy for the body should become fundamental in food
deserts.

WATER

New products, some made of graphene (or graph hair) make it possible
to easily and cheaply make dirty water drinkable in a single pass. Micro-
scopic nanochannels allow water molecules to pass but are too small for
pollutants comprised of larger molecules to get by. The filter is easy to
use and relatively inexpensive as the material’s primary component is
renewable soybean oil.9

Heightened concern about the impact of future droughts, pollution,
and the cost of both is prompting many building designers, owners, and
managers to consider ways to further reduce water consumption in the
future by using better water-conserving materials. Strategies include
improved fixtures, installing rainwater and gray water recovery systems,
planting native vegetation in place of lawns or ornamentals, and other
innovative approaches to reducing onsite water use and collection.10

In any given year from 1982 to 2015, somewhere between nine
million and forty-five million Americans got their drinking water from a
source that was in violation of the Safe Drinking Water Act, according
to a new study. Most at risk: people who live in rural, low-income
areas.11

WHERE’S THE BEEF?

Americans gotta have their beef; we’re second in the world for broiling,
boiling, barbequing, and burgers. However, the way conventional meat
is produced today challenges resources, the environment, and animal
welfare. Global greenhouse gas emissions from the livestock sector in-
creased by 51 percent between 1961 and 2010, spurred by a 54 percent
increase in methane and nitrous oxide emissions from livestock manure.
Moreover, approximately one gigaton of carbon dioxide equivalent in
animal-based foods is expended globally every year.12 Meat production
alone uses about one-third of our planet’s freshwater and land.13

An alternative may be what is called “cheat meat,” “mimetic meat,”
or “shmeat.” Some companies have improved the quality, reduced
costs, and potentially reduced greenhouse gas emissions with a new
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livestock-free process that uses fewer resources to grow pseudo-
meats—reducing people’s amounts of animal fats ingested and hearts
attacked. Some shmeats are plant-based; others are grown from cul-
tured meat cells.

The meat-creation process goes something like this: myosatellite
cells, or muscle stem cells, are taken from a cow and put in containers
along with fetal calf serum, which is a combo of fetal calf blood and
fibrin (a fibrous, nonglobular protein) containing a large number of
factors essential for cell growth.

The cells are placed onto gels in a plastic dish, and the calf serum
nutrients trigger the cells to split into muscle cells. Those cells eventual-
ly merge into muscle and fibers called myotubes and start synthesizing
protein. The end product is a tissue strip, described by the New York
Times as “something like a short pink rice noodle.”14 It doesn’t sound
too appetizing and, according to those who tried a burger made from
tissue strips when they were first produced, it wasn’t.

University researchers are working on something called cellular agri-
culture, the process of using a cell culture to make food products like
meat, eggs, fish, and milk instead of using an animal-based process.15
Our appetites are anticipating the results.

It wasn’t long ago that the first test-tube meat could only be had for
the billionaire burger price of $325,000 per pound. It took a while, but
now it’s far more reasonable at about 10 bucks a pound, and hopefully it
will be less than half that by 2020.16

HIGH-STAKES RESEARCH

It’s been five years since the first lab-grown hamburger came into exis-
tence, but what no one has been able to do is replicate the texture and
structure of specific cuts. The key would be to find a nutrient combina-
tion that would encourage the extracted animal cells to grow into a
tissue structure comparable to that found in an actual cow. In other
words, where’s the steak? However, an Israeli company announced
that, in a lab, it used cells extracted from a living cow and cooked what
looks like a regular beefsteak.17

It takes two to three weeks to grow and costs about fifty dollars—but
remember the cost of the initial hamburger. One researcher remarked,
“The smell was great when we cooked it, exactly the same characteristic
flavor of a conventional meat, but a bit chewy.”18

Among the hurdles still left to overcome is figuring out how to pro-
duce test-tube meat at scale. Then there’s the biggest hurdle of all:
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changing people’s minds about pseudomeat. But faux burgers are only a
part of the animal-product alternatives that several techno-meat compa-
nies are working on.19

Researchers are trying to isolate the exact ingredient that gives beef
its flavor. It’s something called heme (an iron-rich molecule that’s abun-
dant in muscle), which just so happens to make up a lot of a burger’s
meat. Another big challenge was fat, which perks up the taste buds and
makes that great sizzle sound. The researchers settled on fattiness from
coconut oil and a little beet juice for that bloody residue20—a combo of
the mouthwatering sniff and stuff that caresses the nose and oozes
down the hands.

On average Americans eat about double the amount of protein they
need, two-thirds of which come from animal sources.21 The standard
American diet emphasizes a high intake of meat, dairy, fat, sugar, and
salt as well as refined, processed junk foods. And we all know what that
leads to: diabetes, arthritis, stroke, obesity, and heart disease. So we’re
not exactly eating for success here.22 It might be for the best in astro-
naut health that livestock aren’t going to be shot into space.

MOCK MILK

The dairy aisle is changing: nondairy milk sales are growing and cow’s
milk sales have declined. Milk is really important only for the healthy
development of children and, as long as they have the proper nutrition-
al and fat balance, different kinds of milk are fine.23

“Mock milk” is produced by the yeast inserted with cow DNA (spe-
cifically the DNA that directs its protein-producing properties). The
yeast becomes a new microorganism with the ability to produce the
same casein and whey proteins (like a cow) when fed the right nutri-
ents. The yeast is genetically modified to contain the genetic makeup of
a cow so that it has the ability to produce the same proteins. With the
specific DNA that directs protein growth, the yeast follows the same
process cows do to produce milk proteins when fed certain nutrients.24
Supposedly the product tastes just like regular milk and, in terms of
protein composition and in theory, it’s almost exactly the same as what
comes out of cows—except for the moo.25

Milk has been derived from an assortment of plants—almonds, soy-
beans, rice, cashews, peanuts, coconut, oats, hemp, flax, and peas—that
are cooked and then ground and sieved to remove the grainy stuff. It
depends on each person’s taste buds, but nondairy milks and mock milk
are healthier than milk fat.26
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AN ELECTRO-MICROBIOTIC MEAL

A Finnish research team has taken a step toward the future of food by
developing a method for producing victuals from electricity. The entire
process requires only electricity, water, carbon dioxide, and microbes—
sounds yummy. The synthetic food was created as part of the Food
from Electricity project that exposes microbes to electrolysis in a bio-
reactor (a closed system that supports the growth of cells in a culture
medium). The process produces a powder that consists of more than 50
percent protein, 25 percent carbohydrates, and the rest water—the
texture can also be changed by altering the microbes used in produc-
tion.

The problem is that, at present, a bioreactor the size of a coffee cup
takes around two weeks to produce one gram of the protein. It will be a
while before getting up to speed to feed the masses. In the future, it
could be used as a means of feeding starving people, and decreasing
global emissions, fertilizer, herbicides, and the fuel to deliver them.27

GROWING UP AND UP

One solution for farming food is called agri-tecture or vegi-tecture and
is based on inner-city farms that grow produce upward and inward.
Vertical agrihoods essentially involve planting in stacks instead of on a
horizontal field. This method saves space and eliminates the need to
acquire huge parcels of land to grow crops. It can also be done inside
warehouses and in other indoor as well as outdoor spaces lying fallow in
cities.28

As far as energy goes, a thirty-story vertical farm needs 26 million
kWh of electricity but can regenerate more than 56 million kWh
through solar energy, windmills, and a biogas digester that turns food
refuse into energy as well as into compost that enriches soil.29

The best method for growing, especially in cities, would entail the
methods of hydroponics, aeroponics, and aquaponics, which are called
soilless plant propagation. All operations are generally confined to the
indoors, where environmental factors of water, temperature, humidity,
light, and insects can all be closely controlled. It uses no soil, requires
90 to 98 percent less water, produces far better year-round yields, and
uses no commercial-farming chemicals.30 Today’s largest vertical farm
is located in Michigan on about eight acres and is home to seventeen
million plants.31
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THE “PONICS” FAMILY

Hydro

In hydroponics, nutrients are fed to plants via water in sluice boxes
exposed to light. It uses as much as ten times less water than traditional
field crop-watering methods because water in a hydroponic system is
captured and reused rather than allowed to run off and drain to the
environment. Hydroponic plants grow 25 to 30 percent faster than tra-
ditionally grown plants because the perfect blend of nutrients is de-
livered directly to the root system. The plant does not need to expend
energy on an extensive root system to find the food it needs, so all of its
energy goes into upward leaf growth.32 Plants can be placed closer
together, which reduces the space needed to grow the same amount of
crop.33 The single most compelling reason for gardeners to switch to
soilless gardening is its ability to significantly increase crop yield, from
two to five times.34

A significant amount of fresh produce could be planted and grown in
cities (or in confined space and/or on other planets)—with potentially
lower costs. For example, an indoor farm in San Francisco can produce
2 million pounds of lettuce each year within a space that’s no bigger
than an acre.35 Hydroponics is also a popular system for small-scale
home gardens; systems come in kits and are very easy to put together.

Aero

In aeroponics seeds are “planted” in pieces of foam stuffed into tiny
pots, which are exposed to light on one end and nutrient mist on the
other. The foam also holds the stem and root mass in place as the plants
grow. Eliminating soil frees plants and roots, allowing extra oxygen to
penetrate and resulting in faster growth. In addition, aeroponic systems
are extremely water-efficient.36

Aqua

Aquaponics is a symbiotic integrated system that combines cultivating
plants in a nutrient aquarium-like environment with aquatic animals
such as snails, fish, crayfish or prawns, and ducks that feed on algae and
leafy crops. Fish and fowl waste is turned into compost that acts as food
for the plants that filter the water for the fish. So the end result is
produce, marine food, and even eggs and meat from waterfowl. All of
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the leftovers, including dropped food and other waste, become poten-
tial plant nutrients in the water.37

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND CALORIES A DAY

It has been suggested that a thirty-story vertical farm could feed fifty
thousand people, providing two thousand calories for every person each
day.38 (One piece of advice about calories: the factoid about people
needing two thousand calories a day is just a guesstimate. Depending
on gender, work, body style, age, and genetics, caloric need can vary
greatly.39) Consequently it will be beneficial for buildings in the future
to have space reserved for crops.

Sunlight-reflecting and collecting devices, such as artificial light
shelves, light pipes, and fiber optics, can deliver natural light deep
underground or to inner-city high-rises to provide energy for both
photosynthesis and energy.40

DIP INTO THE OCEANS

“We’re going to have to change the fact that pigs in America eat more
fish than sharks, and domestic cats eat more fish than all the seals in the
North Atlantic Ocean,” says Paul Watson, of the Sea Shepherd Conser-
vation Society.41

With the world’s populations bulging, the oceans and their bounty of
fish are on the hook for growing global hunger. One answer is aquacul-
ture, otherwise known as fish farming, which has been on the rise over
the past few decades to meet the soaring demand for seafood.42

Unhappily, the most common type of aquaculture is mariculture, or
the cultivation of marine organisms in the ocean or within an enclosed
section of water modeled on land-based factory livestock farms.43 Some
of these operations are infamous for their low-quality, tasteless, subpar
fish pumped full of antibiotics, polluting local waterways, and fouling
the gene pool of other wild fish stock. According to a New York Times
editorial cited in Atlantic, aquaculture “has repeated too many of the
mistakes of industrial farming—including the shrinking of genetic di-
versity, a disregard for conservation, and the global spread of intensive
farming methods before their consequences are completely under-
stood.”44
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Providing fish with a continuous supply of clean water and healthy
food while reducing the spread of pathogens, contaminants, and toxins
allows fish to grow faster, more efficiently, and with far less disease.45

Flatfish and shellfish have been farmed for years, and seaweed was a
staple food for early American settlers.46 And by the way, seaweed
farms have the capacity to grow massive amounts of nutrient-rich food
while using photosynthesis to pull enormous amounts of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere. Some varieties are capable of absorbing five
times more carbon dioxide than land-based plants, and they also filter
out nitrogen (three hundred times more potent in trapping heat than is
carbon dioxide in greenhouse gases). And seaweed is one of the fastest
growing plants in the world.47

About 50 percent of seaweed’s weight is oil, which can be used to
make sustainable and clean biodiesel for cars, trucks, and airplanes. The
Department of Energy estimates that seaweed biofuel can yield up to
thirty times more energy per acre than land crops, such as soybeans,
and produce 70 to 80 percent fewer greenhouse gases than natural gas
does.48

Too many biofuels are produced from food crops such as corn and
sugar, which drives up global prices in a world where a billion people
are already hungry. Because they require no fresh water, no deforesta-
tion, and no fertilizer—all significant downsides to land-based farm-
ing—these ocean farms promise to be more sustainable than even the
most environmentally sensitive traditional farms. Algae has the poten-
tial to produce ten thousand gallons of biofuel per acre.

Scientists at the University of Indiana recently figured out how to
turn seaweed into biodiesel four times faster than other biofuels, and
researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology have discovered a
way to use alginate extracted from kelp to ramp up the storage power of
lithium-ion batteries by a factor of ten.49

More About Sustainable Seaweed

Professor Ronald Osinga at Wageningen University, in the Netherlands,
has calculated that a network of “sea-vegetable” farms measuring
180,000 square kilometers—roughly the size of Washington State—
could provide enough protein for the entire world.50

And there are other upsides to seaweed: it’s rich in vitamins, miner-
als, and omega-3 oils, and requires no fresh water. It doesn’t cause
deforestation, use fertilizer, or create greenhouse gases—significantly
unlike land-based farming.51 If done right, a new generation of green
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aquaculture is poised to figure among the most sustainable forms of
farming on the planet.

Through “oyster-tecture,” one oyster can filter thirty to fifty gallons
of water a day, reducing total nitrogen in the seas by up to 20 percent,
and a three-acre oyster farm filters out the equivalent of nitrogen pro-
duced by thirty-five people.52 Floating gardens and oyster reefs help
protect coastal communities from hurricanes, sea level rise, and storm
surges.53

Sea Pod Beds

Another agricultural alternative that experts are developing is growing
plants in pods on the seabed for future food security. An Italian compa-
ny uses a version of hydroponics while creating freshwater through
desalination. As water evaporates, drops condense on the roof of the
pod and then drip back down as freshwater to feed herbs and vegeta-
bles.54

Submersion of plants in seawater pods offers a stable temperature
while avoiding exposure to extreme weather conditions on land, pests or
insects, disease spores, or foul seepage. And tests carried out by the
Ocean Reef Group (ORG) suggest that crops underwater grow faster
than their land-based counterparts.55

It will take a few years to see if this method is economically feasible
and to be careful of some of the vast wild spaces on Earth—the oceans.
As we develop our ocean farms for future populations, we will have to
be mindful of protecting the wild seas lest they become another ex-
hausted and further polluted resource.

Yum Yum, Pond Scum

The blue-green, thick, jellylike stuff you see in fish tanks, seas, lakes,
rivers, ponds, and on and under rocks is not what you would see on your
plate. Proponents of the edible algae that is known as spirulina claim it
could help provide a sustainable source of protein; is packed with anti-
oxidants, minerals, vitamins, and other nutrients; and is a form of
homeopathic medicine, although it can cause a gas attack.56

Spirulina is finding use as a food supplement—like in smoothies—
and as an alternative to “cheat meat.” It grows within a week, whereas it
takes six months to grow a kilogram of beef.57 And ounce per ounce it
contains more protein than beef.58 It is eaten fresh, dried, or cooked
like spinach and has virtually no taste, so you can mix it with anything—
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kind of like sea tofu. An added bonus is that it also feeds on carbon
dioxide.

Algae also show great promise in the area of biofuel. Some ten mil-
lion acres, about 1 percent of the total amount of worldwide acreage for
grazing and farming, would be sufficient to grow enough algae to con-
vert into what would equate to the total amount of diesel fuel in use in
the country today.59

Floating Farms

Singapore, one of the most densely populated countries with little farm-
land, has created a futuristic “floating vertical farm.” The whole system
has a footprint of only about sixty square feet, or the size of an average
bathroom. A total of 120 farming towers have been erected in Kranji,
fourteen miles from Singapore’s central business district, with plans for
three hundred more, which would allow the farm to produce two tons
of vegetables per day. The system will use floats in local harbors that
will provide year-round crops. Its loop shape will enable the vertical
structure to receive more sunlight without having significant shadows.
The farms will contain a number of sensors that can monitor the crops,
sending information on their status to the people or smart systems in
charge of tending them.60

Fishy-Tasting Fish

You’ve definitely heard of veggie burgers and tofu dogs, but you may
not have heard of fake fish. A Wall Street Journal article looked at the
rise of imitation tuna, crab, shrimp, and even sham smoked salmon. The
surprise conclusion: it’s rather tasty. Cutting-edge food science is being
used to manipulate ingestible material ranging from tomatoes to pea
protein to catch the elusive textures and flavors of fish.61

GENE SPLICING AND GMO GOSSIP

A lot of concerned people call it “Frankenfood” and, generally, geneti-
cally engineered anything has caused a firestorm of protest. A survey by
the Pew Research Center shows that nine out of ten scientists from the
American Association for the Advancement of Science say that geneti-
cally modified organisms (GMOs) are “generally safe” to eat. At the
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same time, almost half of all US adults think, Nope, we won’t eat
them.62

We have been genetically modifying our foods in one way or another
for thousands of years. Farmers, seed companies, and botanists have
improved the genes of plants by saving the best seeds and splicing
plants to improve their growing and yielding capacity. For instance, the
skimpy kernels of corn of a hundred years ago have morphed into the
big ears of juicy corn on the cob today.

We can alter the DNA of seeds and manipulate genes, which result
in plants that reject toxic herbicides as well as insects, use less water,
and are becoming more robust. Some GMOs are specially made to be
packed with extra vitamins, minerals, and other health benefits. Some
biotech companies are doing experiments to make meat better for us,
such as boosting the number of omega-3 fatty acids in it while decreas-
ing animal fats to aid in preventing heart disease and stroke and at-
tempting to protect against cancer and other medical conditions.

A group of scientists from the National Academies of Science did an
extensive review of research on the safety of crops from GMOs over the
past ten years.63 They found no significant harm directly tied to genetic
engineering. Another study claimed that GMO corn varieties have in-
creased crop yields worldwide from 5.6 to 24.5 percent when compared
to non-GMO varieties. They also found that GMO corn crops had sig-
nificantly fewer (up to 36.5 percent less, depending on the species)
mycotoxins, toxic chemical by-products of crops, which are linked to
illnesses.64

The American Medical Association thinks genetically modified foods
are fine. Part of an official statement notes that in almost twenty years,
no clear impacts on human health have been reported or confirmed in
professional journals.65 The World Health Organization agrees. WHO,
along with the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization, maintains a set
of science-based standards, guidelines, and practices called the Codex
Alimentarius to promote good, safe food for everyone.66

The Food and Drug Administration takes a slightly different ap-
proach to genetically engineered animal products. It has issued guid-
ance to help developers meet the standards of the Codex Alimentarius
and US Food Safety regulations.67 The Center for Veterinary Medicine
makes sure that any given animal food is safe to eat.68

Although there is not sufficient research to confirm that GMOs are a
contributing factor to disease, doctors’ groups, such as the American
Academy of Environmental Medicine (AAEM), tell us to hold off on
making them part of our diets. One claim is that “several animal studies
indicate serious health risks associated with genetically modified food,
including infertility, immune problems, accelerated aging, faulty insulin
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regulation, and changes in major organs and the gastrointestinal sys-
tem.”69

The American Public Health Association and American Nurses As-
sociation are among many medical groups that condemn the use of
bovine growth hormone, because the milk from treated cows has more
of the hormone IGF-1 (insulin-like growth factor) that has supposedly
been linked to cancer).70 Others fear the contamination of the gene
pools of plants. At the same time, there are those who believe that
discontinuing the availability of GMOs may be depriving deprived peo-
ple of the future, putting them face-to-face with famine and malnutri-
tion.

On the other hand, between 1996 and 2008, US farmers sprayed at
least 383 million pounds of herbicide on produce, that is, non-GMOs.
One of the most overused is Monsanto’s Roundup, which has been
reported to result in “superweeds” that are resistant to the herbicide.
Recently, courts have held that it should be considered a carcinogen.

Recent studies and court verdicts have shown that consumers and
workers across the United States have been put at great risk of develop-
ing non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) due to exposure to glyphosate, a
human carcinogen used in Monsanto’s Roundup weed killer products.71
And several court cases have agreed, resulting in massive legal compen-
sations.72

MORE THAN NAPKINS

Another contribution of genetic modification is edible cotton. For the
first time, the cotton napkins on your table will be a form of food. The
US Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service lifted its regulations on genetically modified cotton, meaning
anyone can now grow its seeds as an edible.

In addition to producing fiber for food and fabrics, cotton also gen-
erates 1.6 pounds of seeds for every pound of cotton. This could even
eventually pave the way for cotton seeds to be sold at your favorite
supermarket, as these seeds contain a ton of protein. Unfortunately,
they also contain a ton of gossypol, a chemical compound that protects
the plant from pests and diseases but is also toxic to people. But scien-
tists have found a way to genetically modify the plant to turn off the
gene that produces the toxin. The seeds, which taste like chickpeas,
could ensure that about 575 million people worldwide could meet their
daily protein requirements.73
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PRINTER TO PLATE

There’s a great scene in the sci-fi pic The Fifth Element when the
female protagonist pops a pill on a plate and puts it into a microwave-
looking machine and out pops a fully roasted chicken. And that may be
possible in the future.

Food 3D printing is the latest trend in a new industry that enables
foods like chocolate, pasta, pizza—and just about anything else—to be
“printed” in your home on a machine. Food 3D printers are modified
with special pressurized tanks to extrude raw material in the form of
liquid or paste that can reproduce and customize foods in shape, tex-
ture, taste, and form.74

This process can be healthy and good for you and the environment
because it converts alternative ingredients, such as proteins from algae,
beet leaves, or insects, into tasty products. Food printers can make both
savory and sweet foods; users can choose from a library of shapes or
create their own to print. Up to five food capsules can be loaded into
the printer at one time, and you can make a pizza (one capsule) in five
minutes.75

Whether you think that it’s rad sci-fi or the ultimate laziness, just
pressing a button to print your lasagna is pretty far out. And these
capsules will probably be free of preservatives, with a shelf life limited
to five days. Currently, these devices only print food that must be
cooked as usual. But future models will also produce ready-to-eat.76

They have a touch screen that connects to a recipe site, but users can
control the device remotely using a smartphone. So you can prepare
food while on your way home or watching TV.77 The food printers will
vary in size, depending on configuration, and one that is the size of a
medium microwave will start at about $1,000.78

But there are always naysayers. In the ’70s, people were a bit fearful
of microwaves and thought their food could be poisoned with radiation
or something. The same goes for the food printer. This is real food, with
real, fresh ingredients, but it’s just prepared using a new technology.
And according to the manufacturers, “everybody that tested it liked the
food.”79

CRICKET CASSEROLE

Because of the growing need for quick and cheap sources of protein in
the future, many people (and their pets) may have to redirect part of
their diets to the world of insects, the largest part of the animal king-
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dom. And before you say, “Ick,” consider that the eating habits of nearly
one-third of the human population includes insects as part of the daily
diet.80 They provide protein and omega-3 fatty acids that are more than
comparable to the amounts found in meat and fish.81

Insect farming is a very inexpensive, efficient, and sustainable way to
produce food. Most insects can be raised using waste from slaughter-
houses, grain mills, food processing plants, and restaurants. It takes 20
pounds of grain and 2,500 gallons of water to produce one pound of
beef, 10 pounds of feed and 576 gallons of water to produce one pound
of pork, 5 pounds of feed and 468 gallons of water to produce one
pound of chicken, and 3.73 pounds of feed for catfish to reach market
size at 1.5 pounds.82 We need to find alternatives soon; already all
seventeen of the world’s major fishing areas have reached or exceeded
their natural limits.83

Crickets, on the other hand, require only one-half pound of food to
produce one pound of body weight. Also, 80 percent of a cricket’s body
is edible, compared to only 55 percent of the bodies of chickens and
pigs, and to 40 percent for cattle.84

Thirty percent of the world’s land mass is presently used to graze or
raise food for livestock. Insect farming requires far less area and can be
completed in small buildings with controlled environments. Insects
emit far fewer greenhouse gases and ammonia than livestock, making
insect farms much more environmentally friendly.85 Worldwide there
are an estimated 2,100 species of insects that are considered edible.86
This allows for production in urban industrial sites and is also especially
attractive for those living in the tight confines of alien spaces, like colo-
nies on other planets.

Zoonotic diseases (ones that normally exist in animals, but can infect
humans) have caused widespread epidemics in many parts of the world.
The potential for zoonotics is unlikely with insect farming. First of all,
insects are more distantly related to humans than mammals are, and
they are cold-blooded, which makes the adaptation of zoonotics from
insects difficult. Diseases can be transferred by insects. But, for the
most part, when it happens, it can be eradicated with far less trouble.87

Cricket casserole or chocolate-covered ants, anyone?
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SMART CITY SYSTEMS

AI and Automation

The best way to predict the future is to design it.
—Buckminster Fuller

IN SMART SYNC

Watch out. The walls have ears, the house has eyes, and artificial
intelligence (AI) can bust you. “Smart house” is the term used to define
a home whose appliances, from lighting to security systems, are capable
of communicating with one another and to you and can be controlled
remotely by a programmed schedule from an electronic device like a
computer, tablet, smartphone, or even a watch. All devices are con-
trolled by a master home automation controller, often called a smart-
home hub.1

For example, the fridge will tell when you’re out of orange juice or
eggs, put the item on a list, or go ahead and order groceries that, once a
market delivers them to your home, perhaps will be put away by a
house-bot.2 Walls will do far more than hold up the roof and provide a
border with the outside. Doors and floors will be “track padded” with
sensors that will recognize footsteps and track where you are going and
open doors. Through “airborne electromagnetic noise,” walls can track
a user’s gestures and touch, and record conversations.3 And if you
choose, the house will be surveilled with strategic minicameras.4
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HISTORY OF SMART HOMES

The first smart device debuted in 1975 and was called X10; and worked
with programmable outlets and switches and controlled some appli-
ances, lights, and temperature.5 A 1999 Disney film, Smart House, pro-
vided mainstream audiences with a sense of the possibilities on the
horizon,6 but the first smart-home models began to hit the consumer
market in the early 2000s and have proliferated via the internet and
related technologies today.7

SMART HOMES TOMORROW

As people travel for business or pleasure, chauffeur children to their
school and activities, and pursue their own social pastimes, new smart
systems will provide connectivity to everything in the household and
will take care of household tasks. By glancing at their phones or other
electronic devices, homeowners will obtain a quick check of the prem-
ises.

Any device in the house that uses electricity can be connected to a
smart-home network. Whether you give a command by voice, remote
control, tablet, or smartphone text, the smart system reacts. Most appli-
cations relate to lighting, home security, home theater and entertain-
ment, and thermostat regulation. Add cameras and acoustic, aural, or
olfactory sensors attached to AI programming, and you have a house
with which you can buddy up and schedule when dinner or drinks will
be ready, make and confirm appointments and other future plans, han-
dle kids and their needs, ask advice, and even get a heads-up on your
health.8

The idea of a smart home might make you think of George Jetson or
maybe Bill Gates, who spent more than $100 million building his smart
home.9 But the days when smart-home systems were only for the well-
to-do, tech-savvy, or the wealthy are past. Smart homes and home auto-
mation are becoming more common and will be more so in the future.

Much of this is due to the smashing success of smartphones and
tablet computers connected to the internet of things (IoT)—the net-
work of devices, vehicles, and home appliances that contain software,
actuators, and connectivity that allow these things to link up, interact,
and exchange data through digital networks.10
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Coming Home

Approaching your driveway, a signal from your phone or tablet causes
the garage doors to open. Another touch and a door unlocks; and with
your voice command, “Hey, I’m home,” the wallpaper glows, the home
is heated or cooled to your wishes, and a cool or warm breeze follows
you around. The television is set to your favorite channel, your beverage
of choice is on the coffee table and, as you move around, lights come on
ahead of you and fade behind you. Motion and sound sensors will open
doors and tell you if anyone else is in the house.

Favorite songs can be programmed to follow you throughout the
house; the walls can change colors and photos or play video at will. The
system keeps track of all that you do, and everyone can be “pinned” via
an electronic tracking chip that makes adjustments as it learns every-
one’s preferences. When two different “chips” enter the same room,
the system tries to compromise, as with music or TV, on something that
both people will enjoy.

Acting as an extra energy storage unit, vehicles can be used as buf-
fers to deliver electricity to compensate for energy output or input of a
home’s energy system. This technology can also be utilized for electron-
ic appliances, to ease electrical flow at peak times and to allow the grid
to “borrow” electricity from appliances during times of need.11

There are many “peak demand” power plants in the United States
that only produce electricity for a minimal amount of time in order to
prevent grid overloads during peak load times. These plants are expen-
sive to operate, so there’s a great demand for cheaper solutions.12 Smart
homes and other buildings will be equipped with a “smart energy box”
that can lower energy demand in a targeted manner during peak load
phases, easing the strain on the grid, conserving energy, and saving
money by as much as 30 percent, while maintaining the proper level of
comfort for building occupants. The future supercity will make energy
miners and energy traders of us all. Sensors throughout the city will
provide essential information to keep energy use running efficiently.13

Some Smart Tasks

The IoT is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and
digital machines, objects, and animals or people that are provided with
unique identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to transfer data over a network
without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interac-
tion.14 Devices now can collect and transfer data about routine behav-
iors to control centers in the cloud for analysis and then program and/or
alter the information for preferred settings and courses of actions.
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Some of the most common centrally controlled technologies in today’s
smart home include:

• Smart locks that provide a new home security experience with the
ability to customize who can access your home and when, lock or
unlock your door from anywhere with a smartphone, and even
unlock the door by voice.15

• A smart hub to ensure that smart devices can communicate prop-
erly with each other by linking several different products, includ-
ing speakers, cameras, computers, smartphones, televisions, se-
curity systems, appliances, and more.

• Automated heating and air conditioning systems offering the po-
tential to save energy and money with smart thermostats that
quickly and precisely automate the heating and cooling of a home,
potentially reducing your electric bill. Other products such as
connected lights and appliances can use less energy by powering
down when not in use.

• Connected lights, cameras, and even doorbells that can help make
a home that much safer. If you’re home alone and burglars, for
example, are checking out your house to see if they can break in,
having these kinds of devices can alert authorities or simply scare
intruders off.

• Automation of some of the tedious tasks of home care, such as
automatic vacuuming, a machine that automatically starts a wash
or dry cycle, or a fridge that orders groceries online when it senses
that you’re low.

• Entertainment and information utilities, which consist of con-
nected speakers with AI-based digital assistants can play music,
offer news and sports scores, and recommend a good film to
watch either at home or at a movie theater.

• Water sensors to immediately alert you whenever excess water is
detected where it doesn’t belong. (By the way, according to
HomeAdvisor.com, the average cost to repair home water damage
throughout the country is $2,476.16)

• Kid monitoring by smartphone, to easily and effortlessly check in
on family members and pets. Know when kids come home from
school, when cars arrive in the driveway, or when pets unexpect-
edly leave the house. For young children, parents, or pets that
don’t carry a smartphone, simply place a SmartSense Presence
sensor in their backpack, purse or pocket, or around their collar,
respectively, to know when they come and go.

• SmartThings, which allow you to protect your family by monitor-
ing and securing dangerous and off-limit areas. Get immediate
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alerts if children open things like cleaning supply cabinets, medi-
cine drawers, or gun cases.

• Med-monitoring bottles that sense or count the number of pills
taken and advise on when to order more.

• Ovens that set an optimal time and cooking temperature so that
you can check on Thanksgiving dinner while watching the football
game.

• Path lighting, for nighttime bathroom trips by voice or by touch-
ing a wall, or for instantly creating mood lighting for any occasion.

• Bedroom warming for when you get out of bed, so that it’s nice
and toasty when you get up.

• Light regulation smart bulbs, based on the availability of daylight.
• TV monitoring, so that your children can watch only approved

programs and at certain times.
• Smart security cameras to monitor the home when residents are

doing errands, at work, or on vacation. Smart motion sensors are
also able to identify the difference between residents, visitors,
pets, and unauthorized persons and can notify residents and au-
thorities when suspicious behavior is detected.

• Monitors for how much you throw away and what you throw away.
• Pet care utilities for feeding your pets on a schedule with a preset

amount of food, cleaning litter boxes and dumping the contents
on schedule.

• Plant and lawn watering only when needed and with the exact
amount of water necessary.

• Management of battery storage of solar energy and a charge for an
electric vehicle.

• Connection to an electrical grid for information about available
power and where energy is needed.17

THE FUTURE SMART CITY

The future smart city will employ a number of powerful automation and
AI programs to process vast amounts of incoming data. These programs
will track and upgrade improvements in automation and AI networks
immediately. In fact, smart cities may witness the birth of the first truly
large-scale AI, capable of interactive, reactive, and independent think-
ing to monitor and safeguard a city.

Geostationary and other satellites and orbital platforms will monitor
the city’s atmosphere, pollution levels, weather systems, and local envi-
ronment across the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, with particular
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attention paid to potential threats from earthquakes, tsunamis, hurri-
canes, tornadoes, and other natural disasters.

Urban “stack farms” will put vertical building space to efficient use
in producing food for the city’s population, conferring on the smart city
an unheard-of degree of agricultural autonomy. Integrated transporta-
tion systems, meanwhile, will reduce traffic congestion and strongly
limit pollution.18

Sensors, networks, and wireless systems will communicate informa-
tion about the health and status of the city and its infrastructure. Satel-
lites will monitor the city’s atmosphere, pollution levels, weather sys-
tems, resource availability, and energy use.19

Sufficient energy to power smart cities will be generated from clean,
renewable sources, with each power system compartmentalized for
quick isolation with robust backup systems in case of failure—all
watched over by a smart system.20

These are just a few of the more notable features of the future smart
house and city. With more than half of the human species huddling
together in dense urban areas, it’s inevitable that our cities will need to
be monitored and upgraded constantly. Cities of the future will be less
defined by their skylines and more by the sophistication and upkeep of
their “smarts.”21

VISIT TO A VIRTUAL DOCTOR’S OFFICE

In various surveys across the country, health care is one of the most
important issues. In the future we’ll be able to conduct a pre–doctor
visit by employing home health-care equipment, such as monitoring
and diagnostic tools. Digital developments in health care will also mean
fewer visits to the doctor. The process of taking care of millions of
adults worldwide will be simplified and will include monitoring,
through radio frequency identification (RFID) chips, the movements of
someone suffering from dementia, and making sure people get and take
their medicine.22

Homes will be equipped with body monitors, which will scan and
provide basic digital diagnosis of residents. Watches will be equipped
with electrocardiograms to detect possible irregular heart rhythms, with
which six million people are diagnosed every year. Close to seven hun-
dred thousand are affected by heart problems and don’t even know it,
the occurrences of which are expected to double by 2030. A smart
health system app can detect an A-fib immediately and notify the en-
dangered and the closest health-care outlet.23
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Smart health systems/software will also recommend various basic
treatments and even order medication (with consultation from a doctor
or a doctor’s personal digital assistant) that can be delivered by an air
drone or a building robot. The inclusion of health-monitoring equip-
ment in the home could have a tremendous beneficial impact on aver-
age families, especially those in rural areas. For example, a home moni-
tor could check the heart rates of its occupants, track any illnesses or
preexisting conditions, check meds, automatically alert doctors or first
responders about any abnormalities or problems, and also advise a fami-
ly member or significant other when a loved one is suffering a health
emergency.24

Another innovation is a smartphone application called Mind Moni-
toring Systems. The app is designed to track a user’s emotions and state
of mind throughout the day using voice measurements.

Google’s latest patent describes using ultrasonic bathtubs, pressure
sensing toilet seats, and other devices to monitor people’s cardiovascu-
lar health. The pressure-sensing toilet seat would also be used to meas-
ure the patient’s blood pressure, as well as monitor the individual’s
health through their bowel movements.

An ultrasonic bathtub can generate high-frequency sound waves and
gather an echo from these waves in order to investigate the user’s inter-
nal body structure—blood flow and tissue movement—and create 3D
measurements of that structure.

Another device is a color-sensing mirror that records a person’s skin
tone to determine irregularities; it also measures variations in a size or
color of an organ or limb—or growth. A radar field device would reflect
radiation from human tissue to measure skin temperature, heart rate,
and skeletal movement.25

Technology will be available that determines trends for human
physiological systems in order to catch life-threatening states before it is
too late. That includes any abnormalities in your pee and poop that
could be signs of cancer and incipient diabetes, among a host of other
diseases. The technology will also deliver this information to your per-
sonal physician.26

UNCOMMON CONDUCTIVITY

A present problem is that very few companies produce all the devices
that may be found in a household or know how to connect them all to a
smart hub to ensure that the devices will work together efficiently. It’s
also unlikely that consumers would be loyal enough to buy every house-
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hold device or even a majority from a single manufacturer. So if compa-
nies want to ensure that their devices talk to others, they will have to
develop all devices with common standards and shared software. This
level of collaboration may take some time, as many of these firms are
direct competitors.27

Perhaps the next question is, is all this really necessary? Was the
auto a necessity at the turn of the twentieth century, or the radio or
phone around the same time, the airplane, refrigerators, the national
electric grid, television, rocketry and satellites, the personal computer,
and the internet? These are a few of the things that people lived with-
out until they were invented and then became things we couldn’t live
without.

At present, fully integrated custom systems are expensive and often
require a consultant to install them and possible structural changes to
the home—all involving costs tacked onto the price of the system itself.
Systems and their abilities range from moderately expensive to well
outside the range of the average consumer. However, costs will lower
with increased demand.28

DUMB DEFECTS

A big concern is the potential for criminals to hack into a smart-home
system, as home security is high on the consumer want list.29 This has
serious implications, as smart-home systems generally integrate with
home security systems, leaving not only your home but confidential
secrets about you, your family, finances, and other secure information
vulnerable. A study by Hewlett-Packard exposed some problems:

• 100 percent of the studied devices used in home security contain
significant vulnerabilities, including password security, encryp-
tion, and authentication issues.

• 80 percent of devices tested failed password security, with most
devices allowing such mundane passwords as 1234.

• 70 percent of IoT devices examined failed to encrypt communica-
tions to the internet and local networks, and half allowed unen-
crypted communications.

• The user interfaces of six out of ten devices tested had issues such
as XSS inserts (a flawed code that allows hackers entry), poor
session management, weak default credentials, and credentials
transmitted in clear text.
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• 60 percent of devices didn’t deploy encryption with software
downloads.30

A systems integration report found that 92 percent of consumers
were concerned about the security of their homes and smart-home
data. If hackers were able to infiltrate a smart device, they could poten-
tially turn off the lights and alarms and unlock doors, leaving a home
defenseless to a break-in. Furthermore, hackers could potentially access
the homeowner’s network, leading to the discovery of all kinds of sensi-
tive material and making one vulnerable to crimes such as blackmail,
extortion, or identity theft.31

BODYGUARD OR BIG BROTHER

Advanced smart security systems can make a record of and notify you if
there has been an intrusion, detect unfamiliar vehicles approaching
your home, sense unfamiliar smells and step patterns, notify the author-
ities, automatically lock doors, provide room-by-room surveillance, and
track unfamiliar footsteps, voices, and strangers at the door.32 Security
is an important aspect to most people, and many will take comfort in
the idea that someone or something is watching out for the safety of
their goods and people. After all, it took the FBI only three days to run
down the two Boston bombing suspects, aided by a department store’s
cameras,33 and inside of a week for London investigators to identify
terrorist’s attackers with the aid of street cameras.34

But it’s a touchy subject to others who will irately scream about
governmental abuse and override. The idea of constant monitoring feels
un-American to many of us, especially those who laughed when comic
Yakov Smirnoff said , “In America you watch television; in Soviet Union
television watches you.”35

A MOUNTING MARKET

While less than 1 percent of homes currently employ full smart-home
technology, Allied Market Research believes that the market will grow
at an annual rate of 30 percent through 2020, at which point the market
will be worth $35.3 billion.36 “The global smart home market is forecast
to reach a value of more than $53 billion by 2022,” reports Zion Market
Research.37 The number of devices connected to the internet is esti-
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mated to grow by 140 percent, reaching fifty billion worldwide by 2030,
according to the latest study by Strategy Analytics.38

IoT devices have already outnumbered the human population. With
constantly dropping prices of sensors, connectivity, and so forth, the era
of smart homes is not very far off. But how useful or widely accepted
that era will be is still a topic of skepticism. Whether we all want it or
not; we definitely can’t escape it.39

Driving the market will be the decreasing costs of smart technolo-
gies, increased government regulation regarding energy consumption,
increased energy costs, improved consumer awareness issues about the
environment, and increasing consumer security concerns.40

What’s This Going to Cost?

The average cost of a smart home is around $1,000 per room, with most
homes having an average of five smart rooms. A system bus or hub is a
single computer that links all of the devices within a home or network.
The basic costs of installing a starter home system range from $40 to
$500. Wireless systems run from $300 to $600. And monthly service is
$35 to $70 per month, plus activation fees, which normally cost around
$200 to $500.41

But like anything else, you can spend as much as you are able. So be
careful to check out the options for connecting appliances that you
already own against brand new stuff off the shelf.

A Bot in Every Abode

Several companies are or will be debuting robot makes and models that
will be far more functional than a Roomba but not quite as formidable
as Star Wars’ C-3PO. Many experts and futurists predict that in the
next several decades, robots will be in every household. They will likely
be fully integrated with the smart-home operating system and will help
manage it. They will not only assist with manual tasks but will also learn
a family’s moods, patterns, preferences, and behavior and become a
teacher, helping with homework or other problems.42

Robots will be programmed to recognize faces and respond appro-
priately to the emotions of people. Educational robots may also target
more advanced learners and will soon be online teaching. Their facial
recognition capabilities would be used to shake things up when stu-
dents look bored or are unmotivated, and they may even take a role in
parenting by reading bedtime stories and helping with social problems.
They will soothe crying kids, play or sing to them, be equipped with
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baby monitors and built-in cameras, and even act as nightlights. Bigger,
beefier bots will be designed to handle heavyweight duties and carry
out tasks like lifting and carrying.43

Diving into the sub-rosa world of sex, a number of companies are
currently developing robots designed to combine utility and physical
pleasure–sexbots with a few already on the market. Unlike sex toys and
dolls, which are typically sold in off-the-radar shops and hidden in clos-
ets, sexbots may become mainstream. A 2017 survey suggested almost
half of Americans think that having sex with robots will become a com-
mon practice within fifty years.44

Like anything else, this synthetic coupling comes with a price tag
that can range from thousands to a place in Dublin where for an hour
you can indulge in silicon sex for about 88 pounds, or about $100.45 And
apparently, even though sexbots are for sale in the United States, it will
take time for morality and the laws to catch up with human desire. But
be nice, because when the machines rise, as they do in the science
fiction films, you may not want to have anything out of the ordinary to
answer for.

PROS AND CONS

As a recap, consider the following smart-system balance sheet.

Pros

• Peace of mind. Smart homes are well-known for their improved se-
curity. Many systems come with remote dashboard capabilities, so
forgetting to turn off that coffee pot before you leave no longer
requires a trip back to the house. Simply pull up the smart dashboard
on a smart device or computer and turn the coffee pot off in a matter
of seconds.

• Efficiency. When a system obtains information from cars, appliances,
or energy grids regarding their requirements, it creates an energy
demand forecast for the next day.

• Accountability of designers and builders. They will become more
accountable for increasing the efficiency of energy use and for man-
aging the resource demands of buildings during construction and
remodeling, along with providing consumption forecasts for the life
of the buildings and reducing negative impacts on human health and
the environment.
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• Savings. A study by the American Council for an Energy Efficient
Economy found commercial buildings could collectively save up to
$60 billion by increasing energy efficiency investments by just 1 to 4
percent. Medium-sized buildings can expect to save up to 25 percent
on energy costs with smart energy management, and returns can
happen quickly with very little oversight and maintenance from
staff.46

• Ability to customize as many or as few electronic devices as you
choose. They learn and adapt to your preferences without your hav-
ing to ever input a preselected schedule. Either traditional or behav-
ior-based automation can be applied to virtually every gadget that
can be remotely controlled, from sprinkler systems to coffeemakers.

• Wirelessness. Smart-home technology and compatible devices are
becoming more friendly, and many can be installed with a minimum
of tools and expertise, using only the information provided in the
owner’s manual.

Cons

• Home smart systems have struggled to become mainstream and have
suffered in part due to their technical nature. There may be a learn-
ing curve for non-tech-savvy people.

• Depending on the complexity of the system, installing a home auto-
mation device can be a significant burden on the homeowner. It can
either cost you money if you hire an outside contractor or cost you
time if you venture to do it yourself.

• Not all systems are compatible with one another. Your security sys-
tem, for example, may require you to log into one location to manage
settings, while your smart thermostat may require you to log into
another platform to turn the air conditioner on and off. To truly
leverage the convenience of home automation, you may need to in-
vest in a centralized platform to control all systems and devices from
one location.

• Smart-home technology can require not only an investment in a cen-
tralized platform but also expensive add-ons that will replace existing
fixtures that expire or may become obsolete. For example, light
switches and controls may need to be changed out from basic light
switches to “smart” controls that are able to accept input from smart
programs. A standard light switch may cost a buck or two while a
“smart” light switch might cost up to $40.47
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SMALL AND SMART POWER GRIDS

Efficient, flexible, and interactive electrical smart grid technologies will
shift energy management away from a centralized producer-controlled
utility network to a smaller decentralized, proactive, and self-controlled
grid from city to city or building to building. This will turn your power
grid into a demand-controlled tool, enabling you to generate, deliver,
save, and store power more efficiently.48

Automating everything in life may sound extremely appealing, but
sometimes a good old-fashioned flip of the switch is a lot easier than
reaching for your smartphone to turn lights on and off. Before you
decide which system is right for you, think about how far you want to
take home automation in your home and how you will communicate
with it.
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SUPER SKYSCRAPERS

How High Can We Go?

Skyscrapers are the rock stars of buildings.
—Unknown

What was fiction in building big buildings yesterday is science today.
And the science fiction of today will be the reality of super skyscrapers
tomorrow. In a skyline they make a municipality look “big city.” And
activity with huge cranes and buildings climbing upward can often mark
which cities are booming. In the future they will soar into the sky, float
in and under the seas, burrow underground, even orbit the earth, and
will be humankind’s mark on alien landscapes.

These edifices will be powered by sun, wind, and tides; keep the air
inside clean; use and store clean recycled water; employ a myriad of
innovative means that produce electricity to run smart cities; and recy-
cle to net zero.

Foods will grow around, in, and on top of buildings and in indoor
hydroponic gardens. Three-dimensional printers and modern materials
will be used to create modular homes, parts, and buildings made roboti-
cally in days instead of years, at a cost of thousands compared to mil-
lions, and millions compared to billions.

A future vision for the urban skyscraper is one that will combine
offices, public spaces, energy sustainability, mobility, climate adapta-
tion, water management, green space, food production, and resident
comfort in a self-sufficient structure. An artificially intelligent smart
system will run the operation, management, and maintenance and will
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function as an inclusive organism. And the structure will be one that in
the future, from birth to death, you may never have to leave.1

Skyscrapers will have to be more than just tall buildings; they will
need to be denser, taller, relatively self-contained, and autonomous.
They will have to have the ability to adapt to their surroundings and
with their smart systems become multifunctional, high performance,
and self-sustaining. The next skyscrapers may not look like current sky-
scrapers at all—they’ll still be vertical cities, but they’ll take on whatever
form is necessary to best provide for their occupants, with a toolbox of
systems that will respond to the needs of their inhabitants whether
individually or collectively.2

These high-capacity, high-efficiency, ultratall buildings will probably
occupy a relatively small, car-free, pedestrian-friendly parcel of land.
Within this footprint are all the self-sustaining features, facilities, and
services necessary for satisfying and improving the living, working, cul-
tural, entertainment, recreational, and leisure essentials of living for
residents.3

A SHORT HISTORY OF TALL BUILDINGS

For thousands of years the tallest structures erected were typically only
church spires. But as the technology of the Industrial Revolution ex-
panded, so did the places people worked; and as the population ex-
panded, so did the use of multistory buildings in cities at the end of the
nineteenth century. Technology at the time was advancing quickly, but
people were still freaked about the safety of such tall buildings, and
height limits at the time were fairly common in American cities. So, for
example, the Height of Buildings Act of 1910 was passed by Congress
on June 1, 1910, to limit the height of buildings in the District of
Columbia to a range of 90 to 130 feet.4

Even though the law was never repealed, changes in urban life en-
couraged the switch to taller, higher-density facilities.5 Street trams,
subways, and elevated rail links provided the means to deliver hundreds
of workers to a single urban location, and soon afterward structures
started to stretch skyward as the ranks of workers flooded the cities.

In the 1930s, within the span of just two years, the world’s tallest
building was built three times in New York City: first, the 827-foot Bank
of Manhattan in 1930; next, the 1,047-foot Chrysler Building in the
same year; and last, the 1,250-foot Empire State Building in 1931,
which was the tallest in the world for two decades.6 Nowadays it seems
that skyscrapers get topped every couple of years. But the idea of ultra-
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megastructures is not new. Frank Lloyd Wright’s 1956 proposal, The
Illinois, was a projected mile-high skyscraper. The design included 528
stories, with a gross area of 18.46 million square feet.7

The era of architectural design and erection has been a kind of an
arm wrestle that has only intensified since its beginnings. In 2003, the
1,670-foot Taipei 101 unseated the 1,483-foot Petronas Towers in Kua-
la Lumpur; and in 2010, the Burj Khalifa in Dubai increased the climb
to 2,716.54 feet. Bold builders in China have proposed a 220-story
prefab tower and claim it can be constructed in an astonishing ninety
days.8 Recently proposed skyscrapers have been projected for heights
of a mile and higher.9

For much of the twentieth century, the one hundred tallest sky-
scrapers stood in North America, until Asia began building tall towers in
the ’80s and ’90s. Today the Middle East and Asia are home to most of
the world’s tallest skyscrapers.10

SUPERSTRUCTURES

There’s something mysterious and aloof about skyscrapers—they seem
to defy gravity, and their builders have to include the curvature of
Earth, defeat high winds, calculate incredible loads, and ensure suitably
strong, stiff, and robust stability systems for both the interior and exteri-
or. And whether you are looking up or down from skyscrapers, they are
dazzling and dizzying.

They also cause a little city chest pounding—who can forget the
symbolism of King Kong atop the Empire State Building? Every city
wants to be the place for the tallest, the most unique, and most innova-
tive skyscraper; a kind of competition transpires between builders,
architects, and metropoles. A soaring skyline is also a high watermark of
economic boom in a metro area.

How Tall Is Highest?

Theoretically the tallest building could throw a shadow on lofty Mount
Everest (29,029 feet).11 Buildings are only 15 percent as heavy as a solid
object—far lighter than a mountain. According to the Skyscraper Soci-
ety, a building can be 6.6667 times taller than a solid object.12 .Quick
math indicates that theoretically a building could be far higher than
Mount Everest, at a little more than 193,000 feet. Of course, such
height would raise other, quirky issues. Its base would have to be about
2,858.307 square miles—a rather large lot for any city.13 Then there is
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the problem of planes making uninvited crash landings and issues relat-
ed to oxygen and sunlight at that height. It sounds like a long elevator
ride too.

Getting Up

Without elevators multistory buildings wouldn’t exist. By the way, Eli-
sha Otis didn’t invent the elevator; Archimedes is believed to have built
the first one 2,200 years ago.14 And in the eighteenth century, Louis XV
is said to have had a personal lift installed at the palace of Versailles so
that he could visit his mistress.15 But Otis did invent the safety brakes in
1854, allowing the trip up and down to occur in relative security, which
was the gateway needed for the modern high-risers.16

Soon maglev motors and lightweight materials will allow elevators to
go side to side as well as up and down. Designers speculate that build-
ings implementing this technology could increase the carrying capacity
by as much as 50 percent.17

Each car will be powered by two magnetic linear maglev motors, one
for vertical and another for horizontal movement, and equipped with
light but enormously strong carbon-fiber cables, cutting out steel cables
and winches in order to reduce weight. New-generation maglev eleva-
tors will enable the shattering of height limitations as well as introduce a
new mode of side-to-side, building-to-building transportation, since
horizontal elevator shafts can be built into neighboring buildings.18

They also might be powered by compressed air so that a ride from
the ground level to the topmost floors would only take only a few mo-
ments—at a speed that might make some passengers dizzy or their
stomachs woozy. Elevators might also run snakelike, like a vertical,
circularly stacked train long enough to service as many as thirty floors at
once—and you’ll only have to wait seconds for a seat.19

The fastest elevator at present is in the CTF Financial Center sky-
scraper in Guangzhou, China, that will travel at about sixty-six feet per
second—a pace that might be troubling to popping eardrums and the
decelerating feeling of weightlessness in the guts of passengers.20 It’ll
be almost as fun as a roller coaster.

Getting Skinny

Tall, skinny apartment towers are on the rise, sprouting like magic new-
age beanstalks from small lots—some only as wide as a handful of town-
homes. Fueling the drive toward slim living are factors led by a robust
demand from the high end of the residential brackets, people willing to
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pay big bucks for status and outrageous views. Forward thinking in
structural design and bleeding-edge building materials have made con-
structing skinny skyscrapers possible. It makes sense to developers that
if you can build slender and higher, you can get more and higher units
with an elevated price tag.21

* * *

The skyscraper of the future isn’t just about scraping or even piercing
the sky but also about making its space “high performance.”22 Mega-
metro markets will not only have to deal with living and working spaces
but also resources—water, energy, air, waste, and food, transportation,
quality of environment, citizen services, building methods and materi-
als, and ways to deliver these products and services that don’t take a big-
time bank account. In other words, neo-skyscrapers have to be and do
more than just go upward. They’ll have to integrate smart technology
and become autonomous, multifunctional organisms in their own right.

What it will take is not only careful planning but also looking to a
variety of alternatives and solutions, some of which will sound reason-
ably practical and doable and others like questionable new-age, sci-fi
futurism.

To accommodate the oncoming stampede of a hyperdense Gotham
City, for example, superbuildings of the future will consist of millions of
inhabitants, and they will provide a framework for just about everything
in a single mammoth structure that could soar thousands of feet into the
sky and spread several city blocks wide. It would offer quality living,
affordable housing, and an accessible, clean out-of-doors experience,
where the air is refreshing, the food fresh and sustainable, the water
pure, and energy ample and inexpensive. Single-stream recycling will
recover and recycle just about everything, and buildings will generate
net plus energy (more than they consume) and stash the surplus into
storage or pass it on to other mini or regional electrical grids.23 Even
the temperature of the building, plus the heat of generating electricity,
will be captured to generate more electricity.24

Food would be supplied by local producers, public transportation
would be simple and affordable, and all necessities would be nearby
and easily available. A supercity skyscraper would not only be a pleasure
in which to live but would also provide living spaces that would be
attractive and easier to organize, administer, operate, and live in.
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ALL SHOPS, ONE STOP

This is what an “everyday” day in a supercity skyscraper might look like.
Get the kids up and down to the lobby, where their transport to school
awaits unless instruction and schools are in the building. Stop for a
coffee in the lobby or have one sent up via your electric dumbwaiter.
Perhaps go to a doctor’s appointment at the clinic on an upper floor or a
little shopping on the floor where the mall and supermarket are located.
Afterward take a stroll in the building on your favorite nature trail,
check with your phone to see if your purchases have been delivered via
a drone or your homebot, and then meet the kids in the lobby diner for
an afterschool treat. After preprogrammed entertainment, dinner, and
AI assistance with homework, the children are in bed, and you and your
partner step out to the bistro on the top floor for an after-dinner cock-
tail and live entertainment, which you saw previews about on the build-
ing intranet channel. Check in with your babysitting robot, and consult
your schedule, which shows options for everything from food to travel,
your exercise plan, weekly calendar for the family, and interesting and
upcoming things each family member might be interested in—all with-
out putting a foot outside your building. Even disturbances such as
natural disasters will be planned for in every aspect—even though you’ll
be thoroughly protected in your building.

In the “tomorrow land” of major cities, residents in superstructures
will have their own networks for shopping, recreation, medical facilities,
entertainment, schools, inner- and extra-city transportation, foods fresh
off the urban “farmlands,” and parks—all concentrated under one roof
within a single massive structure, stretching into the sky and consuming
many city blocks in width. These superbuildings are close to becoming a
reality because there are planners who believe these megastructures
will be our best option for dealing with the future demographic, eco-
nomic, and environmental onslaughts that are right around the corner
for cities.25

IMAGINING EDIFICE REX

Visionaries are putting efforts into raising superstructures higher and
higher, so that soon we will live and work among the clouds or in the
darkness of space. Today’s skyscrapers scarcely scratch the sky com-
pared to those of the next couple of generations. Tomorrow’s will be
built perhaps in orbit or on asteroids and anchored to complete ecosys-
tems unto themselves.
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One chimerical structure, architect Eugene Tssui’s still unbuilt Ulti-
ma Tower, would comprise 500 stories; likely have a floor area of about
1,500,000 square feet, the interior of which would contain 39,000 acres;
and cost an estimated $150 billion. It would have a stable, aerodynamic
trumpetlike or bell-curve structure and accommodate up to 1 million
San Franciscans.26

For a foundation, such a structure might have reinforced geopoly-
mers (a concrete that is made by reacting aluminate and silicate-bearing
materials) with a metal microlattice core that is one hundred times
lighter than Styrofoam but far stronger and far less expensive than
titanium. It could be wrapped with a double-helix carbon-fiber skin that
has the strength one hundred times that of aluminum but with far less
weight. The exterior walls could be made of structural glass, virtually
bulletproof, designed to disperse all forces along the surface.

By the way, as far as proposed structures go, the tallest would really
have to be the hypothetical space elevator. It’s planned as a 328,084-
foot carbon-fiber structure with the shaft anchored on Earth that rises
beyond our atmosphere, where a counterweight would hold it in place,
enabling Earth-based vehicles to be delivered into space sans booster
rockets. It would also be used as a platform to deliver supplies to space
colonies and travelers to astro-hotels, and as a tourist stop (see chapter
5).27

INDIVIDUAL ECOSPHERES

Don’t think floors, but imagine entire landscaped neighborhood “dis-
tricts” that are fifty to one hundred feet high, each with its own mini-
biosystem featuring small lakes, hills, streams, natural sunlight, fresh
air, all manner of greenery, and panoramic views. It’s of primary impor-
tance to bring nature upward to promote and enhance natural sur-
roundings in a controlled environment, as if nature grew upward into
the edifice. Gardens will be situated at all exterior and interior open-
ings. Terraces, sunshades, natural ventilation, and integrated green
space will be designed to bring in light and space to living areas by
means of reflecting mirrors when necessary, and with either personal or
automated controls of ventilation of outdoor or indoor fresh air (see
chapter 6).28

Green rooftop gardens, with birds, small animals, and fish that are
brought together to mutually benefit one another as well as economical-
ly produce fresh foods through aquaponics will be the setting (see chap-
ter 10).29
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Water will be placed via bladders on specific levels; the bladders will
serve as fire barriers, sprinkler system reservoirs, supplementary hot-
and cold-water holding tanks, and catch basins for rain for lakes, water-
falls, and streams to help support whole ecosystems within the building.
Water systems for residential needs will be supplied by various meas-
ures from natural sources and refiltration devices, such as toilet-to-tap
systems and desalinization where possible—nothing will go to waste.

Interiors will feature a new type of wallpaper that can change colors
and patterns manually or under certain light.30 Tired of looking at a San
Francisco vista or the Mona Lisa? Try Rome or Picasso instead. Bored
with the carpet color? That, too, will change at the sweep of a hand or
push of a button. Whole walls will be used as TV screens in any room, if
desired.31 Residents will have access to additional communication and
RFID devices (radio frequency devices that can identify and find any-
one, anywhere), and a range of communication mechanisms that can
spread news through the city via billboards, street signs, and Siri/Goo-
gle/computer signals.32 Buildings will be made from self-cleaning mate-
rials, and for tough spots sanitary robots will be available.

Building towers themselves may be surrounded by water featuring
sandy beaches, stone cliffs, plants and trees, small islands, birds, and
squirrels and other small animals. Lake water will be drawn up through-
out the structure and used for cooling floors and walls as well as for
emergencies. A portion of this water will be heated by large, passive
solar panels and left to descend by gravity, to be used at various levels.33

Such a building/ecosphere will feature several aerodrome ports for
drones to deliver packages and passengers.34 Below the surface level,
there will be a terminus for underground maglev or superspeed electri-
cal subways connecting to inner- or extra-city terminals and long-range
transportation facilities.35 Only electric vehicles, people-powered vehi-
cles, and some propane and hydrogen gas vehicles for heavy or large
loads will be allowed. No gasoline internal-combustion engines or toxic
pollutants via petrofuels will exist within the confines of the city.36

In “muni-parks,” pedestrian walkways and running and cycling paths
will meander through hills and the natural landscape. Small green pe-
destrian bridgeways will connect buildings. All residential building
“neighborhoods” will be located at the outer edge of the building, clos-
est to views and natural sunlight. The core of the building will be re-
served for commercial use and support systems like schools, churches,
clinics, and stores.
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HVAC: Heating and Cooling

Cooling (and heating) will be based on water, in this case waterfalls: the
cool air will be warmed in the upper floors and exit through different
levels of the building, cooling as it falls back to the ground level, either
to be cooled underground or by stored energy.37 To enhance this effect
cooling bricks will be used that absorb water and chill air is it passes
over and through the bricks. Winds will be also cooled as they flow
through the spaces and bladders of water between the building’s cool-
ing or warming ventilation.

All windows in the building will be both electrically and manually
operable and act as natural air conditioners. Building HVAC systems
will follow the sunlight over the course of the day, sucking dew and
carbon dioxide out of the air. These substances will be filtered and
stored.38

Deterring Natural Disasters

When planning for ultralofty buildings, natural disasters must be taken
into consideration. For example, in San Francisco one has to think of
earthquakes; in the Southeast hurricanes and tornadoes. Buildings must
be extremely aerodynamically efficient and resistant to earthquake
shock waves, so that if earthquake shock waves push or disturb one
portion of the structure, another portion absorbs and dissipates the
forces.

A core of metal lattice and carbon fiber in a double helix configura-
tion will keep an entire building in constant tension, producing an equi-
librium of stress and strain coming from any direction. Even in a hurri-
cane-force wind or an earthquake, the building will not buckle or be-
come dislodged because of its inherent strength and ability to mitigate
or dissipate pushing and pulling forces.

Other ingenious solutions include windproof skyscrapers, like the
Taipei 101 building in Taiwan, which is topped off with a giant pendu-
lum that swings in the opposite direction to the wind when a typhoon
strikes.39
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Gold in Garbage

Human society sustains itself by transforming nature into garbage.
—Mason Cooley

Even the word waste leaves a bad taste in our mouths. And it’s becom-
ing a misnomer. Waste in the future won’t be looked at as something
that has to be buried, burned, or carried away. On the contrary, it will
be a significant commodity for a valuable makeover in an innovative
multibillion-dollar industry that will cause a new-age “waste rush.”

Take Los Angeles, for example. The amount of trash created in Los
Angeles County is staggering: 10 million residents generate about 14
pounds of garbage per person per day, or 85,692 tons.1 There’s a lot of
use for that refuse transforming it into a raw resource.

By 2025, instead of “disposing” garbage, waste companies will
morph into a “reprocessing industry,” where their central role will be
not to dump, burn, or ship stuff off but to extract, repurpose, and
recycle everything valuable, returning those resources for reuse to man-
ufacturers, recyclers, or the general public.

A similar redo is required of designers and manufacturers of goods
whose after-market refuse should be seen as the raw material of tomor-
row. Some are calling for incentives—a positive for some manufacturers
who get it but a negative for those who won’t get with the program.
When our mindset changes, manufacturers will begin to make products
that last longer, use more recycled materials, and make products easier
to repair, unwrap, and, in the end, dismantle.2
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DEALING WITH WASTE

A future city that makes no distinction between waste and supply will
be caught in the backwash of an endless and problematic supply stream
of rubbish. The new green approach will be that there is no such thing
as waste, just about everything is reusable, and we should stop looking
at waste as something that should just “go away.” Making something go
away used to mean getting rid of it somewhere else—shipping it out to
other locations, burying or burning it, or using any other (unsustain-
able) way to remove it from sight and smell.

Tomorrow’s waste management companies will undergo a metamor-
phosis into an industry that examines, invents, or researches construc-
tive uses for our throwaways. Their central role will be not to dispose
but to return the used to be reused.

In the next few years public attitudes toward waste will require a
radical makeover. Half of the food produced around the United States
ends up in the garbage can;3 those leftovers and all manner of material
from clothes and paper to plastics and metals to medicine will be
thoughtfully moved to incipient supply stream. (Check out my book
Throwaway Nation.)

Truly sustainable cities of the future will not differentiate between
waste and resource. Rather, they will understand waste as the starting
point for something new. Ideas and initiatives are taking shape that
provide a glimpse of how we could build our urban environments more
sustainably in the future.

WRECK WASTE

Roughly 40 percent of solid waste in the United States derives from
construction and demolition. Every year, more than 548 millions of tons
of construction and demolition waste like timber, concrete, metals,
glass, and asphalt end up in landfills in the United States—about dou-
ble the amount of waste picked up by garbage trucks every year from
homes, businesses, and institutions.4 Such waste involves a significant
loss of valuable materials, metals, organic materials, and energy. Thus,
there is a great opportunity to create closed material loops in a circular
economy. In the future all of the material used in buildings and other
structures will be recycled to their origins or into new types of construc-
tion material.

According to the International Business Times, “Industrial waste
from demolished buildings is damaging our environment, but with in-
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novative 3D printing, we are able to recycle construction waste and turn
it into new building materials, greatly reducing construction costs.”5

NEW LIFE FOR URBAN ORE

Landfills will gradually become the mines of the future. Natural re-
sources required for the production of construction materials, like sand
and gravel, are depleting, but they stand in huge piles in our urban
wastelands.

The Cleveland-based firm of Redhouse Studio has developed a bio-
logical process to turn wood scraps and other kinds of construction
waste like sheathing, flooring, and organic insulation, into a new, brick-
like building material.6

The company wants to use the waste materials from the thousands of
homes in Cleveland that have been demolished over the last decade or
so as a source to create this new biomaterial, which will be contained
and recycled in shipping containers repurposed into mobile labs called
the Biocyclers.

MONEY IN MUNICIPAL WASTE

People in urban areas produce about twice as much garbage as people
in rural areas, and this statistic is only going grow as more and more
people migrate into cities.7 By 2050, metro areas are expected to see an
influx of approximately 2.5 billion people and all the garbage they gen-
erate.8

The good news is that it’s possible to take advantage of that refuse in
smart ways that benefit a city’s energy resources. Landfills produce
methane and carbon dioxide, which can be collected and burned for
energy or building materials of the future; solid waste can be cleanly
incinerated, generating energy.9 This isn’t the cleanest way to rid our-
selves of discards, even if the upside is producing energy, but research-
ers are working hard to create a carbon capture system to collect excess
emissions, pack them back into the earth, or use them to create new
materials.

Only about one-third of our greenhouse gas is actually turned into
electricity.10 The rest of the gas is either flared (burnt off) or isn’t
recovered at all and just floats off into the atmosphere. The largest
methane emitters are oil and gas, agriculture, and waste management.11
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Clearly there is a lot of room for growth in using these gases for build-
ing or energy.

Landfills should be considered as long-term assets rather than nega-
tive eyesores. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment (promoting policies that will improve the economic and social
well-being) states that three billion tons of trash a year will contribute to
landfills worldwide by 2030, up from 1.6 billion in 2005.12 However, the
potential of landfills as a vast new resource, as opposed to a useless
burden, is encouraging.

The concept of “by-product synergy” consists of taking the waste
stream from one production process and using it to make new prod-
ucts.13 Using waste instead of trashing it can cut costs by reducing
disposal fees, lessening the use of virgin resources, diminishing green-
house gases, and opening up additional revenue streams through by-
product sales—thereby creating a new industry: waste mining.14

Losing Livestock and Plant Weight and Waste

To produce a pound of beef takes 12 pounds of grain, 2,500 gallons of
water, and lots of grazing land.15 Roughly 20 percent of all currently
threatened and endangered species in the United States are harmed by
livestock grazing. Animal agriculture is a chief contributor to water and
air pollution. America’s farm animals produce ten times the waste pro-
duced by the human population.16

Agricultural waste like corn husks or scraps from dining halls can cut
the cost of animal feed by reusing (looping) it for feed. Another exam-
ple of reusing waste is in the cement manufacturing industry. Slag
(waste) from a steel mill is used as a material for 3D buildings while also
decreasing nitrogen oxide emissions.17

ABUNDANCE OF E-WASTE TO MINE

Many millions of tons of televisions, phones, and other electronic
equipment are discarded each year, despite them being a rich source of
metals. In fact, according to a study in the journal Environmental Sci-
ence & Technology, a gold mine can generate five or six grams per ton
of raw material. However, that figure rises to as much as 350 grams per
ton when the source is e-waste. And with no huge mining machines to
buy and maintain, no toxic waste, and no environmental damage, it’s an
environmental win.18
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The amount of e-waste being generated certainly suggests that the
business opportunities for recycling could be great. The United Nations
International Telecommunications Union estimates that about forty-
five million tons of e-waste was generated in 2016, and the amount is
expected to top fifty million tons by 2021.19 Besides, we will have no
choice in the future but to take care of our own messes, as our biggest
junk dealer, China, is now cracking down on imports of e-waste. There’s
increasing pressure on the United States and other countries to find
more proactive solutions for their own refuse.20 E-waste mining has
already shown the potential to become big business in Australia. Eco-
nomic modeling shows the cost of around $500,000 for a microfactory
pays off in two to three years, generate revenue, and create jobs.21

Some of our industries have been criticized for being intractable
with the recycling of their products. Apple is trying to counter the
opinion that its phones are difficult to recycle with the recent demon-
stration of a robot, “Daisy,” that can disassemble up to two hundred
iPhones an hour.22 But they are still not made to be fixed.

Cell phones alone contain as many as sixty elements, including rare
metals such as iridium, which is used in touchscreen technology.23 To
put numbers on it, the EPA states that for every one million cell phones
recycled, we can extract amounts of irreplaceable precious metals that
can’t be ignored:24

• 35,274 pounds of copper, worth $423,288
• 772 pounds of silver, worth $9,264
• 75 pounds of gold, worth $216,000,000
• 33 pounds of palladium, worth $396,00025

In the United States more than half a billion cell phones are ready
for recycling, more than twelve million phones are added to that total
each month, and almost 150 million mobile phones are discarded each
year. Mobile phones contain numerous metals, including expensive
ones. The most important are copper, nickel, silver, gold, platinum
group metals, cobalt, lithium, lead, tin, zinc, gallium, indium, iron,
chromium, niobium, tantalum, and titanium. Only 25 percent are recy-
cled. It is estimated that the recycled metal market as a whole will be
worth $476.2 billion in the United States by 2024.26
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COLLECTING AND CONTAINING

Cities are also becoming increasingly aware of the problems of waste
collection and are contemplating using a small device equipped with a
fill-level sensor that will be mounted inside trash containers, to continu-
ously monitor the waste level at pickup times. The readings are sent
wirelessly to a proprietary waste management platform to be further
analyzed by smart systems to keep track of what’s thrown away.27

In future supercities there will be strategically placed pneumatic
waste collection points for mixed waste, organic waste, paper, and metal
waste accessible twenty-four hours a day.28 After being deposited in
“waste inlets” located by your home or in other buildings, garbage will
be transported along large-diameter steel pipes that are hermetically
welded, and transferred into containers that are sent away for further
processing using the city’s existing underground railway network.
Sealed biowaste tanks will be used instead of plastic containers to en-
sure that high levels of hygiene are maintained throughout the system,
decreasing the potential for food for vermin. This process will be re-
motely monitored and controlled by smart systems at waste stations. No
trucks will be needed, which will reduce traffic and therefore lessen
greenhouse gas emissions along with aroma and noise.29

The entire network will be monitored and controlled underground
by a smart system that will be part of the overall smart system of the
city.30 Waste can be tracked, monitored, and calculated for billing by
RFID (radio frequency identification) tags to identify customers’ waste
handling costs based on their actual usage.31 This will be fair to clients
who use far less waste space than their neighbors do.

There will be no unsightly piles of waste or unpleasant odors benefi-
cial for the cleanliness and image of the area. Another benefit is that a
pipeline-based waste collection system is very flexible and should not
get congested even at peak times. The use of both suction and pneu-
matic pressure in a system allows for blowing out blockages and using
far less energy overall.32

MICROORGANISM MINERS

One day landfill sites may be mined for valuable metals using genetical-
ly engineered slugs or repurposed microorganisms. Dr. John Collins,
SynbiCITE’s commercial research director, calls biomining a thing of
the near future and believes revolutionary cell-splicing technology
called Crispr-Cas9 could herald the ability to create organisms that
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digest waste and convert it into useful products, or that produce cells
designed to change color on contact with certain metals.33

Picks and axes will be passé to miners of the future. Techno tools
will be smart that will direct robots with sophisticated detection equip-
ment to unearth materials ranging from precious metals to pockets of
gases for energy collection. These tools will also include organisms with
manipulated and enhanced genes that can detect and absorb precious
metals and direct mining operations for rare materials. For example,
scientists have created—by accident—a mutant enzyme that breaks
down plastic bottles. The breakthrough could help solve the global plas-
tic pollution crisis by enabling for the first time the full recycling of
bottles. The new research was spurred by the discovery in 2016 of the
first bacterium that had naturally evolved to eat plastic, at a waste dump
in Japan. Scientists have now revealed the detailed structure of the
crucial enzyme produced by the bug.34

Large quantities of lithium that could be mined and reused to create
batteries for electric cars lie buried deep within old landfill sites and
could be reclaimed with the help of genetically engineered organisms
like bacteria biominers—there are already people doing that on a very
small scale in gold mines.

Professor Richard Kitney, also a member of the SynbiCITE team,
says developments in synthetic biology could allow new types of “plas-
tic-eating biological devices” to be created that digest nonbiodegrad-
able plastics and return biodegradable material.35

PRECIOUS METALS FROM POOP

Researchers at the US Geological Survey along with scientists at Arizo-
na State University have measured gold, silver, platinum, copper, zinc,
and other precious industrial metals found in biostools (poop).36

But it’s not just about “poop mining.” Gold can be derived from
digested food products or dental fixtures. Gold and silver are used to
treat arthritis and cancer and also figure in some surgical and diagnostic
procedures. Little flakes of gold and silver from jewelry can enter
wastewater when a person does the dishes or takes a shower, and pre-
cious particles that are used in a variety of consumer products due to
their antibacterial properties go down the drain and are flushed out at
wastewater treatment plants.37

Concentrations of some metals in biosolid material—say about one
part per million of gold, for example—can be found in natural occur-
rences.38 There’s money in sewage treatment pools and waste rock near
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mining sites where piles of waste are left behind. This waste rock and
drainage water could contain metals with concentrations that were too
low to be economically recoverable at one time, or metals that weren’t
of interest then but now have new, high-tech applications and can be
mined with ultramodern innovations.39

ROADS TO RICHES

Every day on the road cars eject particles of platinum, palladium, and
rhodium from their catalytic converters. More than $98 million worth
of precious metals accumulate on British roads every year, making their
roads a new-age mining opportunity—and you don’t have to go under-
ground, as the stuff is sitting on the surface, just waiting to be collected.
The UK has about 240,000 miles of paved roads,40 and the United
States has 4.12 million miles to explore.41 Do the math.

FRESH FUTURE FOR AN OLD NEED

Landfills might stay open for another twenty or more years, as they are
still clearly needed, but they can’t survive solely as landfills anymore.
The website Waste Dive has been tracking the effects of China’s import
policies in all fifty states, and changes are expected in many aspects.
Operators, like one in Sacramento, California, are considering develop-
ing a green business park around their landfill and doing recycling as a
secondary function.42

Technology and the modern systems and practices it brings will im-
prove waste management considerably:

• Robots are rapidly breaking into all areas of the resource-recovery
industry, from curbside collection to general resource manage-
ment. Advanced robots will be able to detect various types of
waste and take action to effectively separate and segregate
waste.43

• Consumers will go postal and start mailing back all kinds of mate-
rials for recycling—even tiny items like cigarette butts and cos-
metic containers. This will be important as curbside collection
becomes less common.44

• Wastewater treatment will be on the rise. Solid waste isn’t the
only type of waste that can produce hydrogen. Wastewater con-
tains plenty of raw material that can be turned into fuel. And in
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2017, more than 80 percent of the world’s wastewater entered the
environment without any filtration or disinfection, according to an
estimate by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cul-
tural Organization. At present, the wastewater treatment that
does take place consumes 2 to 4 percent of all electricity pro-
duced.45

SPACE TRASH

Some ask, Why not just blast the trash into space toward the sun in the
future, either to lose it in the infinity of space or to let the sun vaporize
it? Well, we have too much space junk in near orbit already, but let’s
take a look and see what the logistics are.

Let’s start with a reasonable, down-to-earth figure of $200 million to
launch a rocket with a payload of around 15,500 pounds just into Earth
orbit.46 Derek Thompson reported in the Atlantic that the world makes
an estimated 2.6 trillion pounds of garbage per year and we would need
more than 168 million rocket loads chock full of trash to get rid of it
all.47 That would cost $33,696,200,000,000,000 ($33 quadrillion)—but
maybe only $16.5 quadrillion if Elon Musk’s SpaceX rocket could cut
the bill in half. And to get all that trash out of Earth’s orbit and on its
way to the sun, you’d have to increase the cost by ten times, or to $160.5
quadrillion.48 Not even Musk, his billionaire buds, and all the people on
Earth have that kind of garbage money.

RATCHET UP RESPONSIBILITY AND RECYCLABILITY

Responsibility for retail-related recycling shouldn’t fall entirely on con-
sumer shoulders. Makers and retailers that sell unrecyclable packaging
should also make a change and be accountable for those products. They
need to step up and take responsibility for financing the collection of
nonrecycled postconsumer packaging. Less than 14 percent of plastic
packaging is currently recycled in the United States.49

The United States Industry Association is taking the lead in provid-
ing grants for sorting-facility upgrades, to enable the collection of con-
tainers used for liquid products such as milk and juice and for polyethy-
lene-coated paperboard or other board and foil laminates for liquid
packaging, like the Capri Sun containers.50 However, Capri Sun and
Kraft, despite their promises, have made no significant move toward
making their yearly 1.4 billion containers more recyclable.51
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Some fast-food, beverage, and consumer packaged-goods manufac-
turers have to have their feet pulled closer to the fire and become
actively involved in becoming part of the solution rather than the prob-
lem. And if they fail to act, then sanctions and mandates should be
enacted, including consumer identification and product boycotting.

In 2014 there were 1,956 waste landfills, down from 6,326 in 1990,
according to the Environmental Protection Agency.52 The marked de-
cline leads to the question of what will happen to disposal companies in
the future, and what, if anything, will take their place.

As far as plastics are concerned, closely identifying one plastic poly-
mer from another is critical, and a new infrared spectroscopy system
could present an answer. Based on diffuse reflection, the technique
enables unique polymer compositions to be distinguished based on
their spectral differences, making recycling easier.53

Unfortunately, one of the new wonder materials, carbon fiber, which
will be used extensively in the future, is typically not biodegradable or
photodegradable. While a car part made of carbon fiber won’t deteri-
orate over its useful lifetime, it also means that should the product
crack, break, or just no longer be desirable, it won’t decompose in a
landfill like other materials. And burning it creates toxic fumes.54

CHARGING CONSUMERS FOR FOOD WASTE

Half of the food produced around the world ends up in the garbage bin,
and many think that consumers should be charged for the food waste
they produce. This approach has been successfully tried in Seoul, South
Korea. Residents are given cards that include a chip holding the name
and address of the cardholder. They scan their identification card, then
dispose of their rubbish in a smart bin with a weighing scale, and are
simply billed for the corresponding rubbish.55

WASTE TO ENERGY

Some operators have set up waste-to-energy facilities to turn waste into
power. The global market for turning rubbish into electricity is ex-
pected to reach $37.64 billion by 2020.56

While most of the growth to date has been in thermal technologies,
biological technologies could provide a major breakthrough with new
generations of firms using 100 percent biodegradable feedstock and
advanced biotechnologies.57
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Biotech firms are beginning to use patented microbes to convert
carbon-rich waste into biofuel by a gas fermentation technology or by
turning low-grade cooking oils into biodiesel.58

An anaerobic digester uses a series of biological processes in which
microorganisms break down biodegradable material into a biogas,
which is combusted to generate electricity, heat, or vehicle fuel.59

WASTE: AN OPEN PROBLEM

And with over 90 percent of waste openly dumped or burned in low-
income countries, it is the poor and most vulnerable that are dispropor-
tionately affected.

“Poorly managed waste is contaminating the world’s oceans, clog-
ging drains and causing flooding, transmitting diseases, increasing res-
piratory problems from burning, harming animals that consume waste
unknowingly, and affecting economic development, such as through
tourism,” said Sameh Wahba, World Bank Director for Urban and Ter-
ritorial Development, Disaster Risk Management and Resilience.60
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CAUTIONARY COMMENTS ON
CLIMATE CHANGE

How to Cope

It is your human environment that makes climate.
—Mark Twain

In the future, unlike on Star Trek, we probably won’t be able to control
the weather. But instead of just talking about it, we may be able to
mitigate, learn to live with, understand, and deal with it.

WHITHER THE WEATHER

Most of the death and destruction from water-bearing storms comes
from storm surges caused by winds pushing relentlessly onto the shore.
They are more like rollers of high water that form as the windborne
ocean crashes inland. They may occur in addition to high tides. For
cities that are at increased risk of flooding, architects are moving away
from traditional defenses such as dykes, levees, and dams that are ex-
pensive to build and maintain and can be overwhelmed, causing mas-
sive flooding in extreme conditions. Instead, there are new plans to
make space for water in the urban fabric so that life can (mostly) contin-
ue with far less damage due to flooding.1

Water plazas holding storm rain during floods will act as reservoirs
until the water can drain away via naturally permeable pavement and
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can also be directed into huge underground cisterns or into some build-
ings by hydraulic diversion.2

For residents of many coastal cities, the future of continual flooding
is already here in the form of rising sea levels and frequent, destructive
floods. And the problem is only going to get worse.3

More than 90 US communities already face chronic inundation from
rising seas caused by climate change, and the number could jump to
nearly 170 communities in less than twenty years and as many as 670 by
the end of the century, according to a study by analysts at the Union of
Concerned Scientists.4 Environmental scientists and engineers are de-
vising a range of ways to prevent coastal flooding by diversion, saturat-
ing permeable materials, using natural green defenses, limiting erosion,
and deflecting wave energy.5

Skyscrapers may not suffer the same flooding conditions of smaller
buildings—inhabitants can always move up and use the basements ar-
eas for drainage. In the future, buildings will be far more self-contained
and efficient, but there will always be the problem of isolation when the
streets and underground areas are flooded—in fact, that’s one reason
that future buildings will be more self-sufficient.

HARDCORE CURES

Seawalls and bulkheads (vertical walls that retain soil) and revetments
(sloping structures on banks and cliffs) have long been the go-to de-
fenses against coastal flooding. Fourteen percent of all continental US
shorelines have been armored with these “hard” structures, and it’s
estimated that nearly one-third of US coastlines will be reinforced by
2100.6

But there’s a problem: instead of damping wave energy, these ce-
ment structures simply deflect wave power to areas “next door.” So if
waves batter a seawall along one location, their energy will be redi-
rected to neighboring properties. That means some areas will experi-
ence wave energies and destruction even greater than would be experi-
enced if the seawalls weren’t even there.7

SOFTCORE SOLUTIONS

A more workable and more natural solution is to create “living shore-
lines” with various soft, green shore-protecting techniques and technol-
ogies that primarily involve natural materials.
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Nature has protected potentially flooding lands in a primal way by
water-absorbing salt marshes and using shoreline rock structures, oyster
beds, coral reefs, and other natural breakwaters to deflect water and
protect the shoreline. Now we are striving to re-create what nature
created in the beginning, to disperse the terrific force of the oceans.
Stabilization projects involve what coastal engineers refer to as shore
protection in conjunction with a beach restoration and maintenance
plan. Shore protection is generally categorized as “soft” or “hard” solu-
tions. Soft solutions include beach grass plantings, sand/snow drift fenc-
ing, and fiber roll technology. A fiber roll is a collection of coconut
fibers rolled together, encased in organic netting, and anchored at the
base of the coastal slope. And according to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), just fifteen horizontal feet of
marshy terrain can absorb 50 percent of incoming wave energy.8 The
growth of oyster reefs has a good chance of protecting a coastal area.

In one project, coastal scientists and volunteers built and installed
square wire cages through which marsh plants would grow, creating a
slope of plant matter to lessen wave impact, especially when utilized
against a wall.9

Research suggests that marshes are significantly better than bulk-
heads at protecting shorelines. In a survey of three coastal regions of
North Carolina, it was observed that Hurricane Irene damaged 76 per-
cent of bulkheads. But the shorelines protected by natural marshes
sustained little or no damage.10

Green growth also provides protection against floods and rising wa-
ters. Plant infrastructure can help mitigate the flooding by rainwater
that rises when the ground is covered by impermeable surfaces, such as
asphalt, pavement, and cement.

Another idea is basically a human-made “bowl” one hundred to
three hundred square feet in diameter that is filled with soil, clay, sand,
plants, and mulch. These bowls collect stormwater runoff from houses
or small buildings so that it can be absorbed by plants or returned to the
atmosphere as water vapor.11

Some communities have created larger versions of rain gardens
known as bioretention systems, created by punching a hole through a
clay layer in the ground to increase water draining.12 Another solution is
called a bioswale—that is, a sloped landscape that channels water into
vegetation-filled ditches, complementing other green infrastructures.13

Green roofs and green walls with thick vegetation can reduce the
volume of stormwater runoff from buildings.14 On hard, impervious
land, ground covers can be replaced with a porous surface concrete
product called Topmix Permeable that can absorb water at a rate of
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about 880 gallons per minute, preventing pooling in parking lots and
road surfaces.15

Living shorelines aren’t possible for all places. Take New York City,
for example. To combat a powerful storm like Hurricane Sandy would
have required establishing many miles of natural habitat, which could
not have been possible in an urban waterfront setting.16

One inevitable problem is that some cities that suffer habitual flood-
ing are at the lowest and flattest parts of the coastal United States,
where the land is also sinking. Climate change will only worsen the
plight of these communities and similar ones in other parts of the coun-
try.17

If global sea levels were to rise just one foot within the next twenty
years (a good but gloomy guess), more than one hundred coastal com-
munities would see up to 25 percent of their livable land flooded. A far
more pessimistic guesstimate is that by 2100, close to 670 communities
would be chronically flooded, including Boston, Newark (New Jersey),
Fort Lauderdale, Los Angeles, and all but one of New York City’s five
boroughs.18 The latest research suggests that by 2100, up to 60 percent
of oceanfront communities on the East and Gulf Coasts of the United
States may experience chronic flooding from climate change.19

On the West Coast, dire predictions include losing expensive beach
front real estate in southern California, airports in Oakland and San
Francisco along with forty-two thousand homes along the coast and the
inland Sacramento delta.20

The final, dismal solution to flooding is simple: pull up stakes and
move away.

CREEPING CLIMATE CHANGE

Ultimately, creeping climate change is going to be inherited by future
generations. But for residents of many coastal cities, the future is right
around the corner—or already peeking at us—in the form of rising sea
levels and frequent, destructive floods. Worst-case scenario is that parts
of America could experience sea-level rises of as much as eight feet by
2100.21

Consequently, this isn’t a great time to buy coastal property, espe-
cially with a thirty-year mortgage. About 40 percent, or 125 million
members, of the US population live in counties located on a coastline.22
It’s not too hard to guess what will happen to property values along the
coast as rising ocean levels and extreme climate events put more and
more homes in danger of being flooded, swept out to sea in high tide, or
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destroyed by storm surges or hurricane events. Even in nonextreme
circumstances there is the danger that they will collapse along eroding
shoreline bluffs or regularly become flooded because they’re below the
(new) mean high-water line.

Just north of San Diego, the small, coastal town of Del Mar (ironical-
ly means “of the sea” in Spanish) is a wealthy enclave full of expensive
homes built almost on top of Pacific Ocean bluffs and shoreline. The
state of California requires Del Mar and all other coastal communities
to create plans for managing their properties in the face of the expected
rise of three to six feet in average sea level over the next several decades
and to also understand that the land—including cliffs and beaches—will
inevitably be taken by the Pacific Ocean.23

That actually happened way, way farther inland, in Grand Forks,
North Dakota, where the Red River area was inundated so badly that
people just abandoned their land and homes and simply moved to high-
er ground.24

Jerry Yudelson, a green guru and author of Reinventing Green
Building, has stated, “My prediction: this same debate and response is
going to happen in city after city as people begin to face up to the reality
that ‘mitigation’ because of climate change damages might very well
mean ‘abandonment,’ of settled areas, leaving them to face the ele-
ments.”25

NASA, the world’s leading climate research agency, says all ten of
the planet’s warmest years since records have been kept occurred in the
past twelve years. In some places global sea level rose about seventeen
centimeters (6.7 inches) in the last century. In some places the rate in
the last decade is nearly double that.26 All three major global surface
temperature reconstructions show that Earth has warmed since 1880.27

The growing heat island effect in cities, which contributes to global
warming, can be partially handled by using green building materials
that don’t capture heat.28 Dark-colored asphalt absorbs between 80 and
95 percent of the sun’s rays, heating up not just the streets themselves
but the entire surrounding area. And according to the Bureau of Street
Services, the LA streets that have been rendered lighter in color with a
grayish-white coating known as CoolSeal renders the streets ten to fif-
teen degrees cooler on average.29 Using green building materials and
alternatives could be one of the keys to saving our coastal communities.

Protecting places like New York City by dissipating big waves is not
practical. It makes more sense to create larger versions of rain gardens
known as bioretention gardens, a former wetland area punched with
holes through the clay layer to increase infiltration. The garden fills with
rain and floodwater, turning it into a full wetland that serves as habitat
for wildlife.30
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Green roofs and green walls blanketed with vegetation can reduce
the volume of storm water runoff from buildings. New York has been
weighing very ambitious plans for defending itself against further as-
saults from the sea by constructing a combination of a large chain of
artificial islands and a giant floodwall.31

Perhaps more practical plans, as reported by the New York Times,
includes the idea that the risk of future flooding is changing the way
that buildings are designed in the city. Top-floor penthouses might be
replaced with emergency generators that can provide enough power for
residents to remain in their apartment for as long as a week, and ground
floors are being built with materials that can tolerate floods.32

SHAKE, RATTLE, AND ROLL

The occurrence of earthquake tremblers will become more problematic
as more people move to urban environments and as structures grow.
Luckily, over the last few decades, architects and engineers have de-
vised a number of clever technologies to ensure that houses, multi-
dwelling units, and skyscrapers bend but don’t break. As a result, after
the building shakes and suffers only minimal damage, inhabitants can
walk out unharmed.33

Earthquakes also produce land and surface waves. The former travel
rapidly through the earth’s interior. The latter travel more slowly
through the upper crust and include a subset of waves—known as Ray-
leigh waves—that move the ground vertically. This up-and-down mo-
tion causes most of the shaking and damage associated with an earth-
quake.34

Devices such as isolation systems and dampers are designed to re-
duce vibrations and, as a result, the damage of structures. These devices
include a novel barrier that absorbs an earthquake’s ground waves. The
“ViBa” is essentially a box containing a solid central mass connected to
the foundations of buildings through the soil. It is held in place by
springs, allowing the mass to move back and forth and absorb the vibra-
tions created by seismic waves. It should be able to absorb a significant
portion of that energy, with a subsequent 40 to 80 percent reduction of
seismic response.35

Another system involves “floating” a building above its foundation on
lead and rubber bearings, which contain a solid lead core wrapped in
alternating layers of rubber and steel. Steel plates attach the bearings to
the building foundation and, when an earthquake hits, allow the foun-
dation to move without moving the structure above it.36
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Yet another system uses a cushion of forced air. When sensors on the
building detect seismic activity, a network of sensors communicates
with an air compressor that, within a half-second of being alerted,
forces air between the building and its foundation. The cushion of air
lifts the structure up to 1.18 inches off the ground, isolating it from the
quake force. When the earthquake subsides, the compressor turns off,
and the building settles back down to its foundation.37

Shock absorbers in a building slow down and reduce the magnitude
of vibrations by turning the kinetic energy of the suspension devices
into heat energy dissipated through hydraulic fluid, a process known as
damping. Dampers can be placed on each building level with one end
attached to a column and the other end attached to a beam. Each
damper with a piston head moves inside a cylinder filled with silicone
oil. When an earthquake strikes, the horizontal motion of the building
causes the piston in each damper to push against the oil, damping the
motion.38

Another solution, especially for skyscrapers, involves suspending an
enormous mass near the top of the structure. Steel cables support the
mass, while viscous fluid dampers lie between the mass and the build-
ing it’s trying to protect. When seismic activity causes the building to
sway, the mass moves in the opposite direction, dissipating the ener-
gy.39

Another idea is a controlled rocking system in which the steel frames
that make up the structure are elastic and allowed to rock on top of the
foundation, which means they can pull the entire structure upright
when the shaking stops. The final components are the replaceable steel
fuses placed between two frames or at the bases of columns. The metal
teeth of the fuses absorb seismic energy as the building rocks. If they
“blow” during an earthquake, they can be replaced relatively quickly
and cost-effectively to restore the building to its original, ribbon-cutting
form.40

One more design is a rocking core-wall at the ground level that
prevents the concrete in the wall from being permanently deformed. To
accomplish this, engineers reinforce the lower two levels of a building
with steel, and they incorporate post-tensioning forms along the entire
height. In post-tensioning systems, steel tendons are threaded through
the core wall. The tendons act like rubber bands, which can be tightly
stretched by hydraulic jacks to increase the tensile strength of the core-
wall.41

Scientists call another possible system a “seismic invisibility cloak”
for its ability to render a building invisible to surface waves. Engineers
believe they can fashion a “cloak” out of one hundred concentric plastic
rings buried beneath the foundation of a building. As seismic waves
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approach, they enter the rings at one end and become contained within
the system. Harnessed within the “cloak,” the waves can’t impart their
energy to the structure above. They simply pass around the building’s
foundation and emerge on the other side, where they exit the rings.42

A “shape memory” alloy can endure heavy strains and still return to
its original shape. Engineers are experimenting with these so-called
smart materials as replacements for traditional steel-and-concrete con-
struction. One promising alloy is nickel titanium, or nitinol, which offers
10 to 30 percent more elasticity than steel.43 Researchers compared the
seismic performance of bridge columns made of steel and concrete with
columns made of nitinol and concrete. The columns made of nitinol
and concrete allow for shape memory, which means the structures can
endure heavy strains and still return to their original shape. They far
outperformed the traditional materials on all levels and experienced far
less damage.44

Another promising solution, much easier to implement, requires a
technology known as fiber-reinforced plastic wrap. Manufacturers pro-
duce these wraps by mixing carbon fibers with binding polymers, such
as epoxy polyester, vinyl ester, or nylon, to create a lightweight but
incredibly strong composite material.

Engineers simply wrap the material around concrete support col-
umns of bridges or buildings and then pump pressurized epoxy into the
gap between the column and the material, offering significantly higher
strength and ductility (strength before rupture). Earthquake-damaged
columns can be repaired with carbon-fiber wraps and can be 24 to 38
percent stronger than unwrapped columns.45

Some marine biologists have suggested using the sticky fibers of sea
mussels, known as byssal threads, because the flexible strands absorb
the shock and dissipate the energy of the ocean. Researchers have even
calculated the exact ratio of stiff-to-flexible fibers—80:20—that gives
the mussel its stickiness, and they are developing materials that mimic
the mussel’s strength.46

Another biomimic is spider silk. It’s stronger than steel pound for
pound (just ask Peter Parker), and its dynamic response under heavy
strain makes it unique. When the silk is tugged, the threads are initially
stiff, then stretchy, then stiff again. It’s this response that makes spider
webs so resilient and spider thread such a tantalizing material to mimic
in the next generation of earthquake-resistant construction.47 Scientists
are presently trying to solve the problem of mass amounts of the spidey
silk by hybridizing the genes of a silk spider with a goat. The silk is part
of the goat’s milk and is purified producing the spider silk protein into
much, higher quantities.48
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Another possibility is for humble cardboard tubes to be coated with
polyurethane and combined with wood as primary framing elements.
Because the cardboard-and-wood structure is extremely light and flex-
ible, it performs much better than concrete during seismic events. If it
collapses, it’s far less likely to crush people gathered inside.49 And it’s
easy to reproduce.

For something more personal, how about Capsule K107, an egg-
shaped pod? Once a quake hits, you step inside, close the door, and
hide inside and ride out an earthquake. The survival capsule is a spheri-
cal, reinforced metal ball that can withstand being crushed and will also
float in the case of a tsunami—and it can be lived in for up to a month.
A basic version goes for $2,400, but a top-of-the-line model costs
$10,000. The pods feature a pouch for human waste, an air purifier, and
a vapor condenser to supply drinking water.50

WEATHER WAY AWAY FROM HOME

The moon has little to no atmosphere, which means there’s no wind and
very little weather. The surface can reach temperatures of up to 253°F
during the day and drop to −243° at night.51

On our neighboring planets there’s going to be very little enjoyment,
if any, of extraterrestrial strolls, rainstorms, or snowfalls. And as for
enjoying a summer breeze, winds in the strongest Martian storms top
out at about 60 mph, about three-quarters the speed of a Category 1
hurricane on Earth.52

Because of its thin atmosphere and its greater distance from the sun,
the surface temperature of Mars is much colder than that of Earth. The
average temperature on Mars ranges from a balmy 70 to a brisk
−225°F.53 The atmosphere of Mars is also roughly one hundred times
thinner than Earth’s, but it is still thick enough to support some weath-
er phenomena, like clouds and winds.54 Mars is infamous for intense
dust storms that sometimes kick up enough dust to be seen by tele-
scopes on Earth. Every year there are some big dust storms that can
completely cover the planet and block out the sun.55

Because Venus is closer to the sun, and because it has a thick atmos-
phere of heat that traps carbon dioxide and sulfuric acid, the average
temperature is about 860°. On its surface is a crushing atmosphere
ninety-three times heavier than on Earth, plus a thick, sulfuric
acid–laced atmosphere in which there are lightning storms very much
like those on Earth.56 In fact, scientists claim that the only way to
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colonize the planet is to live high above the hostile atmosphere in giant
dirigibles capable of housing thousands of “cloud people.”57

CLIMATE CHANGE CONJECTURE

What you see when you look out the window on a daily basis is weather.
Climate change refers to alterations in the atmosphere such as tempera-
ture, precipitation, ice melt, the jet stream, and wind patterns, meas-
ured over hundreds, even thousands, of years. The problem is that
there is evidence that temperatures within human history have never
increased as rapidly as in the past one hundred years. According to
scientists at NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), glo-
bally, the warmest temperatures were those of 2015, 2016, 2017, and
made 2018 the second-warmest year on record behind only 2017.58
That increase is driven largely by human activities, mainly the use of
fossil fuels.59

An international team of researchers formed some conclusions by
running computer simulations and predicted what future weather pat-
terns around the globe would look like if levels of greenhouse gases
continued to rise as expected.

The simulations were run three times, with greenhouse gases set at
either low, medium, or high. All three scenarios predicted increases in
extreme weather conditions but differed regarding their frequency.
Here is what they figure will occur by the end of the century:

• Most areas above latitude 40° north, including parts of Canada
and northern parts of the United States will experience more days
of heavy rain, defined as more than 0.40 inches.

• Dry spells, which can lead to drought, could lengthen significantly
across the western United States.

• On the bright side, the average growing season could increase
significantly across most of North America.60

WHETHER THE WEATHER CAN BE CHANGED

There are many factors that influence global weather, but one key mes-
sage is that climate change and warming are likely to make extreme
weather on both ends of the spectrum more common.

With the threat of rising global temperatures, increased rainfall, and
severe droughts, and more and larger events, scientists are racing to
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develop technologies that will actually change the weather, like “making
it rain” to mitigate the severe droughts experienced especially in the
Southwest. One such older technology is cloud seeding; it is the process
of spreading either dry ice, or more commonly, silver iodide aerosols,
into the upper part of clouds to try to stimulate the precipitation pro-
cess and form rain. Silver iodide gets sprinkled into clouds by airplanes
or blasted up into clouds on rockets, or winds are used to naturally
transport the silver iodide into the clouds. The chemical has a very
similar structure to ice, so it will bond to clouds, making them increas-
ingly heavy until they let loose their moisture.61

Some of these technologies seem promising, but there’s no telling
about consequences when we start messing with Mother Nature.

CO2 AND THE CHANGE IN CLIMATE

Carbon dioxide is not a total bogeyman: it retains heat in the atmos-
phere and keeps the planet warm enough to sustain life. But it is a
problem when we end up with too much, especially through the burn-
ing of fossil fuels. Certain gases in the atmosphere block heat from
escaping. Long-lived gases that remain semipermanently in the atmos-
phere and do not respond physically or chemically to changes in tem-
perature are described as “forcing” climate change. Gases, such as wa-
ter vapor, which respond physically or chemically to changes in temper-
ature are seen as “feedbacks,” causing a rise in temperature.62

The four most common greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and water vapor (H2O).63 Impacts
of climate change include:

• Sea level rises due to the melting of ice sheets; sea levels in the
United States could rise more than twenty inches in the twenty-
first century

• Extinction of animals migrating to higher elevations or away from
the equator as temperatures warm, and the extinction of many
forms of plant life

• Absorption by the oceans of extra carbon dioxide in the atmos-
phere, making it difficult for corals and microorganisms to survive
and disrupting the food supply for other sea animals

• Increased fires in forests and brush, exacerbating forest decline,
drought, and devastating wildfires

• Stressed water supplies due to increased drought.
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Whether you choose to bury your head in the oncoming rising tide
or, instead, pay attention to people who have made it their life’s work to
follow the climate of our earth, it seems that erring on the side of reason
and safety makes far more sense than relying on ignorance and hearsay.
Roll the dice offered by some “leaders” and politicians if you choose;
just don’t whine when you get your feet wet or your crops fail.
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